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Abstract
In this thesis, the generation of microcombs under complex, non-trivial, and/or higher-order

cavity conditions is explored, both in ideal theory & simulation, and in practical experimenta-

tion. Pulse-driving of microresonators is investigated for the generation and temporal guiding

of localised dissipative structures. The effect of pulse-driving in contrast to constant-wave

driving is explored in terms of energy conversion efficiency and the nonlinear transfer of noise

from the input to the output light. The generation of localised dissipative structures under

arbitrary dispersion is investigated, including for dissipative solitons in pure or perturbed

anomalous dispersion, switching waves in normal dispersion, and zero-dispersion solitons

that exist in pure third-order dispersion between anomalous and normal. The existence of

these localised dissipative structures in non-trivial resonators where the propagation con-

stants vary with distance is studied, with particular attention for longitudinally modulated

dispersion. In these resonators, coherent higher-order dispersive waves on solitons, and

the emergence of Faraday-wave satellite structures on switching waves are experimentally

observed and analysed according to Floquet theory.
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Résumé
Dans cette thèse, la génération de "microcombs" est explorée avec la théorie, la simulation

et l’expérimentation pratique. Le pompage pulsé de micro-résonateurs est étudié pour la

génération et le guidage temporel de structures dissipatives localisées. L’effet du pompage

pulsé par opposition au pompage à ondes constantes est exploré en termes d’efficacité de

conversion d’énergie et de transfert non linéaire de bruit de l’entrée à la lumière de sortie.

La génération de structures dissipatives localisées sous dispersion arbitraire est étudiée, y

compris pour les solitons dissipatifs en dispersion anormale pure ou perturbée, les switching

waves en dispersion normale et les solitons à dispersion nulle qui existent en dispersion

pure de troisième ordre entre anormal et normal. L’existence de ces structures dissipatives

localisées dans des résonateurs non triviaux où les constantes de propagation varient avec la

distance est étudiée, avec une attention particulière pour la dispersion modulée longitudi-

nalement. Dans ces résonateurs, des ondes dispersives cohérentes d’ordre supérieur sur des

solitons et l’émergence de structures satellites à ondes de Faraday sur des switching waves

sont expérimentalement observées et analysées selon la théorie de Floquet.
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Introduction

Over the last half-century, lasers have become a ubiquitous tool in modern technology. But,

for the purposes of transferring information, they are akin to measuring distance with a stick

of fixed length. New laser systems amounting to optical frequency combs are frequency rulers

and therefore energy rulers, a potential omni-tool for future sensing, communications, and

time keeping. While there are several well known specific uses for existing frequency combs in

the present day, their fundamental nature portends countless unanticipated applications. At

present there exist gaps in the capabilities of existing frequency combs. They are either too

sparse in the terahertz domain, or too dense in the megahertz domain. They may require a

large amount of optical pump power in order to get little in return. There exists a trade-off

between energy efficiency, and spectral bandwidth. Aside from this, there is also the ambition

to bring these tools away from the unique, customised laboratory setting on table-top and into

foundry-based mass-production in the form of photonic microchips. Such a frequency comb

can be most elegantly provided by combining a dissipative micro-cavity with the physics of

nonlinear localisation: a microcomb. Nonlinear localisation or self-organisation pervades

our lives and the natural world. Such environments include multiple layers of dynamical

systems each with their own terms and ingredients across physics, chemistry, biology, and

even humanity. This gives way to complex distinct regimes and patterns that are challenging

to understand easily. Amongst this, the optical cavity provides the purest dynamical system,

and hence a most fundamental test-bed.

This thesis merges the interest for the understanding of dynamical systems and self-organised

dissipative structures with the technological desire for efficient, precision microcombs on

photonic chip. The work presented is the product of feedback between simulation and

experiment, and experiment and simulation. The system of choice is the driven dissipative

Kerr cavity, in the form of photonic silicon nitride microresonators. Research and development

in this area has so far been focused on the continuous-wave-driven soliton microcomb. The

physics of this state has been reaching maturity in its base-level understanding. Furthermore,

in an application sense, it suffers serious limitations in efficiency and spectral coverage.

This thesis seeks to advance the practical understanding of localised dissipative structures

in Kerr cavities, and how we may fill the gaps in achievable chip-integrated frequency comb

generation. In Chapter 1, the Kerr cavity system fundamentals will be described, first in the

canonical form, and then in the generalised form to be explored in the body of the work.
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Introduction

Chapter 2 will introduce pulsed-driving for the Kerr cavity system, first in theory and then

in experiment with the interest of achieving resonant supercontinuum generation. The per-

formance of these microcombs are tested in terms of energy conversion efficiency and how

input pulse noise transfers, multiples, and is suppressed across the microcomb. In Chapter 3,

we move to arbitrary dispersion landscapes. First, to normal dispersion with switching wave

microcombs. Then, to the discovery of ‘zero-dispersion’ solitonic dissipative structures as a

candidate for broadband efficient microcombs. In Chapter 4, we add longitudinal parametric

variation to the system and explore the dramatic effects arising from it, particularly the gener-

ation of satellite switching wave microcombs. In the conclusion, steps towards achieving an

efficient octave-spanning microcomb is presented, and a future is proposed.

2



1 Basic concepts

1.1 Optical frequency combs

1.1.1 Formulation and discussion

Consider any complex signal in time τ, a(τ), that amounts to some kind of solitary but sudden

tonal or frequency excursion. If that signal was made to reliably repeat itself with a certain

period T , as if it is constantly cycling around a periodic space so that c(τ+T ) = c(τ), such a

signal could be decomposed as a convolution[1]:

c(τ) = a(τ)⊗
∞∑

k=−∞
δ(τ−kT ) (1.1)

where the term on the very right is the ‘shah’ function or Dirac Comb, an infinite series

of equally spaced Dirac delta functions δ(τ), containing unit energy and infinitely narrow

duration. Conveniently, from basic Fourier transform theory, the Dirac Comb is its own Fourier

transform F [ ], and accordingly in the frequency domain

c̃(ω) = ã(ω)×
∞∑

m=−∞
δ(ω−mωr ) (1.2)

which is simply the envelope of the Fourier transform of the solitary signal ã(ω) =F [a(τ)],

multiplied by the Dirac comb in the frequency domain, spaced by the signal’s repetition rate

ωr = 2π

T
(1.3)

If the excursion signal a(τ) is centred at some optical frequency ω0, so that

3



Chapter 1. Basic concepts

a(τ) = A(τ)e iω0τ (1.4)

then

C̃ (ω) = Ã(ω)×
∞∑

µ=−∞
δ(ω−ω0 −µωr ) (1.5)

In optics, this whole signal is known as a “frequency comb” [2] although it perhaps really

should be called a frequency ruler to emphasise the fact that, as it’s derived from a cycling

signal, the frequency spacing ωr is intrinsically constant.

A typical thesis on this topic will usually present a frequency comb to you as a plot of uniformly

spaced vertical lines (or comb “teeth”) as a function of optical frequency, famously where the

comb line frequencies ωm

ωm = mωr +2π fceo (1.6)

with fceo being the “carrier-envelope offset frequency”: representing the ‘phase slip’ of the

underlying oscillating field underneath the signal envelope [3, 4]. In this thesis, I wish to

emphasise the frequency comb’s two-dimensional character, presented in Fig. 1.1. Optical

frequency combs (OFC) as tools have been most fundamentally considered [5] an RF-to-

optical link for the fact that the value of the comb line spacing ωr = 2π fr typically exists in or

slight above the radio frequency (RF) domain (<100s GHz), and the optical centre ω0 and its

bandwidth exists firmly in the optical domain of 100s THz. Hence, with having sure knowledge

of m, ωr , and fceo, OFCs are able to transfer knowledge of optical frequencies, and therefore

energies [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] (atomic, molecular response signals and so forth) from the

optical domain down to the radio level where they can be measured ‘exactly’ with electronic

circuitry. Likewise in reverse, information originating in the radio frequency domain (data

communications) can be imposed on well known optical wavelengths for data transmission

[12, 13, 14] and optical frequency synthesis [15, 4, 16]. This relationship between the radio

and optical domains is fundamental to frequency comb optics, and in this way I would liken it

fundamentally to music where, the optical carrier and envelope represents pitch and timbre,

while the RF signal/response corresponds to rhythm and the constant beat.

Presenting the frequency comb as it is in Fig. 1.1 will be a mainstay of this thesis. It allows

a ‘birds-eye’ view of the OFC response to phenomenon over the rapid short term – the fast

or optical frequency – and the gradual long term – the slow or radio frequency. One useful

visualisation involved here is the OFC noise or instability. When the optical carrier frequency

varies and drifts for whatever reason over the long term t (as opposed to the short term

τ) ω0(t) = 2π( f̄0 +δf0(t)), then the comb grid experiences noise/uncertainty on each line

uniformly. When the cycle velocity of the signal envelope A(τ) speeds up or slows down
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Figure 1.1: Two-dimensional representation of a frequency comb. The red circles represent
comb teeth in slow vs. fast frequency space ie. RF vs. optical, rhythm vs. pitch. Noise or
instability may cause this ‘comb grid’ to jitter up and down in carrier frequency with δf0(t)
and lean high and low with δfr (t ), inside the black lines.

(timing jitter) then the comb grid leans with an additional high or low gradient in the offset

(slow) frequency dimension. In order for an OFC to be useful as an RF-to-optical link, then

both fceo and fr must be stabilised, or locked to another highly stable reference frequency [3,

2], and the noise (incoherence) of δf0(t) and δfr (t) must be ‘cooled’ or ‘quietened’ down to

human timescale of single-Hz variation.

Finally, while having a stabilised OFC is sufficient a tool to measure relative signals accu-

rately[17], in order to know the fceo, the OFC has to be ‘self-referenced’, for instance, with the

f−2f scheme. If an OFC has a spectral envelope that encompasses an octave in bandwidth,

that means at the low end of the spectrum there exists a comb line frequency that, if doubled,

would be able to be measured via heterodyne with a comb line at the high end, where

2ωm1 ≈ωm2

⇒
2
(
m fr + fceo

)≈ (
2m fr + fceo

)
⇒

2ωm1 −ωm2 = 2π fceo (1.7)

5



Chapter 1. Basic concepts

which is why an OFC that spans an octave is the ultimate nice-to-have.

1.1.2 Applications of frequency combs

Optical atomic clockwork, low-noise microwave generation, and optical frequency synthesis

As discussed above, a self-referenced frequency comb can transfer the relative purity of an

atomic transition at 100s THz down the human scale of seconds, imparting a relative stability

to the definition of second at the order of 10−17 [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. OFCs are now able to

go in to orbit to strengthen GPS and conduct relativistic measurements of Earth’s gravity by

comparing minute timing differences. [23, 24, 25, 26], including on land [27].

Without interacting with trapped atoms, self-referenced OFCs locked to ultra-stable cavities

and coherent lasers [28, 29, 30] can divide the relative phase noise of that laser by factors of

(10,000)2 transferring from the 100s THz domain down to 10s GHz, enabling high purity RF

signals for radar and communications.

When operated in reverse, a highly stable RF signal can be transferred to the optical domain

via a self-referenced frequency comb, enabling the specification of laser frequencies to sub-Hz

precision [15, 4, 31, 32, 33].

Astro-spectrometer calibration

The stability of an ultra-broadband OFC can be used to provide calibration (ie. frequency

ruler) for astro-spectrometers, replacing ageing gas lamps [34, 9, 35] and providing a stable

reference sufficient to enable detection of exo-planets via the radial Doppler shift of the stars

emission spectrum [36, 37, 38, 39]. An OFC having its comb line spacing in the GHz domain is

particularly important, as the individual comb teeth can be separated via diffraction [40].

Parallel telecommunications and ranging

OFCs, particularly those in the GHz spacing area are naturally suited as massively parallel

multi-channel sources and receivers of information, for data communications [12, 13, 41, 42]

and for distance ranging and lidar [43, 11, 44, 45]. This replaces the need for high number of

individual laser devices requiring mutual stabilisation and electricity usage.

1.2 Kerr cavity physics

This section will briefly define everything necessary to interpret the results of this thesis.
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1.2 Kerr cavity physics

Figure 1.2: Transverse eigenmodes of a wide Si3N4 waveguide cross-section, x-polarisation
(quasi-“TE”). First four transverse harmonics |G(x, y)| for the propagating mode in an example
3.5×0.75µm2 Si3N4 waveguide (featured in chip design D62.C5), calculated using COMSOL
Multiphysics 6.1. Each mode depicted here is also paired with a y-polarised mode (“TM”).

1.2.1 Waveguides and dispersion

Transverse eigenmodes

If we consider light as a constant travelling electromagnetic field propagating through a

photonic waveguide, having a separable form

E(x, y, z, t ) = G(x, y)A(z, t )exp
[
(iβ(ω)−α(ω))z − iωt

]
(1.8)

where A(z, t) is the above discussed signal envelope function, with a transverse density of

G(x, y) (normalised so that
∫ ∫ |G(x, y)(x, y)|2dxdy = 1) governing a travelling wave with fre-

quency ω [s−1], loss α [m−1], and propagation phase constant [m−1]

β(ω) = ωneff(ω)

c
(1.9)

where neff the effective refractive index is the eigenvalue solution, with eigenmode solution

G(x, y), found from solving Maxwell’s equations for a focusing refractive index profile n(x, y),

such as those depicted in Fig. 1.2 for an example Si3N4 waveguide in full silica (SiO2 ) cladding.

Such modes can be found for arbitrary non-uniform anisotropic transverse dielectrics with

the use of commercial mode solvers such Comsol Multiphysics in this instance, or Ansys, or

7



Chapter 1. Basic concepts

programs freely available online [46, 47].

Figure 1.3: Numerically calculated values of neff at many wavelengths Si3N4 waveguide, for
the TE00 mode in Fig. 1.2. As wavelength increases, the mode expands to have more of itself
located out of the Si3N4 core and into the surrounding SiO2 cladding, so that neff tends from
the core n(λ) to the cladding n(λ).

Dispersion

Modes at different frequencies ω travel at difference phase velocities ie. dispersion, a crucial

phenomenon underpinning all the presented work. As we are interested in nonlinear optics

and wave-coupling, self-organisation, and phase matching, we have to decompose β(ω) into

Taylor series components

β(ω) =β0 +β1(ω−ω0)+ β2

2
(ω−ω0)2 + β3

6
(ω−ω0)3 + . . .

βℓ

ℓ!
(ω−ω0)ℓ (1.10)

for ℓ≥ 2 up to however many is necessary to model and predict the system over a large spectral

bandwidth, with constant coefficients evaluated at the centre frequency ω0

βℓ =
dℓβ

dωℓ

∣∣∣
ω0

(1.11)

with each coefficient playing an important role: β0 the phase constant (phase velocity vp =
c/neff =ω0/β0); β1 the group delay (group velocity vg = c/ng = 1/β1) the speed of travel for

the envelope function A(z,t); and β2 specifically the group ‘delay dispersion’ (but hereafter

group velocity dispersion (GVD)) quantifying the spread or dispersal in time for a group of

waves travelling at different frequencies in a linear medium. When β2 > 0 the dispersion

8



1.2 Kerr cavity physics

Figure 1.4: Numerically calculated and fitted dispersion values from the above neff in four
useful forms as a function of optical frequency. (a) Phase constant. (b) Group delay. (c)
Relative phase delay, or integrated dispersion, the 6th-order polynomial fit plotted with the
original calculated sample points to verify the fit. (d) Group velocity dispersion.

is said to be normal as when ‘red’ frequencies travel with a faster group velocity than blue

frequencies, and for when β2 < 0 the dispersion is said to be anomalous in the opposite case.

The dispersion slope term β2 governs at what frequency the GVD changes sign from normal to

anomalous and weather this will cause radiation to be emitted away from a travelling pulse.

β2 and β3 will be a fundamental role in this thesis, but all higher orders β4+ will also serve to

complicate any emitted radiation. Fig. 1.4 shows how these orders of dispersion appear when

calculated and isolated for the realistic Si3N4 waveguide modelled above.

Fig. 1.4(b) can tell us where any two propagating signals will be travelling at the same velocity,

and Fig. 1.4(d) tells us where and whether dispersion is anomalous and so can allow for

nonlinear self-organisation of our optical system. If we wish to know how the relative phase of

co-travelling waves evolves with distance, we take the ‘integrated dispersion’

∆β(ω) =β(ω)−β0 −β1(ω−ω0) (1.12)

which is essentially Fig. 1.4(d) integrated twice back into the phase domain centred at ω0. In

the example shown here, we can see that an optical signal (for instance, our pump wavelength)

9



Chapter 1. Basic concepts

Figure 1.5: Photo of triple-frequency generation occurring during a supercontinuum gener-
ation experiment on Si3N4 . Here, light propagating at 200 THz is strong enough to stimulate
the creation of light at 600 THz.

located at ν0 = 192 THz will find phase matching with a co-travelling wave at ν= 140, or 290

THz, and could become nonlinearly resonant.

1.2.2 Nonlinear (Kerr) waveguide optics

For anisotropic dielectric media (vacuum permeability and permittivity expressed here as

µ0 and ε0), the polarisability faces an escalating series of nonlinear distortion, of which the

second-order and third-order nonlinear polarisation are considered for moderately strong

optical fields.

P = ε0

[
χ(1) ·E+χ(2) : EE+χ(3)... EEE+ . . .

]
(1.13)

For the majority of this work involving silicon nitride nonlinear photonics, and not gallium

phosphide or lithium niobate, the nonlinear polarisation is considered isotropic, and with no

preferred axes in the material the second-order nonlinearity is negligible. Hence, we consider

that P = PL +PNL, with the latter including χ(3) only.

So, considering a propagating OFC of M different frequencies, and the same polarisation and

transverse mode (for simplicity)

10



1.2 Kerr cavity physics

A(z, t ) =
M∑

m=1
Am exp

[
iβm z − iωm t

]
(1.14)

the resulting polarisation field would then be a sum of every triple product of this wave

PNLm = ε0χ
(3)

[1

8

M∑
j ,k,l

E j Ek El exp[iΛ+jklm] + 3

8

M∑
j ,k,l

E j Ek E∗
l exp[iΛ−jklm]

]
+ c.c. (1.15)

where Λ stands for the momentum and energy conservation requirements, firstly for sum-

frequency generation

Λ+jklm = (β j +βk +βl −βm)z − (ω j +ωk +ωl −ωm)t (1.16)

which results in triple-harmonic generation in the degenerate pump case (an experimental

view shown in Fig. 1.5), and secondly for difference-frequency generation

Λ−jklm = (β j +βk −βl −βm)z − (ω j +ωk −ωl −ωm)t (1.17)

for which there are three times as many photon coupling (or throupling) opportunities. This

second event is responsible for four-wave mixing (FWM), as well as cross-phase modulation

for considering only two frequencies if j = k and l = m, and for self-phase modulation (SPM)

for a single frequency and j = k = l = m.

The NLSE, solitons, and dark solitons

From Eq. 1.13 considering only χ(3), this leads us to the intensity driven nonlinear wave

equation

(
∇2 − n2

c2

∂2

∂t 2

)
E(r, t ) =−µ0

∂2PNL

∂t 2 (1.18)

where the nonlinear polarisation acts as a source. Applying this to our travelling wave from Eq.

1.8, we ultimately are able to condense the nonlinear wave equation down to a single-envelope

nonlinear dispersive wave equation: the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE)

∂A

∂z
=−i

β2

2

∂2 A

∂τ2 + iγ|A|2 A (1.19)

which has taken a number of assumptions to reach. This includes taking G(x, y) and A(z)
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Chapter 1. Basic concepts

as separable and G not affected by nonlinearity; finding a modified intensity-dependent

refractive index

ñ = n +n2|E|2 (1.20)

where the nonlinearity is still small enough so that ε= (n+∆n)2 ≈ n2+2n∆n; and, importantly

that the envelope A(z) is sufficiently slow so that ∂2 A/∂z2 ≃ 0. In Eq. 1.19 we have introduced

the envelope nonlinear phase constant1

γ= n2ω0

cAeff
(1.21)

which is in units of [(m.W)−1], clarifying that |A(τ)|2 is similarly in units of Watt. The phase

constant γ encompasses the transverse mode density with

Aeff =
(∫ ∫ ∞

∞ |G(x, y)|2dxdy
)2∫ ∫ ∞

∞ |G(x, y)|4dxdy
(1.22)

Finally, there has been a coordinate transform, hinted at in section 1.1

τ= t −β1z (1.23)

where the new fast time coordinate follows our rapid signal A as it gradually changes over

distance z. GVD is included here only at the second order, but we will see the higher orders

later in the cavity system. The linear loss term

∂A

∂z
=−αl

2
A (1.24)

with αl in [m−1], brought back from Eq. 1.8, could also be included in to Eq. 1.19 to change it

from the conservative NLSE to the dissipative form. In more interesting systems, the loss can

be nonlinear as in two-photon absorption in materials such as silicon, and/or dispersive as in

gain dispersion in an erbium doped amplifier.

1.2.3 The resonator (cavity)

Although Fabry-Perot Kerr resonators have recently become available for microcomb genera-

tion, including in our group, our Kerr cavity system is an evanescently coupled ring resonator

shown in Fig. 1.6. Such resonators can be represented alternatively in frequency units (Fig.

1Here, A for area is non-italicised, to be distinguished apart from A(z,τ).
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β2 (z)

γ(z)

α(z)

θ

D₂

κ₀

Γ

κex

a b

Figure 1.6: Schematic ring resonators. (a) Trivial, mean-field resonator. Appropriate for
parameters in the frequency domain. Evaluation step can be of any duration, even longer than
the roundtrip time. (b) Non-trivial resonator. Appropriate with per-metre phase coefficients.
Propagation constants may change with distance, and evaluation rate must be much higher
than the FSR accordingly.

1.6(a)), which is conceptually appropriate for more ‘monolithic’, small ultra-high quality ring

resonators; or, in phase/loss per metre units (Fig. 1.6(b)) more familiar in longer fibre-based

loop cavities and may have different internal segments with different propagation constants.

The latter can be termed as a ‘lumped’ model. In this thesis, particularly in chapter 4, longer

Si3N4 racetrack resonators are featured that possess changing propagation constants, so this

model is generally preferred as a starting point. However, frequency units possess a genuine

elegance and are very suited to the ‘frequency vs. frequency’ theme of this thesis, so both

formalisms are referred to.

Loss, coupling, resonance

Consider a signal envelope incident at the resonator Ain(z,τ), travelling along through the “bus”

waveguide. Light A(z,τ) circulates around the ring and is coupled with Ain every roundtrip.

Over one complete roundtrip, |A|2 experiences overall internal reflection ρ and output trans-

mission θ, with ρ+θ < 1 because the system is lossy (not unitary). θ is the power coupling

coefficient between the bus waveguide and the resonator waveguide, and ρ = (1−θ)exp[−αl L].

During propagation, A is governed by Eq. 1.19. At the boundary of the ring cavity at the cou-

pling location, the intracavity field has the following condition

A(r+1)(z = 0,τ) =p
ρA(r )(z = L,τ)e iφ+

p
θAin (1.25)

with L the ring length, r the roundtrip index, and φ the roundtrip accumulated relative phase2

of the travelling field determining the condition for resonance. Considering linear phase shift,

we find the equilibrium solution for when A(r+1)(0,τ) = A(r )(L,τ)

2This φ corresponds to the phase of a travelling signal, to distinguish itself from ϕ later appearing as the angular
spatial coordinate ϕ= τD1.
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Figure 1.7: Resonance, internal absorption of cavity as function of tuning φ. The intracavity
enhancement factor is given by θ/α2 = 2ηF/π. Adapted from [48].

A =
p
θ

1−p
ρexp(iφ)

Ain (1.26)

and

|A|2
|Ain|2

= θ/(1−pρ)2

1+K sin2(φ/2)
(1.27)

where K = 4
p
ρ/(1−p

ρ)2, giving the Airy function for a linear cavity homogenous solution

shown in Fig. 1.7. The most relevant figure of merit for resonant cavities is the Finesse, which

is defined as the ratio of the frequency/phase separation of each resonance to the resonance

full-width at half maximum, from Eq. 1.27,

F =
π

2arcsin

(
1−pρ
2 4
p
ρ

)≈ π

α
(1.28)

introducing the single roundtrip loss constant α≡ (1−ρ)/2, where the above approximation is

appropriate for total roundtrip losses less than 5-10%, or values of F ≳ 60. With α and F , we

can now define the photon lifetime

tph = 1

2α
T = F

2π
T = 1

κ
(1.29)
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Figure 1.8: Power transmission of cavity resonance though direct bus waveguide route as a
function of detuning and loading factor η.

now establishing the cavity linewidth κ in 2π.Hz. Similarly, we can convert the coupling

coefficient to frequency units as well

κex = θ

T
(1.30)

with κex representing the ‘external’ cavity linewidth, and

κ0 = θl

T
(1.31)

the ‘internal’ linewidth, originating from internal roundtrip loss coefficient θl ≈ 1−exp[−αl L].

The total linewidth is a simple sum: κ = κ0 +κex. As the photon lifetime tph represents the

timescale for exponential decay of photons circulating the coupled cavity ie. the measure

of time a photon can stay and build up inside the resonator, this gives us the maximum

enhancement factor on resonance

(
P

Pin

)
max.

= θ

α2 = 2η

π
F (1.32)

where this time we include the cavity ‘loading factor’
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η= θ

2α
= κex

κ
(1.33)

which will become highly relevant later when discussing conversion efficiency. In frequency

domain units, assuming a very high finesse so as to approximate resonances as solitary (where

φ≪ 2π), Eqs. 1.26 and 1.27 simplify to

A =
p
κex/T

κ
2 − iδω

Ain (1.34)

now with the frequency detuning δω=φ/T , and the power enhancement

|A|2
|Ain|2

=
κex/T(

κ
2

)2 +δω2
= F

π

2η

1+
(
δω
κ/2

)2 (1.35)

If we are interested in the throughput bus waveguide transmission, as we often are in experi-

ment, then

|Aout|2
|Ain|2

= |Ain −
p
κexT A|2

|Ain|2
= 1−

4η(1−η)

1+
(
δω
κ/2

)2 (1.36)

which is graphed in Fig. 1.8. Here, we see that at 2η= 1, input power is completely absorbed

and dissipated into the cavity on resonance. This is “critical” coupling. For 2η < 1, under-

coupling, light stays in the cavity longer to dissipate there before exiting, and intracavity

power becomes very low. For 2η > 1, over-coupling, light tends to exit the cavity into the

bus waveguide before dissipating inside the cavity, and intracavity power is also low. While

the finesse of the cavity stays high for under-coupling, over-coupling allows more of the

intracavity light to be retained and collected in the bus waveguide. This will be relevant later

when discussing soliton conversion efficiency.

Nonlinear frequency shift

Recalling the Kerr nonlinear effect and the NLSE above, we can incorporate the nonlinear

phase shift to the cavity solution from Eq. 1.27, so that

|A|2
|Ain|2

= θ/(1−pρ)2

1+K sin2
(
(φ0 +γL|A|2)/2

) (1.37)

as depicted in Fig. 1.37, creating a linear ‘tilt’ to the resonance condition, and very importantly,
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Figure 1.9: Intracavity power enhancement as function of tuningφ and increasing nonlinear
phase shift. Adapted from [48].

a region of bistability underneath this tilt with a hysteresis depending on which direction you

would tune into this resonance. In the high-finesse picture with frequency units,

|A|2
|Ain|2

=
κex/T(

κ
2

)2 + (
δω+Γ|A|2)2 (1.38)

where we introduce the nonlinear detuning coefficient in units of Hz/W

Γ = γ

β1
= γ L

T
= n2ω0L

cT Aeff
(1.39)

1.2.4 Modal dispersion

Returning to the topic of waveguide dispersion, while per metre dispersion coefficients are

highly useful in design and modelling for resonators, experimentally it may sometimes be

more useful to characterise dispersion with frequency units. In linear dispersive cavities, the

above mentioned accumulated roundtrip phase varies with mode frequency φ→φ(ω), where

from Eq. 1.12,

∆φ(ω) =∆β(ω)L

= β2L

2
(ω−ω0)2 + β3L

6
(ω−ω0)3 + β4L

24
(ω−ω0)4 +·· · (1.40)

which causes every resonance frequency ωµ to deviate from a uniformly spaced grid over a

broad bandwidth. If we fix our reference point for the cavity repetition period T , we can obtain
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Figure 1.10: Resonator mode dispersion, with calculated data converted from Fig. 1.4. (a)
Resonance mode deviation spectrum Dint of test Si3N4 waveguide. The resonance frequencies
are seen to ‘return’ to the comb grid at two locations. (b) D2: the change in FSR D1 as a function
of mode index µ.

the deviation of modal frequencies away from the median FSR, (several different ways)

∆β(ω)L

T
= ∆β(ω)

β1
= ∆β(ω)LD1

2π
= Dint (1.41)

fixing the group velocity as β1 = T /L, re-introducing the FSR as

D1 = 2π

T
= 2π

β1L
(1.42)

and introducing the “integrated dispersion”

Dint ≡ωµ−ω0 −D1µ = D2

2
µ2 + D3

6
µ3 + D4

24
µ4 +·· · (1.43)

with second-, third, fourth-order coefficients and so on

Dℓ =−Dℓ+1
1

2π
βℓL (1.44)

and corresponding with the OFC mode index

µ= ω−ω0

D1
(1.45)

Similar to∆β, Dint expresses the deviation frequency of every resonance away from the tangent

of the mode spectrum: the pump/centre frequency ω0 and the FSR evaluated at that pump

wavelength. The coefficients themselves are originally defined as
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Dℓ =
∂ℓ

∂µℓ
ωµ (1.46)

expressing the change in mode frequency per mode (the FSR D1), the change in FSR per mode

(the second-order dispersion D2), the change in dispersion per mode (third-order D3) and

so on. In experiment, we characterise real microresonator devices by measuring ωµ directly,

and fit the coefficients Dℓ, by conducting frequency-comb calibrated swept-laser spectroscopy

of every real microresonator mode [49, 50]. The details of this technique are given in the

references and a similar experimental schematic for measuring the live OFC is given later in

Fig. 4.9. In brief, we use a separate full self-referenced frequency comb to accurately calibrate

a series of 3 spectrally overlapping external-cavity diode lasers (ECDL) as they sweep from

1250 nm to 1640 nm. The sweeping lasers probe the transmission of every resonator mode (Eq.

1.36 and Fig. 1.8), and the result can be graphed in 2-dimensional form as in Fig. 1.1, where

the total linear signal is chopped into fixed segments of the ‘repetition rate’ fr and displayed

column-wise on the y-axis, leaving each segment to be sorted on the x-axis in terms of mode

index and optical frequency. An example result of this is plotted in Fig. 1.11.

1.2.5 The dynamical system equation

Considering the resonator depicted in Fig. 1.6(b), this system can be accurately described as a

lumped model, specifically with the following two segments from Eqs. 1.19 and Eq. 1.25

A(r+1)(z = 0,τ) =
p

1−θA(r )(z = L,τ)e iφ0 +
p
θAin (1.47)

∂A

∂z
=−αl (z)

2
A−∑

ℓ

iℓ+1βℓ(z)

ℓ!

∂ℓA

∂τℓ
+ iγ(z)|A|2 A (1.48)

with the coupler equation setting ρ = 1−θ, and the NLSE component including the remaining

waveguide dissipation via propagation, and higher orders of dispersion. This pair of conditions

is often referred to as the “Ikeda Map” named for a 1979 work on such a system [51]. Although

the lack of a single system equation makes finding well known solutions more complicated,

this model represents the most reliable option, and is essential for accurately describing

resonator systems with high loss and that have dramatic internal changes.

The LLE

For the sake of elegance and simplicity, the Ikeda map can be consolidated into a single ‘mean

field’ model:

T
∂A

∂t
= (iφ0 −α)A− i

β2L

2

∂2 A

∂τ2 + iγL|A|2 A+
√
θPin (1.49)
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Figure 1.11: Experimentally mapped dispersion/loss of resonator designed with waveguide
from Fig. 1.2 and 1.10. (Top) Frequency comb-calibrated transmission trace of microresonator
(device ID: D62-2.F8.C6.R4(TE)), containing over 3,000 resonances. (Bottom) The trace above
sorted into vertical segments of fr = 15.057 GHz (the median FSR), revealing both Dint and
the resonance κ and η.

known as the Lugiato Lefever equation [52] (LLE) in phase units for a dispersive resonator (now

specifying pump power Pin = |Ain|2 in W). Deriving this equation from Eqs. 1.47,1.48 takes

several assumptions. Firstly, the loss and change in phase over one roundtrip is small and so

can be linearised, and particularly that the high-finesse approximation from Eq. 1.28 holds

valid so that total roundtrip loss can be expressed by α. For the same reason, the first-order

approximation is taken for coupler transmission
p

1−θexp(iφ0) so we must be able to assume

that φ0 ≪ π, that the detuning is only ever in the vicinity of one resonance, otherwise the

Ikeda Map or a higher-order modified LLE should be used[53, 54].

Furthermore, we have related the long-term propagation of a pulse over distance z from the

NLSE to the long-term behaviour of the intracavity field over “slow” time t , with

t = z

L
T = 2πz

LD1
= zβ1 (1.50)
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with attention paid to the factor of T existing on the lefthand side of Eq. 1.49. This model is

conceptually best for modelling dynamics at fractions of the roundtrip time even though, as

a mean-field model, it can be evaluated at steps arbitrarily longer than the roundtrip time

provided that tph ≫ T , which is commonly the case in crystalline microresonators or THz-

rate Si3N4 resonators with finesse on the order of F ≳ 100,000. For such tiny cavities, more

like that depicted in Fig. 1.6(a), the system units of Eq. 1.49 may be mentally cumbersome and

not directly applicable to experiment as briefly touched on in section 1.2.4. For that, the LLE

can alternatively be re-expressed having coefficients in frequency units

∂A

∂t
=−

(κ
2
+ iδω

)
A+ i

D2

2

∂2 A

∂ϕ2 + iΓ|A|2 A+
√
κexT −1Pin (1.51)

this time assuming a whole resonator intracavity field directly bound within the spatial angular

coordinate ϕ ∈ (−π,π
]
, related to the earlier fast time coordinate ϕ= τD1. This time, the field

A has units of
p

W and Γ as nonlinear frequency shift in Hz/W. In many publications from our

group historically, the field A instead represents the sum of photons present at each cavity

mode frequency. In that case, Eq. 1.51 is the same, but with nonlinear coefficient g0 instead of

Γ used here, with g0 being the nonlinear frequency shift per photon. The two are related thus

g0 = ℏω2
0D1

2π
Γ = ℏω2

0cn2

n2
g Veff

(1.52)

assuming the cavity mode volume Veff = LAeff. In either case, in my view it is conceptually

useful to describe Kerr cavity phenomenon in relative units that are invariant to the peculiar

properties of the real experimental resonator, whether it be a fibre-optic loop or photonic

waveguide resonator large or small, made of material of high or low loss and nonlinearity and

so on. This LLE is expressed as follows, alternatively as the two normalised forms

∂ψ

∂t
=− (1+ iζ0)ψ+ id2

∂2ψ

∂ϕ2 + i |ψ|2ψ+F (1.53)

∂ψ

∂t
=− (1+ iζ0)ψ+ i d2

∂2ψ

∂τ2 + i |ψ|2ψ+F (1.54)

with Eq. 1.53 retaining the spatial angular coordinate ϕ, and Eq. 1.54 being unbound in the

relative fast time domain. In all the above four versions of the LLE higher-order dispersion

terms can be included ie.

+iℓ+1βℓ

ℓ!

∂

∂τℓ
, +iℓ+1 Dℓ

ℓ!

∂

∂ϕℓ
, +iℓ+1dℓ

∂

∂ϕℓ
, +iℓ+1dℓ

∂

∂τℓ
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Figure 1.12: CW intracavity power in dimensionless units vs. detuning ζ0 and increasing
nonlinear driving F 2. The dashed-line solutions are never stable.

In the end, the following transformations are used3

t= t
α

T
τ= τ

√
2α

|β2|L
ψ= A

√
γL

α

t= t
κ

2
τ=ϕ

√
κ

|D2|
ψ= A

√
2Γ

κ

ζ0 = −φ0

α
dℓ =

βℓL

αℓ!

(
2α

|β2|L
)ℓ/2

F = Ain

√
γLθ

α3

ζ0 = 2δω0

κ
dℓ =

2Dℓ

κℓ!

(
κ

|D2|
)ℓ/2

F = Ain

√
4κexD1Γ

πκ3

ϕ= τD1 dℓ =
2Dℓ

κℓ!
ϕ= τ

√
d2 (1.55)

Importantly, d2 = 1 or -1 properly, but it is useful to include regardless. In that case, for Eq.

1.54, the only two control parameters are now ζ0 and F . Even in experiment, regardless of

platform or FSR and so on, knowing just these two values tells you everything you need to

know about the basic dynamical behaviour of individual dissipative phenomenon.

Returning to the equilibrium solutions from earlier, if we consider a only constant-wave (CW)

field existing in the cavity governed by Eq. 1.54, then the dispersion terms vanish and, if we set

the lefthand side to zero we find

3Pay attention to the difference in typesetting between normalised t and real t , and normalised τ and real τ
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1.2 Kerr cavity physics

F = [
1+ i (ζ0 −|ψCW|2)

]
ψCW (1.56)

which gives us the normalised form of the tilted resonance Eq. 1.38, shown later on in Fig. 3.2.

By taking the modulus on both sides, we can obtain a cubic equation

Ψ3 −2ζ0Ψ
2 + (1+ζ2

0)Ψ−F 2 = 0 (1.57)

withΨ= |ψ|2. By finding the the roots of this equation, we are able to solve for the complex

amplitude solutions to Eq. 1.56, particularly to find the stable high and low CW solutions

ψH and ψL which are relevant to chapters 3 and 4. The tilted CW resonance is shown in Fig.

1.12 for increasing relative nonlinear driving power F 2. Bistable solutions begin to exist for

F 2 > (2/
p

3)3 [55].

The generalised dynamical system

A real photonic microresonator will not be fully described by the LLE described above, and

higher-order terms should sometimes be included to create an accurate prediction. The

following is the generalised LLE (GLLE) containing all effects present in this thesis, with

descriptions below:

∂A

∂t
= Fτ

[(
i D̂µ(t )+ K̂µ(t )

)
Ãµ

]
+ iΓ(t )

[
(1− fR)|A|2 A+ fR(hR(τ)⊗|A|2)A

]
+ T −1 (Θ(τ)⊗ Ain(τ)) (1.58)

High-order dispersion

The linear operator D̂ contains every imaginary frequency response of the cavity ie. detuning,

desynchronisation (drift or convection[56]), and dispersion. For instance

D̂ = δω(t )+ µ(2πδfr (t ))+Dint(µ, t )+δD̂µ (1.59)

where included now is the offset relative repetition rate (or desynchronisation) δfr which

models a field constantly “moving” faster or slower than it is recorded, perhaps relative to

the ‘stationary’ pump function Pin(τ). More on this in chapter 2 and further. The integrated

dispersion Dint can as usual be modelled as a polynomial expansion, including up to many

orders of Dℓ (typically 6 is enough for Si3N4 microcombs), but there is no requirement for this.

It can be arbitrarily curved to include, for instance, broadband deviations due to transverse
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Chapter 1. Basic concepts

mode hybridisations (avoided-mode crossings)[57, 58]. Recently, microcomb experiments

and modelling involving arbitrary individual comb mode shifts have been taking place, where

δD̂µ = ϵ(1−δ(µ)) with mode shift ϵ at the mode index given by Kronecker delta function δ(µ).

Spectrally dependent dissipation

Over a broad spectral bandwidth, different wavelengths experience different dissipation due

to material absorption and sidewall roughness. In addition, different wavelengths also couple

between the bus waveguide and resonator at different rates. So that inside the resonator

K̂ = κ̂0(µ, t )+ κ̂ex(µ) (1.60)

and also the output microcomb may be skewed to higher or higher lower wavelengths (usually

lower) with

Θ(τ) =F
[√

κ̂ex(µ)
]
τ (1.61)

Forgetting this latter point especially has led to several overly-optimistic predictions about

octave-spanning microcombs! Even if the comb lines are populated inside the resonator, they

may never leave through the bus waveguide to be measured[59].

Temporal (pulsed) driving

The incident power can be any profile with varying phase and intensity

Ain(τ) =
√

P0(t )Fp (τ, t )e iφp (τ) (1.62)

with peak power P0, pulsed or modulated envelope Fp , and input phase curvature or chirp

φp (τ). This will be addressed in substantial detail in the following chapter.

Floquet dynamics, parametric variation

In general, any resonator parameter may, and does, vary with distance and therefore slow

time t . Waveguide roughness for instance is a key reason transverse spatial modes are able

to couple together creating mode mixing. This, and the consequent Floquet dynamics, are

covered in detail in chapter 4.

Noise

Looking above, note that key parameters may vary with slow time as noise, such as δω(t)

representing pump laser frequency noise, P0(t ) pump intensity noise, or Fp (τ−δτ(t )) corre-

sponding to timing jitter. The cavity itself may flex in length, and therefore duration fr (t )−1

due to thermal noise. Timing jitter specifically is investigated in the next chapter.
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1.2 Kerr cavity physics

Figure 1.13: Real and imaginary component of the Raman contribution to the Kerr effect.

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)

Finally, the intracavity field may be subject to the Raman scattering effect, exhibited strongly in

SiO2 and GaP, where the power envelope of the travelling light couples to molecular vibrations

in the waveguide, such that a pump photon is absorbed and an acoustic phonon along with a

lower energy photon is emitted in exchange. This effect is manifested with a delayed response

to the imaginary component of the χ(3) nonlinearity and therefore Γ, with a contribution

factor fR. The associated Raman response in glass can be approximated as a ringing impulse

response

hR(τ) = τ2
1 +τ2

2

τ1τ
2
2

e−τ/τ2 sin(τ/τ1) (1.63)

with a frequency τ−1
1 and decay constant τ2, the Fourier transform of which is shown in Fig.

1.13, exhibiting a maximum gain at a downward frequency shift of about 13 THz. In narrow

band, the response can be approximated as linear [60, 61].
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1.2.6 Numerical modelling

All work in this thesis on simulating the LLE or GLLE utilises the split-step Fourier method

[62], where the LLE is considered analytically solvable over distances short enough that the

dispersion and nonlinearity do not contradict each other, and hence are treated separably.

Here it is shown directly in my Matlab code:

function C3 = LLE_splitstep(C1,L,S,g,x)

N = 1i*g*abs(C1).^2;

C2 = exp(x*N).*(C1 + S./N) - S./N;

C3 = fft(exp(x*L).*ifft(C2));

for evaluating the LLE without Raman scattering. The LLE is integrated step wise over distance

x, g the nonlinear coefficient, and S the driving pump array. The linear operator

L̂ = i D̂ + K̂ (1.64)

as above in Eq. 1.58, including all losses and detuning/dispersion. For when Raman scattering

is enabled:

function C3 = LLE_splitstepR(C1,L,S,g,fr,ChiR,x)

I = ifft(abs(C1).^2);
N = 1i*g*((1-fR)*abs(C1).^2 + fR*fft(ChiR.*I));

C2 = exp(x*N).*(C1 + S./N) - S./N;

C3 = fft(exp(x*L).*ifft(C2));

with Raman contribution factor fR and the Raman response in the frequency domain χ̃(3)
R

from Fig. 1.13.

In order for this to be accurate, x should be less than the dispersion length LD ≈ (β2Ω
2)−1 (for

pulse bandwidths ofΩ) and the nonlinear length LN = (γP )−1 with P the peak power inside

the cavity. Furthermore, for a very broadband simulation with thousands of comb lines to

model, the step length has to be sufficiently short so as not to stimulate the growth of false

sidebands at the edges of the spectral window. The rapid switching between dispersion step

and nonlinear step creates a simulated ‘grating’, and enables quasi-phase matching between

the pump and far away modes with very strong phase-shifts due to the dispersion. Ironically,
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1.2 Kerr cavity physics

this leads to ‘numerical’ Faraday instability, not unlike the phenomenon discussed in chapter

4.
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Chapter 1. Basic concepts

1.3 Taxonomy of phase states, modulation instability, dissipative

solitons and switching waves

This section will detail the foundational set of dissipative Kerr cavity regimes and structures,

including a look at their would-be Kerr microcomb properties through the slow vs. fast

frequency diagram (as in Fig. 1.1) (sometimes referred to as the ‘nonlinear dispersion relation’

(NDR))[63, 64, 65]:

ψ̃(Ω,ζ) =Ft

[
WtFτ

[
ψ(t,τ)

]]
(1.65)

In terms of resonant radiation and gain for laterally spaced frequencies oscillating in 2D

frequency space at exp
[± iΩτ± iζt

]
, in a quasi-CW driven Kerr cavity, we have the following

resonant radiation conditions (RRC) from linearising Eq. 1.54 [66, 67, 68]:

ζL±(µ) =−δd1Ω+d3Ω
3 ∓

√
(ζ0 −d2Ω2 −d4Ω4 −2|ψL |2)2 −|ψL |4 (1.66)

ζH±(Ω) =−δd1Ω+d3Ω
3 ∓

√
(ζ0 −d2Ω2 −d4Ω4 −2|ψH |2)2 −|ψH |4 (1.67)

here associated to either the intracavity field existing in the upper or lower CW state solution

ψH and ψL . Where ζ± is real and intersects with the horizontal microcomb four-wave mixing

grid, we find resonant radiation ie. dispersive wave (DW) emission [67, 69]. Where the ζ± is

imaginary, we see spontaneous gain: modulation instability (MI)[70], and in parametrically

modulated cavities as Faraday instability (FI)[71, 72].

1.3.1 Modulation instability

For anomalous dispersion d2 = −1 when the cavity field is in the upper state ψ =ψH , and

neglecting other orders of dispersion (d1,3,4 = 0), the above RRC simplifies to

ζ±(µ) =∓
√

(ζ0 +Ω2 −2|ψ|2)2 −|ψ|4 (1.68)

and MI gain exists for some sideband frequency ±Ωwhen the imaginary component of ζ±(µ)

is non-zero[70, 55], which in anomalous dispersion corresponds simply to the intracavity field

powerΨ= |ψ|2 > 1. Above threshold this requires a detuning (from Eq. 1.57)

ζ0 > 1−
√

F 2 −1 (1.69)

with first sideband gain at threshold located at
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Figure 1.14: Simulation for onset of modulation instability (MI) from Eq. 1.54 at F 2 = 25, and
for (a-c) ζ0 =−4 and (d-f ) ζ0 =−2.5. (a,d) Intracavity field |ψ(t,τ)|2 propagating over slow time
vs. fast time. (b,c) The same field converted to slow vs. fast frequency field density |ψ̃(Ω,ζ)|2.
(c,f) The resulting averaged spectral envelope Ψ̃(Ω) one would observe in experiment.

Ωth =±
[

1+
√

F 2 −1
]1/2

(1.70)

If we simulate the LLE (Eq. 1.54), with a small amount of continuously injected random

Gaussian noise onto the field, we observe the behaviour depicted in Fig. 1.14(a-c) at the MI

threshold and in Fig. 1.14 for above the threshold, with the detuning ζ0 < 0 on the ‘blue’ side of

the resonance behind the Kerr tilt (see Fig. 1.12). In Fig. 1.14(a) at threshold, we see the noisy

field is CW, but exhibits pockets of a below-threshold wave pattern. In the ‘NDR’ in (b), a pair

of conjugate nonlinear dispersive resonance curves is observed, following the parabolic lines

predicted by the RRC ζH±. The bright band corresponds to ζH−, approximately following the

cavity dint =−d2Ω
2. Importantly, at the pump frequency located atΩ= 0, the offset location

of this resonance is roughly equal to the detuning ζ0 and has appeared in experiments as

the “C-resonance” detected using phase-modulated probing of the resonator and a network

analyser [73, 74]. The other dispersive resonance curve ζH+ appears very weak as it is the

anti-Stokes four-wave mixing conjugate for ζH− and has low efficiency due to the low level of

intracavity power at this detuning. Increasing the detuning to ζ0 =−2.5 raises the intracavity
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Figure 1.15: Simulation for intermittent MI from Eq. 1.54 at F 2 = 25, for (a-c) ζ0 =−1 and
turbulent MI in (d-f ) at ζ0 = 4. (a,d) Intracavity field |ψ(t,τ)|2 propagating over slow time vs.
fast time. (b,c) The same field converted to slow vs. fast frequency field density |ψ̃(Ω,ζ)|2. (c,f )
The resulting averaged spectral envelope Ψ̃(Ω) one would observe in experiment.

CW powerΨ above 1, and MI gain is realised at the intersection of ζH±, close the prediction

from Eq. 1.70, and we see the emergence of a patterned solution to the cavity field. When

stable, these first spectral/comb lines are called “primary lines”, and the intracavity pattern is

referred to sometimes as ‘Turing rolls’.

With the power level set relatively high at F 2 = 25, if we continue to increase the detuning ζ0

we observe transition from stable MI to “intermittent” MI [75] in Fig. 1.15(a-c), where the

patterned solution is oscillatory in time and so acquires frequency components off the middle

comb axis and into the ±ζ direction, a phenomenon referred to as “sub-combs”[76]. The

instability overt the long term is relatively gentle and so individual sub-comb lines are still

resolvable. When ζ0 is increased further we enter the full chaotic or ‘turbulent’ regime [75] in

Fig. 1.15(d-f), where all comb lines have completely dissolved into each other. In the time do-

main in (d), this can be seen due to chaotic lateral motion of dissipative structures, sometimes

generating rogue waves. In microresonators before dissipative solitons were discovered, this

state (as seen in Fig. 1.15(f)) was most often the object of research [77, 78, 76].
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Figure 1.16: Dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS), numerical solution to the LLE (Eq. 1.54). F 2 = 7,
ζ0 = 7. (a) Numerically obtained solution for intracavity DKS, in intensity and phase. Overlaid
is the analytical solution as an approximation. (b) DKS solution ψDS in complex space, (blue)
numerical and (red) analytical solution. Circles mark the CW states ψL and ψH . (c) Stable
intracavity DKS propagation over the slow time t . (d) Slow vs. fast frequency diagram of DKS
long term state. (e) Average DKS spectral envelope over the total propagation time.

1.3.2 Dissipative Kerr solitons

Dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS), also often just called dissipative solitons or temporal cavity

solitons, are is a primary type of localised dissipative structure (LDKS) featured in the research

of this thesis. DKS are solitary pulses that are able to exist in continuously driven Kerr cavities

stably and indefinitely. Whereas conservative solitons, as solutions to the NLSE (Eq. 1.19),

exist as part of a continuous family of solutions, DKS have a peak power and duration that

is uniquely set by the driving parameters F and ζ0. Existing within the bistable region of the

nonlinear Kerr-tilted cavity resonance (Fig. ?? and ??), dissipative solitons essentially represent

a rapid excursion in complex amplitude that connects the lower stable CW state of the cavity

ψL with the MI-driven patterned solution that exists along the upper state [80, 81]. As the

dynamics of the LLE are invariant to temporal translation, DKS can exist individually in high

numbers throughout the angular/temporal ‘space’ of the cavity provided they are outside each
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Figure 1.17: Simulation for constant breathing soliton at ζ = 7, for (a-c) F 2 = 14 and a
soliton breathing chaotically in (d-f ) at F 2 = 25. (a,d) Intracavity field |ψ(t,τ)|2 propagating
over slow time vs. fast time. (b,c) The same field converted to slow vs. fast frequency field
density |ψ̃(Ω,ζ)|2. (c,f) The resulting averaged spectral envelope Ψ̃(Ω) one would observe in
experiment.

other’s influence, shown in Fig. 1.16(a) analytically and numerically.

An analytical approximation for the soliton can be found[82, 83, 84] if the LLE Eq. 1.54 were

considered in the limit of low loss:

ψDS(τ) =
√

2ζ0sech
(√

ζ0τ
)
e iφDS (1.71)

φDS = cos−1

(
2
√

2ζ0

πF

)
(1.72)

which is in general a good approximation (also plotted in Fig. 1.16) in cases of moderately

strong nonlinear driving F ≳ 3 [85], and is a good starting point for forcing the solution in

dynamical split-step simulations. In the slow vs. fast time picture, Fig. 1.16(c), the DKS
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Figure 1.18: Adapted from [79], a full numerically obtained survey of dynamical states for
DKS in the Kerr bistable region. (I) Stable soliton with constant profile over t. (II) Defined
breathing cycle/orbit. (III) Breathing with a split limit cycle over 2 alternating periods. (IV)
Transient chaos. (V) Spatiotemporal chaos.

exists as a constant in slow time t and accordingly in slow vs. fast frequency picture in (d)

forms the horizontal comb grid locked together by the energy transfer of FWM and spectral

nonlinear phase shift N̂ counter-acting the linear operator L, the residue of which is seen in

the background dispersive RRC ζL− as the bright parabolic band.

Also seen above and below the DKS in the ζ dimension are a pair of parallel relaxation frequen-

cies, identified as the S-resonance in live cavity probing measurements of the DKS state in

experiment [73, 74]. If the power and detuning are brought to a point where these frequencies

coincide with ζL−, the DKS begins to acquire a ‘ladder’ of offset combs [86] oscillating in the

slow frequency ±ζ dimension similar to unstable MI, shown next in Fig. 1.17. Here, we observe

two regimes of dissipative soliton breathing[79, 87] where the DKS undergoes a repeating cycle

of temporal compression, absorbing energy from the pump, and then partial collapse and

radiation of energy into the surrounding field. In Fig. 1.17(a-c), the breathing frequency ladder

is defined and the breathing limit cycle is fixed. In Fig. 1.17(d-f) further into the nonlinear

driving regime, this ladder has dissolved into a broad band similar to the MI state above in

Fig. 1.15(d-f). In the time domain, this corresponds to a chaotic breathing cycle [88]. The

effect in the frequency domain is to turn the soliton sech2 envelope into more of a triangular

form[87]. Knowing when and whether the DKS will be stable or breathing is naturally relevant

for microcomb applications, which is why being informed on the dynamical attractor chart,
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Figure 1.19: Dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS), numerical solution to the LLE (Eq. 1.54). F 2 = 7,
ζ0 = 7. (a) Numerically obtained solution for intracavity DKS, in intensity and phase. Overlaid
is the analytical solution as an approximation. (b) DKS solution ψDKS in complex space, (blue)
numerical and (red) analytical solution. Circles mark the CW states ψL and ψH . (c) Stable
intracavity DKS propagation over the slow time t . (d) Slow vs. fast frequency diagram of DKS
long term state. (e) Average DKS spectral envelope over the total propagation time.

adapted from the investigation of Leo et al.[79] and Parra-Rivas et al.[80] presented in Fig. 1.18,

is essential. In the phase space of driving F and detuning ζ0, the soliton regimes observed

above are mapped out in regions (I) for stable DKS, and (II) for ‘stable’ breathing DKS. The

chaotic breathing DKS shown in Fig. 1.17(d-f) is located at the rim of region (IV) where DKS

transition from harmonic breathing to fully a-periodic breathing via region (III), the period-

doubling cascade route to chaos[55]. Importantly, within regions (IV) and (V), single DKS

can no longer exist over the long term[88, 48]. In the former, DKS will eventually leave their

breathing orbits spontaneously and the field returns to the homogenous CW ψL solution. In

the latter by contrast, the lower CW fieldψL itself becomes unstable surrounding the breathing

DKS, and the DKS is liable to nucleate an expanding domain of chaotic modulation instability,

eventually filling the cavity field.
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1.3 Taxonomy of phase states, modulation instability, dissipative solitons and switching
waves

1.3.3 Switching waves

Here, we turn attention away from the anomalous dispersion regime and towards normal

dispersion with d2 =+1. In conservative systems of continuous propagation with the NLSE,

the localised solution here is not a ‘bright’ soliton, but rather a ‘dark’ soliton. The NLSE dark

soliton corresponds to a phase-flip within a travelling CW field forming an intensity dip or

kink[89]. For Kerr cavities with normal dispersion, things are different. Instead, both CW

solutions in Kerr bistability ψH and ψL are completely nominally stable, however, a solitary

connection between the two is able to exist called a switching wave (SW) [90] (complex profiles

are shown later in Fig. 3.7). In periodic cavity fields, SWs must naturally come in pairs but, just

as with multiple soliton states, the two SWs act independently. Fig. 1.19 shows the excitation

of a pair of SW fronts in the LLE system. The seed is a rectangular function connecting the

pre-solved ψH on the inside and ψL on the outside. The two individual SW profiles in the

frequency domain, unlike solitons, are spectrally unbalanced, and thus have an equilibrium

tilt or ‘lean’ in the ζ vs. Ω space, opposite to each other. For this reason, they acquire opposite

group velocities [56] depending on the value of F and ζ0.

With a fixed value of F 2 = 14, in Fig. 1.19(a-c) ζ0 = 7, the SW fronts have an outward or

expanding velocity, and the lower state ψL is effectively invaded by ψH akin to an explosive

shockwave. In Fig. 1.19(b), we see in the slow vs. fast frequency domain both upper and lower

state RRCs (Eq. 1.66) are represented. Due to the higher power of the ψH field, ζH+ is highly

visible, and because of the low level of ψL , ζL+ is not. We can see that the comb grids of ψSW

in this scenario intersect with the ζL− RRC, causing the formation of dual shockwaves and the

termination of the SW spectrum at the wings, creating the signature SW spectral envelope

seen in Fig. 1.19(c). In Fig. 1.19(d-f), ζ0 = 9 and the SW velocities have reversed and ψH is

invaded by ψL . There exists a value of ζ0 between these two examples where the SW velocity is

zero, termed the “Maxwell Point”. Although such a point exists, it is not a stable locked state

and, in general, SWs are always free running and require an element of non-locality in order

to ultimately stabilise their front motion. This is covered in chapter 3.
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2 Pulse driven soliton microcomb gen-
eration and noise filtering

At the start of this research thesis, the idea of improving the microcomb generation process

and efficiency by replacing the usual continuous-wave (CW) laser input with an optical pulse

train, synchronised to the resonator repetition rate, was gaining interest. The driven Kerr

cavity system, governed by the LLE (Eq. 1.49), is said to be locally coupled in terms of optical

nonlinear frequency conversion[91], and invariant to temporal translation, ie. what happens

at one end of the resonator is no business of the other end[92] . As such, unlike in a mode-

locked laser with an active gain-medium, each dissipative soliton derives its energy from

its immediate temporal overlap with the background pump. In terms of power budget, this

makes the all pump energy temporally outside the soliton waste. For many years, synchronous

pulse-driving was used in optical fibre-loop resonators[71, 93, 88, 53] mainly for two reasons:

pulse-driving effectively windows the temporal gain region inside the cavity to ensure we

can isolate a single soliton state (see Fig. 2.2) and, given a strongly decreased input pump

duty-cycle and the use of an EDFA, a significantly higher peak power can be made available

for soliton generation for either efficiency purposes, or to observe chaotic behaviour[88].

Pulse-driving for soliton microcomb generation was demonstrated by Obrzud et al.[94] just

before this work began, where they made use of an electro-optic comb (EO-comb) to create the

optical pulse train with a repetition rate necessary to match with a 10 GHz fibre Fabry-Perot

cavity.

In my work, the goal was to use this method to explore single-soliton microcomb generation

in a Si3N4 microresonator, with its dispersion specifically designed to deliver a frequency

comb spectrum as wide as possible, ideally reaching an octave in bandwidth. The comb

line spacing had to be accessible to microwave electronics (< 20−40 GHz), so as to avoid

requiring further modulation-transfer techniques[95]. This goal was likened by us to resonant

supercontinuum generation[96] (SCG). This, along with the specific goal of reaching an octave-

spanning microcomb spectrum, will be covered further in chapter 5. I further investigate,

numerically and experimentally, the nature of the bonding between the generated dissipative

soliton (DKS) and the driving pulse, particularly the nonlinear filtering[97] of noise transfer

this weak bonding gives rise to. This nonlinear filtering is found, remarkably, to combat
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Chapter 2. Pulse driven soliton microcomb generation and noise filtering
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Figure 2.1: Traditional continuous-wave vs. pulse driven soliton microcomb systems. In a
typical Kerr cavity system, dissipative solitons derive their energy locally from the background
CW. Hence, overall power efficiency is maximised with the ratio of soliton duration to total
roundtrip time ie. when a low number of comb lines are generated, as in the top case. In Si3N4

, this corresponds to THz-rate microcombs. For temporally larger systems with many comb
lines (GHz-rate in our case), it is better to concentrate the input pump energy around the
single soliton in the form of a synchronous pulse-pump, as in the bottom case.

noise multiplication, a known drawback of EO-comb-driven SCG, where frequency noise

on the input pulse repetition rate is transferred and multiplied over the generated optical

lines destroying their coherence [98, 31]. I present a way to optimise this filtering in both

simulations and experiment.

This chapter will cover the theory, simulation, and experiment of dissipative soliton micro-

comb generation with a synchronous pulsed input. First, how pulse-driven dissipative soliton

generation differs practically with CW-driving, particularly its advantages; Second, the basic

physics of how dissipative solitons form in this system and how they are guided by it; Third,

how we implement pulse-driven Kerr microcombs experimentally with an electro-optic comb

(EO-comb); Fourth, the experimental results of 1000-line microwave-rate, single-state soliton

microcomb generation in a dispersion-engineered Si3N4 microresonator; and Fifth, how the

fundamental noise on the repetition rate of the injected pulses transfers to, and is filtered by,

the dissipative soliton state.
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Figure 2.2: Dissipative soliton generation in space/time by scanning over resonance, with
CW (top) compared with pulse-driven (bottom). In CW systems, four-wave mixing (FWM)
and soliton generation goes on forever to the left or right, or is periodically bounded (to the
real angular resonator space, or the simulation frame). By contrast, a pulse-driven system is
‘windowed’ in the fast time domain. Provided the same intracavity power level, the dynamics
are invariant to resonator FSR (in the absence of long range wave coupling). The top field
exactly represents a 20 GHz Si3N4 resonator, but the bottom field may represent 200 GHz
maximum, or 20 GHz, or 20 MHz, or any temporally large resonator, where the rest of the
space is considered unoccupied. Parameter values used here given in supplementary Table
C.2.
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Chapter 2. Pulse driven soliton microcomb generation and noise filtering

2.1 Pulse-driving motivation vs. CW-pumping

While CW-driving is the traditional method of generating a microcomb [99], it does not

guarantee successful formation of a smooth and efficient coherent soliton state. Depending

on the properties of the microresonator, and the target power and repetition rate of the

microcomb, CW-driving may be ineffective or inefficient, and instead pulse-driving may be

better suited [94]. Problems with CW-driving might be unavoidable. There were three key

motivations behind pulse-driving for soliton microcomb generation as opposed to CW-driving.

2.1.1 Unfavourable scaling in CW microcombs

In a waveguide resonator with fixed propagation constants (loss αl [m−1], inverse group

velocity β1 [ps.m−1], dispersion β2 [ps2m−1], and nonlinearity γ [W−1.m−1]), output soliton

power does not change with FSR (Eq. 1.71). However, the resonator Finesse F = D1/κdecreases

with FSR, and so the incident power Pin required to sustain that soliton increases. For a single-

soliton state, this results in a decrease in power efficiency with a decrease in the FSR D1.

In CW-driving, based on Eq. 1.71 and 1.72, maximum achievable power efficiency (soliton

output power divided by input CW power) is given by

ϵcw =
√

2πκ|β2|D1η3

γPin
(2.1)

which is assuming that the soliton exists at its maximum detuning δω [100, 101] (see Eq. 1.72

and 1.55)

δωmax = π2F 2κ

4
(2.2)

Eq. 2.1 can be re-expressed in terms of the normalised relative driving strength F , from Eq.

1.55

ϵcw = 2η2D1

F

√
2|β2|
β1κ

(2.3)

which may be more helpful considering the practical desire to minimise the required input

power for soliton generation, corresponding to a value of F >p
1.54 [79] or, more realistically,

F ≲ 3. This is evidently doubly beneficial for soliton conversion efficiency, as it decreases by

over-driving with a high F .

The scaling of soliton efficiency ϵcw with D1 is demonstrated with the simulation presented

in Fig. 2.3 based on Eq. 1.49, with a relative driving strength and detuning set to be F = 10
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2.1 Pulse-driving motivation vs. CW-pumping
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Figure 2.3: Unfavourable scaling for DKS in ‘large’ resonators. Simulation of Si3N4 resonators
with the same Q-factor (κ and η) and dispersion β1,2. (a,b) Intracavity field for DKS in mi-
croresonator with FSR = (a) 1 THz and (b) 10 GHz. The solitons have equal pulse duration. (c)
Output microcomb for each resonator. Parameter values given in supplementary Table C.2.

and ζ0 = 10, as is most of the demonstration simulations presented going forward. In brief,

compared with the 1 THz resonator, the 10 GHz resonator with a single-state DKS suffers 100

times less conversion efficiency for the same soliton profile, and also requires 100 times higher

incident pump power in order to maintain the same intracavity pump power background level.

The solitons in both resonator have the same duration and the same intracavity peak power.

The DKS in Fig. 2.3(a) requires 3.5 mW of incident pump power, while the one in (b) requires

350 mW. The DKS in (b) compared to (a) exits the resonator with 100 times more energy, 100

times less frequently, requiring 100 times more incident pump power, giving 100 times more

comb lines, but each with 100 times less individual power. As such, the pump-to-comb line

contrast increases by a staggering 40 dB, rising to 59 dB. This would be the required extinction

ratio any pump-line Bragg grating or notch-filter would need to flatten the pump for further

use in, for instance, WDM applications [12, 11].

Soliton physics in the pure Lugiato-Lefever Equation (LLE) system is local, and therefore all

the unused energy in the cavity temporal space can be vacant and the single soliton properties

will not change. So if we now consider a single soliton sustained by a synchronised input pump

pulse of duration τp
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ϵpd ≈ TR

τp
ϵcw = 4πη2

τp F

√
2|β2|
β1κ

≈ Nϵcw (2.4)

where the total time inside the resonator TR = 2π/D1. This factor can be roughly approxi-

mated by the number of additional comb teeth injected into the resonator N making up the

input pulse train, assuming the input pulse is Fourier-transform limited. In this way, soliton

microcomb power efficiency in a resonator with fixed waveguides constants no longer scales

with the FSR, but instead the inverse driving pulse duration τp . This is demonstrated in the

model shown in Fig. 2.4, where replacing the incident CW pump with a 10 GHz picosecond

pulse train with the same peak power P0 = 350 mW as required in Fig. 2.3(b), in this case a

Gaussian pulse with a 1 picosecond duration (FWHM), the average incident pump power

has dropped to 3.7 mW for the same soliton microcomb, representing 94-fold increase in

conversion efficiency and a 37 dB decrease in the peak pump-to-comb line contrast.

2.1.2 Thermal load avoidance

In most realistic microresonators the temperature rises with some function of intracavity

average power [102]. Rising temperature causes an expansion of the resonator volume, a de-

crease in the FSR, and therefore a negative shift to every resonance mode frequency ωµ. When
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2.1 Pulse-driving motivation vs. CW-pumping
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Figure 2.5: Avoiding thermal-shift in pulse driving. Intracavity field/power during scan over
resonance in example 100 GHz Si3N4 resonator. (a,c) No thermal-shift to detuning. (b,d)
Thermal shift enabled. (a,b) CW-driving. (c,d) Pulse-driving. (i) Mean intracavity power
during scan. Right-hand axis indicates long-term negative detuning shift proportional to
mean intracavity power. (ii) Instantaneous intracavity field power during scan. Parameter
values given in auxiliary Table C.2.

generating a soliton microcomb, we scan the laser frequency negatively over the resonance

from blue to red-detuned. When doing this, the rising mean intracavity power causes the

detuning value to shift negatively, effectively delaying the point where the hot-cavity state falls

from the blue-detuned MI region to the red-detuned soliton region. In this way, the cavity state

is effectively pulled back like a slingshot. If the excess ‘hot’ detuning shift is greater than the

whole soliton existence range δωS , the soliton regime will be completely skipped, forbidding

stable soliton microcomb generation [103]. Fig. 2.5 shows a demonstrative simulation where

the thermal hot-shift coefficient, the change in detuning δω with intracavity average power

P int is set as
d

dP int
(δω) = 2κ[W−1] (2.5)

with a rise time constant of 10 photon lifetimes to mimic a relatively fast thermal response.

In the CW-driven example shown in Fig. 2.5(b), the drop in P int as MI transitions to solitons
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Figure 2.6: Multi-state soliton formation in CW-driven resonators. Simulated result of scan
over resonance in example 20 GHz Si3N4 microresonator. (a,b,c) Intracavity field in angular
temporal domain in (a) MI state, (b) perfect soliton crystal state if driving power is low, and
(c) disordered multi-soliton state if driving power is high. (d,e) Frequency domain spectral
envelopes of (b,c) respectively. Parameter values given in auxiliary Table C.2.

causes the detuning to lurch forward by more than the soliton existence range, throwing

the cavity out of the soliton regime. In Fig. 2.5(d), pulse-driving decreases the intracavity

‘occupancy’ – and therefore the hot-shift – by that same factor of TR /τp ≈ N , which may make

soliton generation available.

2.1.3 Multi-state avoidance

In CW-driven Kerr resonators, soliton formation is possible across all the intracavity time-

space. In resonators with low relative modal dispersion d2, there is more effective temporal

space for a higher number of solitons to exist. Depending on the relative driving strength F ,

solitons may form in a highly-ordered lattice (perfect soliton crystal) [104], a defective lattice

[105], or a completely random disordered state. In the crystalline states, intermediate comb

lines will be suppressed (see Fig. 2.6(b,d)), whereas in the disordered state the microcomb

envelope will be rough and unpredictable (Fig. 2.6(c,e)). Only a single-state soliton will

guarantee a smooth envelope, but achieving this in a CW-driven system requires either the

presence of mode-crossings violating the locality of the LLE [106, 107], or thermally-mediated

soliton number-‘switching’ [73], which requires an extra high pump power (F > 5). As shown in

above demonstrative models, for a sufficiently short input pulse, solitons are formed naturally
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2.1 Pulse-driving motivation vs. CW-pumping

in a single state.

Soliton crystal states

It has been found recently by Karpov et al. [104] that when the effective pump strength is low

(F < 3), a soliton crystal state is likely to be formed in a microresonator that has mode-crossings

in its mode spectrum. This is the case in most multi-transverse mode Si3N4 microresonators,

and it has been found that modal deviations need only be weak (ε< κ) for crystal states to

become likely to appear. The mode-crossing causes a weak dispersive wave to be emitted

by each soliton. With many solitons, these waves accumulate to form a powerful modulated

background potential [92] that forces all solitons in to a crystalline lattice, the number (and

therefore spacing) of the solitons determined by the relative index of the mode crossing.

In the simulated case shown in Fig. 2.6(b,d) for an example 20 GHz microresonator, there

is a 160-soliton crystal state resulting from a small modal deviation at mode µ = +160 of

ε160 =−κ/2 (see Eq. 1.59). As a result of the perfect crystal lattice, only every 160 comb modes

is populated with energy (although there exists elevated noise in the intermediate modes due

to tension in the crystal state). In other work, varieties of soliton crystal ‘defect’ states have

been observed under similar conditions [105], where there exist gaps, flexes, or a-periodicities

in the lattice. In all cases, the intermediate comb modes in between the “supermodes” are

strongly suppressed. Therefore, if the application of this example microcomb were in the 20

GHz RF domain, it would unfortunately be ineffective and, at this lower relative pump power,

there is little feasible way of decreasing the soliton count down to one.

Soliton number-switching

In the case where the effective pump strength is high, F > 5, when scanning the laser over

resonance, nascent solitons emerging from MI will traverse a kind of ‘death zone’, or transient

chaos [79, 88] (region IV from Fig. 1.18). As explained in section 1.3.2, in this regime solitons

undergo a chaotic breathing cycle and a have a survivability that decays with time. Tuning

the laser into this region is precisely the way that we can reduce the soliton number in the

cavity deliberately [73, 104]. In fact, in the absence of strong mode crossings or any other

higher-order effects from the GLLE, this is likely the only way to deterministically reduce the

soliton number in a pure CW-driven system. This is unfortunate since it requires a peak power

over 5 times higher, F 2 > 25, than what is necessary for soliton generation which, as explained

above, further decreases single soliton efficiency.
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Chapter 2. Pulse driven soliton microcomb generation and noise filtering

2.2 The electro-optic comb as pulsed input

The following section provides a guide on how an electro-optic comb (EO-comb) is formed

experimentally and how it can be fashioned into a pulse train that is best appropriate for

soliton microcomb generation. However, any synchroniseable pulsed-source, with the correct

chirp, can theoretically (and hopefully) be used for soliton microcomb generation [108, 109].

Proceed to the following section 2.3 to skip the details of an electro-optic pulse generator.

Our research targets photonic microresonators with FSRs throughout the GHz+ domain.

Therefore, a pulsed-source with a completely flexible GHz repetition rate is needed, and this

mostly disqualifies mode-locked lasers. Our pulses are provided by an electro-optic comb

(EO-comb), where the repetition rate can be reconfigured to any frequency carried by the

microwave components, in this case <18 GHz. The repetition rate can also by fine-adjusted

in-situ with the experiment at a level of Hz to MHz without having to make mechanical

adjustments.

PM PMPM

  RF   RF   RF  RF

300m

AM

EDFA

EO combRFSG

CW laser

Figure 2.7: Experimental setup for our electro-optic comb and pulse generator. AM: Am-
plitude modulator; PM: Phase modulator; RFSG: Radio frequency signal generator; EDFA:
Erbium-doped fibre amplifier. Credit: Alisa Davydova.

2.2.1 Phase/amplitude modulation

The operation principle behind our EO-comb setup is given in Kobayashi et al. (1988) and

Fujiwara et al. (2003) [110, 111]. As shown in the setup diagram in Fig. 2.7, a CW laser

is modulated in series by a Mach-Zehnder amplitude modulator (AM) and several electro-

optic phase modulators (PM) whose effects all stack, provided they are in phase. When all

modulators are acting in phase, in the RF domain, the throughput optical field envelope is

expressed by

Eeo(τ) = cos(
π

4
a1 sin(2π feoτ)− π

2
a0)×exp(i (c

π

4
a1 + π

2
b1)sin(2π feoτ)− i c

π

2
a0) (2.6)

where a1 is the amplitude modulation index (Vam/Vπ), and a0 is the modulation offset

(Vbias/Vπ, D.C.). The phase modulation index is given by b1 (Vpm/Vπ). The parameter c
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is the relative chirp of the Mach-Zehnder modulator. In our system, because b1 ≫ c, we can

ignore c. In our experimental EO-comb, each PM has a Vπ ≈ 3 V. When we drive all three PM

with an RF power of about 2 W each (Vpm = 15 V peak), we reach a combined b1 ≈ 15, forming

48 spectral sidebands or additional comb teeth making up the EO-comb (see Fig. 2.8 and 2.9).

Each new comb line in Fourier space evolves with the modulation index b1 [1] according to

Eeo =
∞∑

n=−∞
Êne2iπ(ν0−n feo)τ (2.7)

Ên = Jn

(π
2

b1

)
(2.8)

with Jn being the nth order Bessel function of the first kind. In the time domain, this forms a

strongly frequency-modulated CW field, with a maximum frequency deviation of

∆ν= π

2
b1 feo (2.9)

so that the EO-comb significant bandwidth is approximately limited to 2∆ν=πb1 feo, and all

comb teeth n >πb1/2 fall quickly in power to zero. The maximum linear frequency chirp of

the waveform

dνeo

dτ
= ν′eo = b1π

2 f 2
eo (2.10)

νeo =−∂φ(τ)

∂τ
(2.11)
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where the phase of the field φ(τ) = arg(Eeo). When we use the fourth RF branch to supply the

AM, we target a1 around 0.9-1 and a0 = 1−a1/2, shown in Fig. 2.8(a). This effectively forms an

intensity ‘window’ containing primarily the maximum linear chirp region of the waveform.

This removes the interference fringes in the PM-only EO-comb spectrum effectively flattening

it, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.8(b) and 2.9(c,d).
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Figure 2.9: Experimental EO-comb build-up. Here feo = 14 GHz. (a) Amplitude modulator
engaged only. (b) Each phase modulator engaged individually. (c) Three combined phase
modulators engaged. (d) Amplitude and all phase modulators engaged.

2.2.2 Compression (de-chirping)

The EO-comb in this pure frequency-modulated state is already useful as a frequency comb,

which can be used to coherently extend the spectra of laser lines, or bridge the gap between

microcomb teeth that have a large frequency spacing (50 GHz+) so that they can be compared

via heterodyne measurement on photodiode [112, 113]. For pulse-driving microresonators,

we can turn the EO-comb waveform into pulses by cancelling its frequency chirp via propaga-

tion through a waveguide with group velocity dispersion (GVD), given by the β2 parameter

measured in s2/m. Taking Eq. 2.10 as a guide, we will need a waveguide length L where

β2L ≈ (2πν′eo)−1 (2.12)

This represents the required ‘dispersion compensation’ to turn the chirped waveform into a

Fourier transform-limited pulse. Fig. 2.10(a-d) shows modelling for the propagation over of the

final waveform from Fig. 2.8 through dispersion, using the solution to the linear Schrödinger

equation in the frequency domain

Ê final
eo = Ê initial

eo ×exp
[ iβ2L

2
(2π(ν−ν))2] (2.13)
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2.2 The electro-optic comb as pulsed input

Since the spectral phase of the initial central EO-comb is quadratic, this phase can be com-

pletely flattened at the point where β2L = 1/(b1π
2 f 2

eo) = 4.8 ps2 in our 15 GHz EO-comb

example, which is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2.10(c). However, this waveform is not

Gaussian. Due to the nonlinear sinusoidal chirp at the pulse edges, the real compression point

for the pulse in the time domain, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2.10(a-d), occurs slightly

later at β2L = 5.6 ps2. In our experiment, this value of dispersion can be provided by about 260

m of basic SMF-28 having β2 =−0.022 ps2/m. According to Eqs. 2.10 and 2.12, the required

length L scales with the inverse square of feo for a fixed b1. Hence, as shown in Fig. 2.10(e) and

(f), the same EO-comb at feo =10 GHz requires around double the dispersion length, and half

with 20 GHz.

In-phase modulation

In our practical experiment, each of the microwave phase-shifters shown in Fig. 2.7 have

to be adjusted so each modulator is acting in phase. The EO-comb bandwidth and b1 will

be maximised as long as the three PM are acting in phase. In addition to that, the relative

phase between the chirped waveform and the intensity waveform can be set (see Fig. 2.11), in

particular so that the initial linear chirp of the long pulse is either positive (increasing with

time delay) or negative (decreasing). If we are using SMF-28 as dispersion compensation,

which has anomalous dispersion β2 = −0.022 ps2/m, then we need to set the chirp to be

positive.

In the real world, it is impractical to fine-tune the length or total dispersion of a solid-state

dispersive medium, such as an optical fibre or chirped Bragg grating. This is done approxi-

mately in our lab for instance by starting with too much dispersion (300 m of SMF), and then

adding incremental lengths of opposite-sign dispersion-compensating fibre, so as to go ‘back

up’ the compression profile shown in Fig. 2.10 in order to reach the ideal. However, once you

have settled on a fixed amount of dispersion, the pulse profile can be fine-tuned by adjusting

the EO-comb PM index b1 after the fact. As shown in Fig. 2.12, this will ensure you have the

highest peak-power enhancement in pulse formation. Importantly, this can also determine

whether the residual chirp (shown here as phase curvature) is positive or negative. This has

important consequences for soliton generation!
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Figure 2.10: EO-comb linear temporal-compression (de-chirp). (a) Time-domain field
intensity, normalised to starting peak intensity, (b) phase, (c) frequency domain phase, and (d)
time-domain instantaneous frequency (chirp), in propagation through dispersive waveguide
or equivalent single-mode fibre (SMF), for feo = 15 GHz and other parameters given above.
Long-dashed lines mark minimum pulse duration / maximum peak intensity enhancement.
Short dashed line corresponds to where chirp of the EO-comb centre is first flattened. (e)
Time-domain pulse intensity compression for (e) feo = 10 GHz and (f) feo = 20 GHz and the
same modulation indices.
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Figure 2.11: Chirp reversal. When the AM is out of phase with the PM, the spectral profile
becomes tilted. When the phase difference becomes π, the chirp of the EO-comb waveform
reverses.
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Chapter 2. Pulse driven soliton microcomb generation and noise filtering

Nonlinear compression (broadening)

The most sure-fire way to know whether an optimal pulse has been successfully formed, a

frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement will have to be carried out. This will

confirm the final pulse width and phase profile. However, another far simpler check is to

amplify the EO-comb pulse through an EDFA to the level of 100s of mW. According to Figs.

2.10 and 2.12, this would make a pulse with peak power on the order of several Watts, which is

enough to exhibit nonlinear spectral broadening based on self-phase modulation (SPM) of

the pulse [62]. When measured on an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) this gives the signature

of additional broadening of the EO-comb spectrum and FWM. If the EO-comb ‘pulse’ is not

demonstrating SPM after strong amplification, then the initial EO-comb chirp is probably the

wrong sign (see Fig. 2.11).
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Figure 2.13: Broadening under high power gives a spectral signature of successful pulse
profile. Here feo = 10 GHz, and the average power out from the EDFA ≈ 500 mW.
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2.3 Basic principles of pulse-driven soliton microcombs

Consider the dimensionless Lugiato Lefever equation (LLE):

∂ψ

∂t
=

(
−d1

∂

∂τ
− i d2

∂2

∂τ2 +d3
∂3

∂τ3

)
ψ+ (i |ψ|2 − iζ0 −1)ψ+F (τ) (2.14)

for field ψ (power fieldΨ= |ψ|2) with the second-order dispersion set to be anomalous here

(d2 =−1), and driven by pulse-envelope

F (τ) = F0 exp[τ2/τ2
p ] (2.15)

with F0 =
p

10 and τp = 16, representing a pulse profile much wider than the typical duration of

a DKS. These normalised parameters can apply to any predominantly Kerr material resonator

platform [85]. For the relationship to real experimental parameters, see Eqs. 1.55.

For generating a soliton microcomb, we may proceed in the same way as for CW driving as

described in section 2.1. For pulse-driving, the pulse train needs to be finely matched to the

resonator in two ways before the soliton step will appear: correct repetition rate (synchroni-

sation), and correct pulse chirp. Soliton existence requires it ‘sits’ on a background of pump

light, and if the pulse pump envelope is circulating the resonator at a different rate to the

soliton, the soliton may ‘fall off’ and collapse during formation. Thankfully, there’s a range

in difference between soliton and driving pulse repetition rate where the soliton locks itself

temporally to the driving pulse: the locking range. The input pulse repetition rate must be

within this range for the soliton step to appear, and the step length is maximised by optimising

the repetition rate and the driving pulse chirp.

2.3.1 Soliton formation and locking

Fig. 2.14 demonstrates input pulse synchronisation for forming solitons, by scanning over

resonance. For an un-chirped pulse, it has been found in numerical studies [114, 115, 116]

that the soliton tends to find itself at a ‘trapping’ position located at a certain background

driving power level. This trapping or equilibrium position is defined where the relative soliton

temporal velocity vS , [∂τ/∂t] reaches zero. For a pump function with a varying intensity

vS = y(ζ0,F )F ′(τ) (2.16)

which is proportional to the slope or derivative of the driving pulse envelope F (τ), and also

proportional to some function y() of detuning ζ0 and local driving strength F . As found in

[114], y = 0 when F (τ) = FC , a critical value of the background pump power upon which the

soliton sits. For large values of the normalised detuning ζ0, F 2
C ≳ 8ζ0/π2, which happens to be
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Figure 2.14: Soliton formation and locking in pulse-driven Kerr resonator. (a) Intracavity
optical field in pulse-driven resonator as a function of detuning ζ0, and slightly desynchronised
with d1 = 0.002. (b) Slice of intracavity field at points given by red arrows in (a), showing
Turing rolls, chaotic MI, and soliton at low, and high detuning. Black dashed line is the pulse
function |F (τ)|2. Blue dashed line is the predicted trapping power F 2

C . (c) Optical spectrum
of (b). (d)(i-iii) Other examples for soliton formation with d1 = 0,0.25,0.5 respectively. (e)
Intracavity average power vs. detuning, with unfurling of the soliton step as a function of
desynchronisation d1. The scan duration ∆t/∆ζ0 = 512.

the minimum power for soliton existence. Hence, for an un-chirped pulsed driving function, a

soliton will tend to move towards and trap itself at an edge of the driving pulse envelope, as

demonstrated in Fig. 2.14(a,b).

When the driving pulse repetition rate does not equal the natural soliton repetition rate, there

will be an effective group velocity offset (delay) d1 in the intracavity optical field, manifesting

as a forward/backward drift. For a soliton to be stably trapped to the driving pulse, its trapping

velocity has to match this resonator velocity offset so that vS −d1 = 0. As implied by Eq.

2.16, as detuning increases, the soliton moves along its trapping position higher towards the

top/centre of the driving pulse envelope, and the ‘tightness’ of this trapping becomes weaker

as F ′(τ) decreases there. For that reason, for larger values of d1, the detuning range for stable

soliton trapping decreases. This results in the smooth ‘step unfurling’ behaviour seen in Fig.
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2.14(e) as vS −d1 → 0. This is what is seen in experiment when reaching synchronisation

between the input pulse driving rate and the soliton natural repetition rate.

If there is an asymmetry in the soliton spectrum – as a result of Raman self-frequency shift,

dispersive wave emission etc. – the soliton will incur its own intrinsic group velocity offset

v I (ζ0, f ) which may change with detuning and power, and vS + v I −d1 = 0 for stable trapping.

This will mean the soliton has a bias on whether it will last longer existing on the leading or

trailing edge of driving pulse envelope[115], resulting in a step unfurling that is asymmetric

for desynchronisation d1. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.15, where the soliton generation

simulation includes third order dispersion with d3 = 0.05.

2.3.2 Phase contribution

Consider a pump profile modulated only in phase, as

F (τ) = F0 exp[i∆φ∗cos(πτ/∆τ)] (2.17)

where∆φ= 2π∆τ∗0.005. ±∆τ represents the fast time-span inside the cavity. As demonstrated

in previous experiments and investigations [117, 116], unlike for intensity variation in the

pump function, in the presence of phase variation instead

vS = 2φ′(τ) (2.18)
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Figure 2.16: (a) Formation of DKS while scanning over resonance with CW-driving, with a
phase-modulated background according to (b). (i-vi) d1 = 0,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25. (b) Left:
Background relative phase of the pump F (τ); Right: 2× the pump chirp. The equilibrium
locations of each scenario (i-vi) are marked with an ‘x’. This point equals 2φ′(τ). The scan
duration ∆t/∆ζ0 = 256.

where φ(τ) = arg(F (τ)). Dissipative solitons in Kerr cavities inherit the instantaneous fre-

quency of the background pump wave as their own carrier frequency. As such, a DKS with its

own frequency shifted will experience a shift in group velocity due to group velocity dispersion

(GVD). Thus, solitons will move towards the peak of the background phase curve (where the

carrier frequency-shift is zero) at a speed proportional to the phase gradient. This is demon-

strated in Fig. 2.16 where a formed DKS finds itself at an equilibrium location where vS = d1 ie.

‘locked’. If the desynchronisation is greater than can be compensated by vS , the soliton will

become unlocked, and return closer to its natural group velocity (seen in Fig. 2.16)(a(v-vi)). In

this way we can trivially predict the locking range as

|d1| ≤ 2φ′
max (2.19)
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where, in this example, φ′
max = 2π2 ∗0.005. In this thesis however, we are primarily concerned

with chirped pulse-driven dissipative solitons where phase variation plays a role. While Eq.

2.19 can give us the ball park of the locking range experimentally, the nonlinear function

y(ζ0,F ) from Eq. 2.16 makes the precise locking range due to intensity modulation harder to

define, but we can still predict using simulations.

As shown before in Fig. 2.10 and 2.12, our final driving pulse may have residual dispersion,

with either positive or negative phase curvature, so a soliton formed here will experience a

group velocity shift in any direction due to both influences of the pulse phase and intensity.

In the asymmetrical case presented in Fig. 2.15, a residual negative phase curvature could

help the soliton stay within the driving pulse envelope. This scenario is presented in Fig. 2.17,

where the input driving pulse function has received varying initial dispersion, expressed in

frequency domain:

f̂ (Ω) → f̂ (Ω) e i dPΩ
2

(2.20)

similar to Eq. 2.13 (Ω being dimensionless frequency), where dP is the normalised equivalent

of β2L during the EO-comb compression. In Fig. 2.17(a), we prepare 6 input pulse functions

(i)-(vi) with input dispersion (chirp) from dP =−20 (positive phase curvature) to +80 (negative

phase curvature). In Fig. 2.17(b) and (c), we compare step behaviour for dP = 0 and dP =+20

respectively. In (c), we see the soliton existence range has increased overall, over both detuning

ζ0 and d1. For cases in (d) and (e)(i) to (vi), we show the longest step achievable for a given d1,

for each value of pulse chirp dP . In general, the stronger the pulse chirp (with negative phase

curvature), the more the soliton is pulled towards the centre of the input pulse envelope (e(vi))

instead of being pushed against the pulse edges (e(i)). This reaches an optimum in the case

(iv) (the darker red) where, as shown in (a), the pulse phase is maximally negatively curved

before the pulse intensity begins to drop significantly due to strong dispersion.

Armed with this knowledge, the soliton generation step can be maximised when pulse-driving

through iterating the exact input pulse repetition rate, and its chirp. In our practical experi-

ment this meant spinning the dial on the EO-comb RF synthesiser to set its frequency and

its RF power to the phase modulators, whilst the soliton step is observed, watching for the

‘unfurling’.
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2.4 Broadband, efficient pulse-driven microcomb results and noise

propagation
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Figure 2.18: Pulse-driving result in MgF2 whispering gallery mode resonator. Output soliton
microcomb spectrum for pulse-driving and CW experiment in comparison. Upper-left: basic
scheme of the experiment with tapered-fibre coupling and picture of resonator.

2.4.1 Magnesium fluoride crystalline resonator pumping experiment

In a short experiment, for the purpose of verifying our expectations of pulse-driving in a known

system, we tested soliton microcomb generation in our crystalline whispering gallery-mode

Magnesium Fluoride (MgF2) microresonator. This microresonator is similar to that used in the

first soliton microcomb generation experiment [99], and is used particularly in the works by

Erwan Lucas [74, 87, 30] and is described in further detail in his thesis[58]. Originally formed

from diamond turning, its ring protrusion is further polished by diamond slurry to reach an

intrinsic quality factor of Q0 = 2×109, or κ0/2π≈ 100 kHz. It has an FSR of 14 GHz. Fig. 2.18

displays the obtained soliton microcombs with CW driving compared with pulse-driving,

focusing on both achievable soliton power and efficiency. We couple the pump light to the

whispering gallery mode evanescently via a tapered optical fibre suspended by the resonator.

For the CW case, we placed the tapered fibre at a distance from the resonator to get slightly

over critical coupling κex/2π = 200 kHz, and drive with a CW power of 200 mW in order to

obtain a single soliton at a high detuning. When instead driving with the EO-comb pulsed

source, at a synchronised repetition rate of 14 GHz, we placed the tapered fibre very close to

resonator in order to over-couple by an estimated factor of 20:1, or κex ≈ 2 MHz. Here, the

average pump power was 4 times less at 50 mW, yet the achievable soliton microcomb with

the same spectral bandwidth was almost 10 times more energy dense. And, the measured

efficiency – the ratio of total soliton comb line power (excluding pump teeth) to total output
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power – had increased from 0.95% in the CW case, to 24% in the pulse-driven case, a factor of

25 improvement.

2.4.2 Silicon nitride microcomb experiment - resonator properties and testing
setup

In the Si3N4 experiment, the aim shifts from soliton power and conversion efficiency to

spectral bandwidth. The resonator used in this experiment (internal ID: D42-1.F8.G0.R7), was

the seventh resonator of nine, on a chip containing racetrack resonators designed for an FSR

of 28 GHz (originally so it could become synchronised with the 14 GHz MgF2 resonator, but

this experiment was not attempted in the end). It was part of the overall D42 wafer series

of chip designs, which was the second series of resonators designed by me as part of the

goal to generate an octave-spanning soliton microcomb through pulse-driving. D42 was

fabricated using the photonic Damascene process [118]. The properties of the resonator are

shown in Fig. 2.19. The total frequency calibrated resonance spectrum was obtained though

frequency comb-calibrated swept-laser spectroscopy [49, 50]. The Si3N4 waveguide cross

section was designed and intended to be 2,350 nm wide and 770 nm deep. According to FEM

calculations at the time, this was supposed to give a low integrated dispersion profile with

two zero-crossings around an octave apart at 140 and 280 THz. In fact, our model of the Si3N4

material refractive index at the time (more about this online, see C.5.1) was out of date, so

instead we saw the more cubic Dint profile seen in Fig. 2.19(d). The intended dispersion was

further changed unpredictably by the inclusion of the ‘mode-suppression section’ described

in more detail in section 4.2.

At the time in 2018, we could only reliably measure Dint from 185-200 THz, which only gave an

accurate fitting for the second-order dispersion D2 = 2π.7.2 kHz. After observing the soliton

microcomb shown below, I inferred the value of D3 = 2π.15 Hz based on the dispersive wave

location (giving the red-dashed fit in the figure (d)). Since 2020, we are able to measure Dint

over 185-240 THz, which gives the blue-dashed fit. This fit must be wrong unfortunately, as

it is still too inaccurate at low wavelengths (<185 THz), and does not agree with the results

presented below. Other than the dispersion, the spectrum for the resonator linewidth κ is

shown in Fig. 2.19(b). This resonator on the chip R7 gave critical coupling at the pump

wavelength, with a total loaded linewidth of approximately 150 MHz. Due to the ‘straight-

straight’ coupling section seen in Fig. 2.19(a), the coupling rate κex tails off with higher optical

frequency[59].

The full experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 2.20. The source laser is a Toptica CTL1550. The

EO-comb is configured as described in Fig. 2.7 section 2.2, and uses EO-space modulators.

Using the frequency-resolved optical gating method (FROG), we retrieve a minimum input

pulse duration of 1.1 ps (see Fig. 2.20(c)). An RF synthesiser supplies the EO-signal f̀eo = 13.94

GHz. In this way, the microresonator is sub-harmonically pumped every two roundtrips. Half

the EO-comb teeth are off resonance, and so can effectively be ignored in terms of soliton
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Figure 2.19: Experimental resonator characteristics (D42-1.F8.G0.R7). (a) Microscope
image of the resonator, showing its semi-circular racetrack design and straight-straight coupler
section. (b) The fitted linewidth values of each measured resonance. (c) The total transmission
trace measured using the calibrated swept-laser spectroscopy, graphed in Eschelle form with
a repetition sampling rate of 27.885 GHz. (d) Calibrated measured Dint and two possible fits.

pumping, as if we were driving at 27.89 GHz with half power-efficiency (hence from this point

feo = 2 f̀eo). Importantly, we employ the use of two separate RF synthesisers for comparison in

how noise transfers to the soliton microcomb: A Rhode & Schwarz SMB100A, and an ultra-

low phase noise Keysight E8267D, hereafter referred to as RF-1 and RF-2 respectively. Their

frequency noise profile at 14 GHz is given in Fig. 2.20(a). After amplification with an EDFA,

the EO-comb pulse pump is sent into and out of the Si3N4 microchip via lensed fibres and

inverse-tapered waveguide ports [119].
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Figure 2.20: Experimental setup for pulse-driven DKS generation using dispersion-
engineered Si3N4 photonic chip. (a) Experimental layout. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator,
EOM: electro-optic modulator, EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, ESA: electronic spectrum
analyser, OSA: optical spectrum analyser, OSC: oscilloscope. The input pulse train is coupled
into and out of the microresonator chip via lensed fibres. Output light is filtered and mixed
with a second laser for heterodyne measurement. (b) Frequency noise of two RF signal gen-
erators at 14 GHz. (c) Spectrum of the 14 GHz EO-comb before amplification. (f) Retrieved
FROG measurement of the optimum pulse duration. (d) Microscope image of part of the
microresonator, depicting the coupling section.

2.4.3 Soliton formation

Fig. 2.21 shows the results of soliton microcomb formation, after scanning over resonance

and stopping at the state existing at maximum detuning, for many average input power levels.

At the lowest power, below the soliton existence requirement, we see the ‘primary comb’ stage

of MI (‘Turing Rolls’) in Fig. 2.21(a). As expected, the side-lobes inherit the same bandwidth

as the input EO-comb, since this is a pulse-driven event. Fig. 2.21(b) shows the soliton

microcomb accessible at the lowest input power. This microcomb has a 3-dB bandwidth

of 9.5 THz, and an estimated pulse duration of 55 fs based on a sech2 fit. The conversion

efficiency is approximately 4%, or 8% if not including the 2× sub-harmonic driving efficiency.

As said in Eq. 2.3, soliton conversion efficiency is highest at the minimum pump power.

Fig. 2.21(c) shows the progressive increase in the microcomb bandwidth with higher power

at maximum detuning, with the most broad microcomb shown in Fig. 2.21(d). Here, the

conversion efficiency has decreased from 8% to 2.8%. The spectral envelope includes 2,300

detectable comb lines, about 1,400 within the top 10 dB of power near the centre, spanning 64

THz or 600 nm. At the time the result was first posted, to our knowledge, this demonstrated

the highest reported line-count for a single-state soliton microcomb, with a repetition rate

over 10 GHz. This chapter reports the results acquired in early 2019, but more powerful and

efficient soliton microcombs from later times are reported later in section 4.3.2, and in chapter

A.

The spectrum is strongly enhanced on the long-wavelength side due to the prominent third-

order dispersion, forming a dispersive wave at 1957 nm [120]. While normally there should be
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spectral recoil resulting from the photon energy imbalance, the presence of soliton Raman

self-frequency shift [121, 61, 122, 123] may have cancelled this recoil, as was observed before

in a similar Si3N4 microresonator by Karpov et al.[60].
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Figure 2.21: Results for pulse-driven soliton microcomb generation in Si3N4 microresonator.
Legend: Input power noted as effective power coupled to the microresonator (and total power
incident on chip) taking into account chip insertion loss and ×2 pulse inefficiency. (a) Primary
MI comb state. (b) Lowest power and most efficient soliton microcomb. Inset: Close-up of
EO-comb pump showing the half comb line separation. (c) Growth of soliton microcomb
spectrum with Pin according to the legend above. (d) Soliton microcomb at highest Pin and
detuning. Inset: comb lines in the dispersive wave region.

Fig. 2.22(a) shows examples of the transmission traces measured at the output of the Si3N4

chip while the laser centre frequency is scanned over the cavity resonance, from the blue-
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detuned to the red-detuned side. Three power levels are shown. The soliton step first appears

at 12 mW average coupled to the resonator. At a mid-range power of 24 mW, DS tend to form

in numbers from 1-3. Examples of the experimentally obtainable multi-soliton microcombs

are shown in the panel (b). For the 2-state, since the fringe spacing corresponds to the input

pulse width, we can surmise the two solitons are locked at opposite edges of the pulse. In the

3-state, a third soliton likely exists between them. In the bottom high-power trace at Peff =180

mW, only a single-state is accessible and the step has become substantially longer, enabling

easy access to the DS state using slow tuning of the laser frequency.

2.4.4 Numerical modelling with the generalised LLE

I model the realistic spectrum of the generated DS states using the generalised LLE (GLLE, see

section 1.2.5) evaluated in the frequency domain:

∂Ãµ(t )

∂t
= i D̂µ Ãµ− κ(µ)

2
Ãµ+ iΓF

[
(1− fR)|A|2 A+ fR(hR(ϕ)⊗|A|2)A

]
µ
+√

κex(µ)F̃µ(t ) (2.21)

including higher order dispersion in the form of

D̂µ = δω+2πδfeoµ+ D2

2
µ2 + D3

6
µ3 (2.22)
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with microresonator longitudinal modes relative to the centre wavelength (µ= (ω−ω0)/D1),

and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [123], based on prior work[60] assuming a linear

approximation of the Raman response

hR(τ)⊗|A|2 ≈ |A|2 −τR
∂|A|2
∂τ

(2.23)

and a resonator coupling rate that varies with optical frequency κex(µ), with κ= κ0 +κex(ω).

The external coupling rate κex(ω) = θ(ω)D1/2π, where θ(ω) is the bus-resonator coupling

coefficient (see Fig. 1.6(b) and section 1.2.3). Due to the 30 µm long straight coupling section,

θ(ω) has a strong decline with increasing optical frequency, which I choose to model with a

simple exponential decay (influences by finite-difference time numerical results [124]):

θ(ω) = 1

1+e ξ(ω−ω0)/θ0
(2.24)

where θ0 is the coupling coefficient at the pump wavelength ω0 (θ0 ≪ 1), and ξ is the coupling

decay constant. The driving pulse spectrum, on this occasion, is expressed as a rectangular

summation of lines

F̃µ(t ) =
p

P0

M
rect(M)µ×exp

[
iµ2D2

1
β̃2

2

]×exp[2πiµ×δf (t )] (2.25)

representing M EO-comb lines making a Fourier-transform limited sinc() pulse in the time

domain, and including the pre-dispersion (chirp) β̃2 in ps2 discussed the section 2.2 and Eq.

2.13, and long-term repetition rate frequency noise in the form of δf (t ). All parameter values

for this simulation are given in Table C.3.

In Fig. 2.23, the example simulation re-creating the DS generation in the experiment is

presented, giving some insight into how strongly perturbed solitons form and the roles played

by the higher-order terms in the GLLE. In Fig. 2.23(a,b) we show how DS are formed during

a scan of the laser frequency over resonance at low power, where P0 = 100 mW or 2.5Pth. In

this scenario, the solitons exist well below the instability thresholds and so do not exhibit

any breathing or chaos[79], and they have a small existence range over detuning, as also

seen in the corresponding low-power experimental trace shown in Fig. 2.22(a). Formed

solitons collapse one by one when the local power level beneath each of them drops below its

minimum. Stopping the scan before the last soliton collapse leaves the low energy traces (blue)

in Fig. 2.23(e,f), showing a profile very close to the typical sech2 DS profile, and matching the

character of the experimentally generated low-energy DS shown in Fig. 2.21(b).

The formation of a DS at high power is shown in Fig. 2.23(c,d), where P0 = 25Pth. At this

driving strength, stable Turing rolls[125] form at a low detuning (δω < 0), before entering

into a regime of turbulence [75] up until δω < 3κ. At this point solitons form in the region
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Figure 2.23: Simulation: Pulse-driven dissipative soliton formation based on the generalised
Lugiato-Lefever equation. (a) Intracavity optical field and (b) frequency domain output over
change in δω (scan over resonance), at low power. (b,c) Same as (a,b) for high power. Laser
frequency tuning stops at white-dashed line. (e) Intracavity time-domain slices of stable single
DS state for low (blue) and high (red) power and detuning. (f) Output spectral envelope for
single-DS states (solid line), and the same high power DS with perturbations removed (dashed
line), along with κex(ω) (dotted line). Parameter values for this simulation are given in Table
C.3.

of bistability, featuring strong dispersive wave tails. For the rest of scan until δω = 5κ, the

group velocity of the soliton curves due to the competing shifts in the spectral centre from the

counter-acting effects of dispersive-wave induced recoil [67], and the Raman self-frequency

shift [61]. For this simulated example, the whole driving pulse profile has a repetition-rate

mismatch of δfeo =−50 kHz so as to contain the shifting solitons inside their locking range

with the pulse.

The scan stops at δω= 5κ leaving a bound dual-soliton state moving towards the pulse edge.

As has also been observed in numerical work on intensity-trapped solitons in the presence of

group-velocity mismatch [115], such a 2-state may not be able to exist on the pulse edge, and

so in this example the left soliton is displaced by the right one and collapses. The remaining

soliton continues to the edge of the pulse where it becomes locked [114]. The final high power

DS is depicted in Fig. 2.23(e,f) in time and frequency respectively. Due to the Raman self-

frequency shift, the dispersive-wave recoil of the spectrum centre has been mostly cancelled
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2.4 Broadband, efficient pulse-driven microcomb results and noise propagation

as happened in experiment. Moreover, the increase in κex at lower optical frequencies has

caused the dispersive wave spectrum to broaden to 1.4 THz (3 dB width), agreeable with the

experimental dispersive wave peak-width of 1.5 THz. Overall, a stable optical complex is

formed comprising the background pulse, the dispersive wave, and the soliton.

2.4.5 Comparison with CW driving

To demonstrate the experimental advantages of the pulse-driving method in generating DS

states in this microresonator, experimental results of CW-driving the same resonator are

presented in Fig. 2.24, showing behaviour discussed earlier in section 2.1. With a CW pump,

the nonlinear threshold for primary sideband generation was 115 mW at the resonator (200

mW on chip facet), effectively about 10 times larger than observed in Fig. 2.21 for pulse driving.

I try to generate solitons with CW pumping using a higher power of 310 mW on-facet. Fig.

2.24(a) shows the total transmission from scanning over resonance, including the generated

light only with the pump line suppressed. The microcomb spectrum observed at different

stationary points during the scan are shown in Fig. 2.24b(i)-(vi). The formation behaviour

here is described in better detail in Karpov et al. [104], but here only a perfect crystal state

is obtained in the soliton regime, each time. In this instance, the soliton count appears to

be about 167 in a situation similar to that shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The power is too low for the

possibility of number-switching to reduce the soliton count. Fig. 2.24(c) shows the final state

accessible at a higher power of 430 mW, the fully chaotic MI state. Likely due to the increased

thermal load on the resonator [103], as shown in the scenario Fig. 2.5, the soliton ‘step’ is not

accessible via piezo-driven laser tuning, down to the µs scale.
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2.5 Microcomb noise propagation
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Figure 2.25: Resonant supercontinuum generation and coherence. (a) Chosen generated
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Peff = 180 mW (620 mW total, accounting for insertion loss and ×2 sub-harmonic driving
inefficiency). (b) The soliton repetition rate beatnote. (c) Beatnote at the 12th line at the edge
of the EO-comb. (d) Beatnotes of µth comb line, measured between the pump and 1620 nm,
from left-to-right µ= -45, -88, -132, -175, -217, -259, -300 (horizontally offset by 4 MHz for
clarity). (e) Beatnote at 1908 nm (µ=−1300). Legend applies across (f) and (g), with utilised
RF source 1 in red colours, RF source 2 in blue colours.

2.5.1 Coherence measurement, noise multiplication

Turning our attention to the noise and coherence properties of the pulse-driven soliton

microcomb, Fig. 2.25 shows a series of heterodyne measurements of the comb. Fig. 2.25(b)

shows the repetition rate beatnote of the DS, obtained by suppressing the EO-comb part of

the spectrum using a wavelength-division multiplexer. The beatnote corresponds exactly to 2

times the RF source frequency and, with a 1 Hz limited linewidth, demonstrates high repetition

rate stability indicating the DS is temporally locked with the driving pulse. For measuring the

optical coherence of the comb, heterodyne measurements with a second laser (also Toptica

CTL 1550) are taken against comb lines of increasing values µ, the comb line index from the

centre pump, from 1550 nm to the outer edge at 1908 nm plotted in Fig. 2.25(d-e). Fig 2.25(c)

shows a narrow heterodyne beatnote at the edge of the EO-comb. As comb lines become

further away from the centre, their linewidth quickly broadens as shown in Fig. 2.25(d) where

we plot heterodyne beatnotes up to a range of 70 nm from the comb centre. This noise increase

continues to the long-wavelength edge of the comb, where the heterodyne beatnote with a
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narrow-linewidth 1908 nm laser (NKT Photonics) is plotted in Fig. 2.25(e). Here, the linewidth

has expanded to around 7.5 MHz according to Gaussian fitting.
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Figure 2.26: Noise filtering comparison with conventional supercontinuum generation.
(a) EO-comb based supercontinuum at 14 GHz spacing, derived from the two RF sources.
Beatnote measurement at 1908 nm marked in yellow. (b) Close look at the region around 1900
nm, comparing spectral width of comb teeth on OSA. (c) Heterodyne beatnote at 1908 nm
measured against the DS- and supercontinuum-based frequency comb, driven by source RF-2
(RBW = 50 kHz, and 1 MHz respectively).

If we switch our RF signal generator from RF-1 to the lower noise source RF-2, and measure

the heterodyne comb beatnotes at the same wavelengths (here shown 1560, 1600, and 1908

nm ) in Fig. 2.25(d,e), we find that linewidths are decisively more narrow. The linewidth at

1908 nm in particular has reduced by almost a factor of 10, down to 900 kHz. This difference

in coherence at the wings of the spectrum, using different EO-comb RF sources, confirms to

us that this is the result of RF noise multiplication imposed on the comb spacing through the

locking between the input pulse and the DS.

Comparison with conventional supercontinuum generation.

Does this noise multiplication of a pulse-driven soliton microcomb compare differently with a

pulse-driven conventional supercontinuum? We decided to answer that question in collabora-

tion with our collaborators Ewelina Obrzud and Tobias Herr at CSEM. At their lab, we formed

a supercontinuum from an EO-comb driven with the same RF sources as in the DS generation

experiment: RF-1 (Rhode & Schwarz SMB100A), and RF-2 (Keysight E8267D). See Fig. 2.20(b)
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for the frequency noise spectra of these sources. The supercontinuum is formed through

a combination of strong amplification through an EDFA and nonlinear pulse compression

through lengths of normal and anomalous dispersion fibre, before creating a supercontinuum

in highly-nonlinear optical fibre (HNLF). Details of this SCG method are given in Obrzud

et al.[36]. The supercontinuum generated from the EO-comb driven by RF-1 and RF-2 are

shown in Fig. 2.26(a) and (b). One already noticeable difference in the OSA-measured traces

is, particularly in (b) around 1900 nm, at the same spectral resolution of 0.05 nm the ap-

parent definition of the comb lines is far poorer for the comb derived from RF-1 indicating

serious decoherence. The fact this decoherence is worst at the spectral edges, also at 1250

nm, suggests line-by-line RF noise multiplication. The heterodyne beatnote detected at 1908

nm (with that same NKT laser) using RF-2 is plotted in Fig. 2.26(c) in comparison with the

beatnote measured from the same DS comb line with RF-2 from Fig. 2.25(e). The SCG-based

beatnote has a linewidth of ∼1.8 MHz, approximately double that of the DS. When trying the

same measurement with RF-1, the beatnote at 1908 nm was undetectable by our experimental

means, indicating it was too broad to be resolved with the given equipment and settings. For

both RF-1, and RF-2, the measured beatnote at 1908 nm is much more pure for the DS than it

is for the SCG. Hence, we concluded that dissipative soliton-based nonlinear filtering of the

added noise was taking place for the pulse-driven microcomb experiment.

2.5.2 Numerical modelling of noise transfer

If one were to assume that the soliton is perfectly locked to the driving pulse, we would expect

the optical frequency noise of each soliton comb line to be coupled to the RF noise on the

coupled pulse repetition rate feo = 28 GHz, such that S(µ)
δν

( f ) =µ2S(rf)
f ( f ), with relative comb

index µ (assuming other sources of laser noise are small by comparison). However this is

not the case for a DS. The frequency-noise multiplication transfer function can be found in

numerical simulations based on the LLE, which for this occasion we simplify and omit higher

order dispersion and Raman scattering

∂A

∂t
=

(
iδω− κ

2
− i

D2

2

∂2

∂ϕ2 + iΓ|A|2
)

A+p
κexF (ϕ, t ) (2.26)

As a reminder, the spatial angular coordinate ϕ= D1τ the fast time coordinate. We omit the

higher order effects so that we can find understanding of the noise transfer behaviour in the

most pure scenario. The input pulse function F (ϕ, t) = F [F̃µ], referring to Eq. 2.25, with

particular attention paid to the frequency noise term δf (t ). The simulation parameters this

time are given in Table C.3. They are chosen to reflect a basic archetypical Si3N4 resonator

with a more simplified dispersion compared to that of the experiment, rather than perfectly

replicating the experiment quantitatively. The relative driving strength is set to F 2 = 24, and

the detuning δω = 6κ. The driving pulse has a pre-chirp of β̃2 = +0.3 ps2 in order to ‘bias’

soliton attraction slightly towards the pulse centre, as it likely is in experiment (see section

2.2).
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Chapter 2. Pulse driven soliton microcomb generation and noise filtering

We apply cycle jitter (ie. repetition rate frequency noise) to the driving pulse function F (ϕ, t ),

equivalent to a uniform power-spectral density of S(rf)
f ( f ) = 1.0 Hz2/Hz over a long period

of ‘slow time’ (t > 4,000κ−1), and the corresponding jitter of the soliton is recorded. For this

first simulation, we set δfeo = 0 corresponding to the driving pulse and the natural soliton

repetition rate being equal. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.27. In the time domain

shown in Fig. 2.27(a,b), the generated soliton is located at its ‘trapping point’ at 0.6 ps at the

trailing edge of the pulse[114], but under these synchronous and symmetrical pulse conditions,

it could equally find itself at -0.6 ps on the leading edge. As it’s locked to the driving pulse it

inherits jitter and gradually walks back and forth in the fast time domain. The noise applied to

the input pulse itself during this one example, and its corresponding walk in the time domain,

is plotted in Fig. 2.27(c).
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Figure 2.27: Simulation of input noise multiplication, based on the LLE. (a) Intracavity field at
time t . Instantaneous phase of the background pulse as dashed line. (b) Slow time vs. fast time
graph of intracavity field. (c) Frequency noise (grey, histogram in blue), and corresponding
absolute timing jitter (orange) imposed on the driving pulse over the period of the simulation.
(d) Output spectrum, with inset showing input pulse spectrum. (e) Slow frequency vs. fast
frequency graph of the long-term frequency comb, with columns normalised to peak-power
spectral density. White marks indicate comb lines depicted in (f) and in Fig. 2.28. (f) Individual
noisy comb lines selected from (d), with same comb mode µ as in the experiment Fig. 2.25(d).

The corresponding frequency domain results are shown in Fig. 2.27(d,e). Fig. 2.27(e) in

particular is obtained by taking the Fourier transform over both dimensions of the optical field
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Figure 2.28: Simulation of noise multiplication and nonlinear filtering, based on the LLE.
(a) Frequency noise spectra and (b) corresponding RF-noise transfer functions for individual
comb lines marked in Fig. 2.27, including one comb line far from centre (µ=−750). Dotted
lines indicate the linear cavity bandwidth κ (light blue), cavity detuning δω (dark blue), and
the ‘β-line’ (green). Traces are averaged from 8 simulations for smoothness.

in Fig. 2.27(b), therefore plotting the power spectral densities on the y-axis of each individual

comb line along the x-axis – a simulated heterodyne beatnote (normalized to peak). This

type of diagram was introduced in chapter 1. Evidently, the linewidth of each comb line

widens considerably as they become further from the comb centre. In Fig. 2.27(f), individual

beatnotes corresponding to the same comb line measurements shown in Fig. 2.27(f) show

good qualitative agreement.

The profile of this frequency noise transfer to individual comb lines is given in Fig. 2.28

where we plot their frequency noise spectra and corresponding normalised transfer functions

T (µ)( f ) = S(µ)
δν

/(µ2S(rf)
f ) respectively. Frequency-noise power spectra are found by Fourier-

transform of the slow-time phase fluctuations of individual comb lines Ãµ(t), as δfµ(t) =
d

d t arg(Ãµ(t)). As expected for low offset frequencies, noise power is fully multiplied by µ2,

fulfilling the requirement for the soliton to be locked to the driving pulse over the long term.

Strikingly however, above some cut-off frequency approximately 3 MHz, the transfer of noise
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Chapter 2. Pulse driven soliton microcomb generation and noise filtering

power drops significantly at a slope of -20 dB/decade, showing how the soliton is able to ‘ig-

nore’ fast background motion of the input pulse despite being locked to it over the long-term.

Interestingly, this cut-off frequency is on the order of 100 times lower than the linear cavity

bandwidth κ for this simulated Si3N4 cavity, of 100 MHz, demonstrating that this filtering

is born of the nonlinear DS regime, as has also been observed in MgF2 crystalline microres-

onators[126] with single-sideband pumping. Beyond this cut-off point, the transfer function

begins to be dominated by the response of the cavity [73], where we see a resonance located

after the cavity bandwidth at κ likely corresponding to the soliton’s breathing response[87],

and a further strong cut-off at the cavity detuning at δω= 2π ·600 MHz. The exact nature of

these resonances is beyond the scope of this chapter, though the simulated traces presented

here are in excellent qualitative agreement with the numerical and experimental results pre-

sented in an independent and concurrent work by Brasch et al.[97], where the full linear and

nonlinear response is investigated in detail.

2.5.3 Noise transfer reduction with soliton pushing

Returning attention to the experimental heterodyne beatnote measurement at 1908 nm, we

have observed an interesting effect when the driving repetition feo is varied. Fig 2.29(a) shows

the 1908 nm beatnote as feo is swept from the minimum to the maximum of the soliton

locking range (0 kHz defined as the minimum). The linewidth appears to narrow, reaching

a minimum at the upper edge of the locking range, in this case 50 kHz. To characterize this

narrowing phenomenon, we measured the frequency noise spectrum of this beatnote using

in-phase/quadrature analysis [127] as feo is varied across the locking range, which is shown

in Fig. 2.29(b). Also overlaid is 2µ
√

S(rf1)
f , where S(rf1)

f here is the independently measured

frequency noise spectrum of the signal generator RF-1 at 14 GHz, with comb line µ= 1300,

(and factor of 2 from the half rep-rate driving up-scaled to from 14 to 28 GHz). I further plot

the corresponding experimental transfer functions T (µ)( f ), as before, in Fig. 2.29(c). As shown,

the frequency noise level of the 1908 nm beatnote very closely follows the multiplied RF noise

until a certain cut-off frequency, which varies from a maximum of 2 MHz reducing to ∼500

kHz at the edge of the locking range. In excellent qualitative agreement with the simulation

results in Fig. 2.28, the value of this corner frequency is on the order of 100 times less than the

linear cavity bandwidth of 100-150 MHz, experimentally confirming the presence of nonlinear

filtering.

Numerical simulations to analyse the synchronisation-dependent nonlinear filtering be-

haviour are presented next. We apply a mismatch between the input pulse train repetition

rate and the native repetition rate of the soliton (δfeo = feo −D1/2π). Fig. 2.30(b) show the

same type of result as Fig. 2.27(e), only now for a DS microcomb with 4 different values of

δfeo (manifesting as the gradient in the comb line centres) between -50 and 50 kHz. The effect

on the comb linewidth broadening is stark. The simulated comb line for µ=−1300 as δfeo is

varied between 0 and 50 kHz (the maximum of the locking range) is displayed in Fig. 2.30(c),

showing excellent qualitative agreement with the experimental observation in Fig. 2.29(a).
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Figure 2.29: Optimization of soliton-based nonlinear filtering via asynchronous driving:
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clarity. (b) Corresponding measured frequency noise, plotted with the multiplied frequency
noise of RF-1. (c) Experimental transfer function based on (b), with 3-dB level marked with
dashed line.

Our experimental and simulation results reveal that as the repetition rate mismatch δfeo

changes, the ‘trapping’ location of the DS on the driving pulse, as well as the local trapping

gradient can change significantly, due to the background driving phase and intensity-driven

forces described in section 2.3. In this experiment, the driving field is a mixture of both

amplitude modulation (pulse driving) and phase modulation (additional chirping). As a result,

the soliton is drawn towards an intermediate trapping location between the intensity-based

trap at the edge of the pulse, and the phase-based trap at the peak. This trapping point will be

modified by δfeo, which acts as an effective force [128]. In order for a DS to continue to sustain

itself, it must follow the pulse at its own shifted repetition rate.

If δfeo is non-zero, the soliton must move to a different location in order to acquire a shifted

repetition rate (Eq. 2.16 and 2.18), due the gradient in background phase and/or intensity.

Fig. 2.30(a) illustrates these situations from (i) to (iii), where δfeo < 0, δfeo = 0, and δfeo > 0.

The soliton is initially positioned on the left, leading edge of the pulse. In Fig. 2.30a(i), the

mismatch δfeo and the intensity-based trapping force have combined to shift the soliton to
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Figure 2.30: Optimisation of soliton-based nonlinear filtering via asynchronous driving: sim-
ulation. (a)i-iv Conceptual soliton trapping locations on a chirped pulse background under
different values of de-synchronised driving δfeo. Arrow indicates driving pulse repetition-rate
mismatch, with pulse phase profile (dashed) and the intensity-driven trapping level FC (dot-
ted). (b)i-v Simulated slow vs. fast frequency graphs for different values of de-synchronisation
δfeo. (c) Slice of the simulated µ=−1300 beatnote (1908 nm) in slow frequency for δfeo from 0
to 50 kHz (blue). (d) Simulated noise transfer functions for δfeo from 0 to 50 kHz. Low-pass
fit profile in coloured line, original results in grey. (e) Slow time vs. fast time recording of a
soliton side-switching event with δfeo =−53 kHz where, initially, the soliton is ‘quiet’ at its
weak trapping point. After falling to the other side, it becomes noisy.

the very left edge of the pulse. In a(ii), the soliton is located at its intermediate trapping point,

which is symmetrical with the pulse. In a(iii), the mismatch δfeo adds to the phase-based

trapping force, causing the soliton to move closer to the peak.

The observed change in noise transfer bandwidth with varied δfeo can be understood intu-

itively as being due to the local trapping gradient[115, 97] that gradually decreases from the

edge of the pulse to the centre. Somewhat analogous to atoms/particles trapped by optical

potential wells[129], a DS trapped at a location closer to the input pulse centre is subject to

a shallower potential gradient, thus becoming more ‘free-running’ and less affected by the

noise contained in the driving field. For Fig. 2.30b(i) where the soliton is being ‘pulled’ on the

edge of the pulse, the transfer broadening is maximised. For b(iv), where the soliton is instead

being ‘pushed’ near the peak of the pulse, it has almost reduced to zero. The reduced noise

transfer effect is well reproduced by our simulation, as shown in Fig. 2.30(d). As δfeo increases,
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2.5 Microcomb noise propagation

the DS gets closer to the pulse centre. Consequently, the cut-off frequency of the noise transfer

function decreases, showing qualitative agreement with the experimental measurement in Fig.

2.29(c).

In one additional twist, it was observed in experiment shown in Fig. 2.29(a) that if the δfeo

exceeded that ideal point when the soliton was being ‘pushed’ that the measured heterodyne

beatnote would reach its most arrow and then, suddenly, broaden significantly. This, too, was

observed in the simulation demonstrated in Fig. 2.30a(vi), b(v), and (e), where the soliton

loses its bond with the driving pulse entirely and basically falls over to the trailing edge which,

of course, traps the soliton in a much tighter location, increasing its received jitter.
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3 Localised dissipative structures near
zero dispersion

Compared with dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS), localised dissipative Kerr structures (LDS)

existing in the normal dispersion regime, rather than the anomalous, have been covered in

greater mystery in the years leading up to the work covered in this chapter. In conservative

systems, the opposite dispersion equivalent to the ‘bright’ soliton was the dark soliton[89].

In the earlier years of theoretical study into LDS in Kerr cavities, such dark pulses were also

found numerically[130, 125, 131] and they were initially associated to those conservative dark

solitons. However, as introduced in section 1.3.3, the true underlying dissipative structural

component is the switching wave (SW). What appeared to be dark solitons were in fact the

lowest-order stable solution of two interlocked (SW), inwardly facing[90], a part of an extended

family of possible solutions where two inwardly facing SWs would bond to each other based on

the quantised potential of their oscillating tails[132], not unlike with DKS and their dispersive

wave tails[92].

Experimentally, it was doubtful at first whether dark LDS like this could be formed in Kerr

microresonators as, unlike with anomalous dispersion, the intracavity CW field was (almost)

always stable[70], and so there would be no opportunity for dark LDS to form in the cavity

spontaneously by tuning into resonance as with solitons. The breakthrough demonstration

by Xue et al. [133] then showed that deviations to the resonator mode spectrum (mode

crossings) can provide the phase-matching to allow spontaneous sideband growth – like with

MI – to destabilise the CW field and lead to the formation of stable dark pulses [134]. It was

also proposed back then by Lobanov et al.[131] that stable ‘bright’ pulses can be formed by

pumping directly into a deviated cavity mode, something later confirmed to great success[135]

During the pulse-driving soliton microcomb work of the previous chapter, I happened to find

that one of the other Si3N4 microresonator chips prepared for that experiment happened

to have low normal dispersion instead of the low anomalous dispersion as intended. I took

the opportunity to pulse-drive the resonator hoping to see SW-based microcomb generation.

On that day I was shocked to find, aside from broadband SW-microcomb generation, the

formation of a highly broadband apparently stable soliton-like structure with a complex,

partially modulated envelope that was unrecognisable to me. This microcomb appeared even
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Figure 3.1: Localised Dissipative Structures (LDS) in the second-/third-order dispersion
(d2/d3) plane. Clockwise from left: conventional dissipative solitons, dissipative solitons with
dispersive-wave tails, zero-dispersion solitons with quantized periods (orange area), switching
waves with dispersive wave tails, conventional switching wave. Dashed grey line in outer
figures represent the CW high-state solution. Thick bands represent the existence range of
structures in the circular path. LLE parameters given below in section 3.1.3.

more broadband and efficient than in the conventional soliton microcomb experiment. I

then embarked on the work presented below to study this optical object, that I initially did

not expect to find, and would choose (along with my co-authors) to term this entity a zero

dispersion soliton (ZDS).

ZDS exist at the crossing point between conventional dissipative solitons and switching

waves, excited in the region of vanishing second-order dispersion (SOD) giving way to pure or

dominant third-order dispersion (TOD)[136]. Depicted in Fig. 3.1, ZDS appear as self-stable,

multi-peaked pulse structures, existing as a family of solutions of LDS as one traces a circular

path of dispersion in the SOD/TOD plane. This ZDS family (here obtained through numerical

simulations of Eq. 1.54), is shown to occupy the connection between the diametrically opposed

cases, of conventional dissipative solitons on the anomalous dispersion regime, and switching

waves on the normal dispersion regime. As one approaches the zero-dispersion region in

the center, in both cases of DKS and SW, the dispersive wave tail [137, 69, 120] becomes

increasingly dominant until it becomes an essential part of the structure[67], and stable

quantised multi-peaked pulses become accessible. We define the two boundaries of this

region of ZDS to be where solitons may become multi-peaked on the anomalous side, and

where the two switching wave fronts become locked together on the normal side.

This chapter first will cover the theory LDS that exist in all second-order/third-order dispersion

space, the definition of the ZDS(n), and how it can be formed using modulated or pulsed-

driving. Second, experimental work is presented, firstly with SW generation in the simple

dominant second-order dispersion case, followed by ZDS broadband microcomb generation

in the near-zero dispersion regime, along with the observation of higher-order dispersive

waves.
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3.1 Theory

3.1 Theory

To analyse the optical structures introduced in this section in a universal fashion, as said

in the previous chapter, we first consider an optical system described by the dimensionless

Lugiato-Lefever Equation (LLE) [85, 70], with a non-CW driving term F (τ):

∂ψ

∂t
=

(
−d1

∂

∂τ
− i d2

∂2

∂τ2 +d3
∂3

∂τ3

)
ψ+ (i |ψ|2 − iζ0 −1)ψ+F (τ) (3.1)

The form taken by the field solutions are determined solely by the driving strength F and

detuning ζ0, as well as three parameters dl describing the relative contributions of the first

three orders of dispersion. For simplicity, we set the SOD parameter d2 = 1 here, which

corresponds to normal dispersion. Thus, d3 describes the contribution of TOD relative to

d2, and the first-order dispersion d1 corresponds to the offset in group-velocity between the

cavity field ψ(τ) and the static frame of the pulse-driving term F (τ) (as previously covered in

chapter 2, section 2.3). See Eqs. 1.55 for their relationship to real experimental parameters.

3.1.1 Switching wave formation in modulated driving

Firstly, it is necessary to investigate direct SW formation by pulse-driving, in the simplified

case of pure SOD (d1 = d3 = 0). We choose a value of F0 =
p

10, a typical operating point for

practical dissipative structure formation in experiment, and we set a Gaussian pulse as the

driving function

F (τ) = F0 exp(−τ2/τ2
p ) (3.2)

with pulse duration τp = 100 so as to ensure any SW is significantly shorter in duration than

the envelope of the driving pulse (which is true also in our experiment), and so the driving

parameter at each SW location can be considered approximately CW. The detuning is swept

linearly from some value ζ0 < 0 up to ζ0 = 10. As covered in chapter 1, the cavity resonance

becomes tilted as a result of the additional phase acquired over propagation for higher pump

power. This creates an expanding range of bistability for steady-state CW solutions, the high

state ψH and low state ψL (the intermediate state is inaccessible). These solutions can be

found from Eq. 1.56 and 1.57. In Fig. 3.2(a), these bistable solutions are plotted for the different

power levels that exist across the envelope of the driving pulse.

In Fig. 3.2(b) (with spectra in 3.3(a)) we show the intracavity field solutions Ψ = |ψ(τ)|2
at different values of ζ0 found using the split-step method [138] (see section 1.2.6). For this

direction in ζ0, the field initially follows the high-state solutionψH (τ) of the bistable resonance.

As ζ0 crosses 0, there begin to exist parts of the intracavity field where the local Kerr resonance-

shift at the edges of the pulse-drive F (τ) is insufficient to sustain the high-state ψH (τ) (an
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Figure 3.2: Excitation of switching-waves inside pulse-drive envelope with pure normal
dispersion. (a) Contour of the bistable intracavity CW solutions, plotted for increasing local
value of the pump F (τ), with stable (unstable) solution in solid (dashed) line. Red-dashed line
marks detuning after wave-breaking occurs. (b) Development of intracavity field (red-yellow)
within the pulse envelope (blue dashed) with increasing detuning ζ0. Red-dotted lines connect
one field slice with the CW solution in (a). Maxwell points on the pulse envelope marked with
circles. (c) Expanding (i) and contracting (ii) high-state (dashed) under CW driving.

example detuning of which is marked by the vertical red dashed line in Fig. 3.2(a)). At this

stage, the field outside this point falls to the low-state ψL(τ) while the field further inside the

pulse background stays on ψH (τ) creating the SW that connects the two states [139].

From here, the two SW locations τSW follow a location within the pulse-drive envelope F (τ) =
Fm , which previous theoretical works on SW stability have termed the “Maxwell Point” [140,

90], until at ζ0 ≈ 7 where there exists no F (τ) > Fm causing the SWs to meet each other and

annihilate, failing to reach their theoretical maximum detuning at ζ0 = 10. The stability of

the SW fronts within the pulse envelope up until this point is due to the effective ‘outward

pressure’ manifesting on ψH . SWs possess an innate group velocity offset depending on the

value of F and ζ0 [56], where the ψH tends to undergo expansion [141], with the SWs moving

outward when the driving term is larger than a certain value F (τ) > Fm for a fixed detuning ζ0

(see Fig. 3.2(c)). When F (τ) < Fm , the ψH contracts and the SWs move inward. Accepting this,

it becomes clear that if any intracavity high-state ψH existed within a driving pulse envelope,

whose peak F0 > Fm , it would undergo expansion until its SW fronts reached a point where
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F (τSW) = Fm and halt its motion. This is how an SW-microcomb finds its definition when

driven with a modulated pump [142].

3.1.2 Zero-dispersion formation in pulse-driving

Considering now a Kerr cavity possessing strong TOD, we choose d3 = 1. Fig. 3.4 presents

an analogous scenario to Fig. 3.2 and 3.3, now with TOD enabled. We see in Fig. 3.4(b)

that the leading-edge SW front (lefthand side) has acquired an upper-state oscillation that

corresponds to an enhancement of the spectrum (Fig. 3.4(a)) on the negative frequency

side. This enhancement is due to the return to zero of the integrated dispersion function

dint = d2Ω
2+d3Ω

3 (Ω being the dimensionless angular frequency) [69] (or more accurately the

RRC ζL− shown in section 1.3.3 from Eq. 1.66). This asymmetry in the spectral profile imparts

a positive group velocity-shift to the leading-edge SW front, and causes the entire upper-state

to collapse at a lower detuning that in the case of pure-SOD.

Overall, the flatness of the dispersion profile on negative frequencies has heavily skewed the

generated spectrum to the one side resulting in a negative shift to the group velocity for the SW

structure as a whole inside F (τ). Naturally, introducing a counter-acting group velocity shift

in the form of a negative d1 term should help contain the structure within the centre of F (τ)

as the detuning increases. This scenario is presented in Fig. 3.5. By now setting d1 =−1.34,

the time-frame of the cavity field continually moves forward in fast time τ (here to the left),

keeping both SWs near to the center of the pulse envelope F (τ) preventing early collapse.

The SW fronts meet together now at ζ0 = 5.1, where a significant event occurs. Instead of

eliminating each other as in the case of pure-SOD, the SWs become locked to each other based

on the bonding of the down-SW to the modulated wave of the up-SW forming the stable ZDS.
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Figure 3.4: Excitation of switching-waves inside pulse-drive envelope with dominant third-
order dispersion. (a) Intracavity field within the pulse envelope and (b) spectra with increasing
detuning ζ0.

This structure, forming based on interlocking switching waves, is similar but different to the

formation of previously researched ‘dark pulses’[133]. Such dark pulses form from interlocking

in the decaying optical rolls of the low-state ψL and can form in the case of pure SOD, whereas

these bright ZDS necessarily require strong TOD so that a sufficiently powerful modulation

exists on the high-state ψH . These ZDS further distinguish themselves from the SW state,

which exists here at lower detunings for ζ0 < 5.1, in that the SW is contained overall by the

left and right Maxwell points of the pulse-drive envelope F (τ), whereas the ZDS is self -stable

akin to a DKS, and can freely exist across the broad background of the driving pulse. As with

pulse-driven conventional DKS, the ZDS moves itself towards a single trapping position on one

edge of F (τ) [94, 115, 96, 116], as seen in the previous chapter. In this example, the trapping

position is initially on the left edge.

We term the complete structure as a ZDS(n), with n individual peaks. As the detuning here

increases past ζ0 > 5.1, the structure (plotted specifically on levels 3-6 of Fig. 3.5(b)) undergoes

progressive inward collapse, reducing its multipeaked periodicity initially from n = 5, down to

2. In the frequency domain (correspondingly in Fig. 3.5(c)), we can determine the value n by

the number of spectral periods between the pump and what was initially the SW dispersive

wave, here on the left end of the spectrum. It must be pointed out that the bulk of the soliton

component of the spectrum continues to exist in the anomalous dispersion region on the left,

due to the ‘recoil’ induced by the new powerful dispersive wave component on the right [67,

137]. This is one important explanation as to how the ‘solitonic’ components of the pulse can

still exist, allowed by the counter-acting balance of dispersion and nonlinearity, while still

being pumped from the normal dispersion region.

Fig. 3.6(a) shows how varying the group velocity shift d1 (or desynchronisation in terms

of pulse-driving) gives rise to a varying maximum detuning for ZDS(n) existence, and with

different preferred n. Here (with particular attention to Fig. 3.6(a-iii)), the ZDS(3) follows

its trapping position on the left-hand slope until it crosses the centre line where a trapping
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Figure 3.5: Zero-dispersion soliton formation. F0 =
p
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of the fields in (a) (red arrows). Pulse-drive envelope F 2(τ) marked by dashed line in (b),
and zero-dispersion frequency marked by dotted line in (c), with normal dispersion on the
righthand side.

position no longer exists and falls away to elimination, following an asymmetrical trajectory

reminiscent of recent studies on conventional dissipative solitons [115]. The cavity energy

trace, plotted in Fig. 3.6(b) for all values of d1 in the vicinity, shows the asymmetrical unfurling

of the characteristic ‘step’ feature we should expect to see in experiment, with a behaviour not

too dissimilar to that shown in chapter 2, section 2.3.
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3.1.3 Zero dispersion existence and discussion

The LDS presented in Fig. 3.1, and in closer detail in Fig. 3.7, are solutions found quasi-

statically when simulating Eq 3.1 with SOD and TOD parameters changing over the long time

t, where d2(t) = cos(2πt/tp ) and d3(t) = sin(2πt/tp ), for one period of tp = 11,520, covering the

dispersion semi-circle shown in both directions, forwards and backwards. This time-scale is

long enough that the solutions found can be considered to be the long-term stable solutions.

A video is available showing the continuous journey as a live simulation, found as part of

the supplementary material to the paper published on this result[145] and is recommended

viewing.

The simulation is pulse-driven with

F (τ) = F0 exp(−τ2/τ2
p ) (3.3)
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where F0 =
p

10, and τp = 30 at detuning ζ0 = 5, sufficient to sustain an LDS at all dispersion

values. The simulation video begins with an SW inside the driving pulse envelope at pure

normal dispersion (d2 = 1,d3 = 0), moves around the dispersion circle anti-clockwise to (d2 =
−1,d3 = 0), and then continues back to terminate at (d2 = 1,d3 = 0) revealing the hysteresis

of the stable ZDS for the forwards and backwards direction. From this, we can see the start

and end points for the ZDS(n), including n = 1 to n = 6. In the video, live plots include the

instant dispersion value in the top-right polar-plot and the total intracavity energy value,

showing the sharp transitions between states. Further included are live plots of the frequency

domain (top-right), real and imaginary values for the time domain field (bottom-left), and the

time domain power field (bottom-right). During the simulation, the velocity of the LDS vS

is continuously cancelled by setting d1 = vS , so that it stays in the centre of the driving pulse

envelope in order to maintain its existence.

Specific solutions are highlighted in Fig. 3.7, marked in the top semi-circle diagram with

points (A-J), along with their existence ranges within this dispersion circle for this value of

F0 and ζ0. The solutions are plotted in the fast time and frequency domain, and the locus of

the time domain field in the complex plane. Beginning with (A) we have the DKS solution

found at pure-anomalous dispersion (Note: in the video, the live solution is in a breathing

state, however, the initial stable solution is plotted here). Next at (B), we see the DKS with

dispersive wave tail. In row (ii) we see the dispersive wave tail in how the field spirals towards

the homogenous low-state solutionψL . At (C), the solution of the strongly perturbed DKS able

to exist in the normal dispersion plane is found. This structure was not able to be obtained in

the experiment, but was observed in a concurrent work on these zero-dispersion solitons in

fibre-based cavities [144].

At (D), (E), (F), and (G), we find the multipeaked ZDS(n) states for n = 2, 3, 4, and 6 (omitting

5 for brevity). In rows (ii), the complex field is shown to follow a looping excursion around

the high-state ψH , with each loop forming each of the individual peaks in the time domain

pulse. The resulting frequency domain on rows (iii) is highly-structured, but it appears that the

number of spectral periods on the negative-frequency side (opposite to the soliton dispersive

wave) corresponds to the number of peaks in the time domain pulse. At (H), the two ends

of the ZDS in fast time unlock from each other, resulting in two free-running SWs that move

outward. What used to be the individual peaks of the ZDS has become the high-state dispersive

wave tail, seen in row (ii) as a spiral towards the high-state ψH . At (I) and (J), this high-state

dispersive wave fades away, leaving only the low-state dispersive waves on each switching

wave.

On the term ‘zero-dispersion soliton’

A useful given explanation for the ‘zero-dispersion solitons’ seen in this work [143, 146] is

that they are two interlocked switching waves forming a self-stable bright pulse. However, an

important observation of this simulation which may complicate this explanation is the fact

that, for this example value of F0 and ζ0, the ‘single-roll’ soliton solution is able to exist in the
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Chapter 3. Localised dissipative structures near zero dispersion

normal dispersion plane (as previously predicted in [67]), and the ZDS(2) and ZDS(3) solutions

are likewise able to exist in the anomalous dispersion plane. This would seem to suggest

that the single-roll soliton solution could also be thought of as a single-period interlocked

switching wave pair (?), despite existing continuously with the conventional pure-anomalous

soliton solution. Correspondingly, the ZDS(2) for instance, existing continuously in anomalous

dispersion, could be thought of as the dual-cycle form of the dissipative soliton, given that the

single soliton is thought of as a single period of the patterned solution (modulation instability,

or Turing rolls) that connects the low state ψL with the high state ψH in this regime [80]. It

is within this ambiguity that we define the family for ZDS solutions to be unique from the

conventional dissipative solitons and switching waves that exist in the pure or near-pure

second-order dispersion regimes.

In terms of nomenclature, the very same entity in prior theoretical and numerical studies

has been termed as “bright solitons” existing at zero SOD[67, 147], for instance as a soliton

“doublet”[148] and, in recent work more explicitly described as strongly modulated, bright in-

terlocked switching waves [143, 146, 149]. Across all of these prior studies, the terms ‘platicon’,

‘bright soliton’, and ‘locked switching waves’ have all been used together interchangeably to

describe the same thing. In this work, we seek to draw a concise and practical distinction from

the single-peaked plain soliton on the one hand, and the free-moving switching waves on the

other, in order to make an unambiguous entity that exists in the regime near zero dispersion

that has a multi-peaked structure.
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Chapter 3. Localised dissipative structures near zero dispersion

3.2 Experimental observation and probing of normal- and zero-

dispersion solitons and structures

3.2.1 Switching wave microcomb in pure normal dispersion

Before coming to the main experimental results on zero dispersion soliton microcomb gen-

eration, it’s best to show experimental verification of the scenario presented in section 3.1.1:

simple switching wave microcomb generation using a basic amplitude-modulated pump.

Creating an SW microcomb with a modulated pump had at the time been reported earlier in a

conference paper by H. Liu[150] (now published [151]). We wished to gain an understanding

of SW behaviour in experiment. While working with Grigory Lihachev on the work with gener-

ating a normal dispersion microcomb in Si3N4 through self-injection locking[152], we decided

to observe the SW microcomb accessible in the same resonator via amplitude modulated

pumping, in this case bi-tonal. We particularly wanted to see the noise of the microcomb.

A summary of the results of this brief experiment is shown in Fig. 3.8. We experiment on the

high-Q Si3N4 microresonator used in the self-injection locked microcomb result[152]. It has

an FSR of D1/2π= 26.2 GHz, normal dispersion D2/2π=−59.9 kHz, and a κ/2π= 40 MHz. In

order to pump with 2-tones, we send the CW-laser light through a Mach-Zehnder modulator

with feo = 13.1 GHz and the bias level set to fully suppress the carrier component, leaving

two laser lines 26.2 GHz apart, forming a cosine driving function inside the microresonator

like in Fig. 3.2. At at input power Pi n = 200 mW, when tuning into resonance we observe

the formation of a switching wave microcomb as we expected (Fig. 3.8(c)), showing the

characteristic growing dual-dispersive wave (DW) profile where the FWM comb grid crosses

the lower-state RRC (as depicted in section 1.3.3). Just as with temporally locked dissipative

solitons in pulse driven resonators, if the SW fronts are contained by the driving function

envelope, then they must also inherit its timing jitter, and this is confirmed by the repetition

rate phase noise measurement shown in Fig. 3.8(d). Here, we isolated the SW comb teeth at

the edge of the spectrum and compared the phase noise of their intrinsic heterodyne 26 GHz

beatnote with 22× the source RF phase noise (the same as RF-1 in chapter 2), showing that

they have close correspondence at lower offset frequencies.
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Figure 3.8: Experimental results for 2-tone switching wave microcomb generation in an
Si3N4 microresonator. (a) 2-tone pumping scheme in a resonator with normal dispersion. (b)
Experimental setup. EOM: electro-optic modulator; EDFA: erbium-doped fibre amplifier; BPF:
band-pass filter; VNA: vector network analyser; FPD: fast photodiode; FBG; fibre Bragg grating;
ESA: electronic spectrum analyser; OSC: oscilloscope; OSA: optical spectrum analyser. (c)
The growth of the measured SW microcomb spectrum as the pump frequency is scanned into
resonance. (d) Phase noise spectrum of the microwave microcomb repetition rate, obtained
from the filtered section of the comb shown in the inset, compared with the RF source of the
modulated pump. (e) Change in the microcomb envelope with a constant pump frequency
and changing driving relative modulation rate δfeo, and in (f) vice-versa. Figure credit: Grigory
Lihachev.
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3.2.2 Zero dispersion soliton microcomb

For experimental generation of ZDS microcombs, our experimental setup is in fact exactly the

same as the one shown in Fig. 2.20 section 2.4, but without the use of the ‘RF-2’ source for the

EO-comb. Details of the EO-comb are given in section 2.2.

Device description

The two microresonators under test this time (internal ID: D42-1.F11.G0.R5 and R6) are part of

the same D42 wafer of chips as the soliton experiment in chapter 2, but this chip was located

in the outer part of the wafer, and was possibly subject to greater Si3N4 waveguide height

deviation after the chemical mechanical polishing step (CMP) [153] during the Damascene

fabrication [118]. This is conjecture, but likely this chip had a thinner waveguide height, closer

to 700 nm than the original target 770 nm, resulting in the overall D2 decreasing below zero.

Both resonators (referred to hereafter as R5 and R6) have the same circular racetrack layout

as the resonator in Fig. 2.19, with the same straight-straight coupler section and tapered

mode-suppression section (more on that in section 4.2). The measured properties of the two

resonators are graphed in Fig. 3.9. As seen in the Eschelle-form linear transmission images in

Fig. 3.9(b,d), the apparent Dint of R5 and R6 (the resonance deviation in offset frequency) is

extremely flat relative to the resonance width in the vicinity of the pump location at 192 THz.

This is what decides the flatness of the Kerr microcomb to be formed. The dispersion of R6

is less flat than R5 at higher optical frequency, turning anomalous (here positive curvature)

quicker, and we will see the difference this makes in the results.

As it happens, only these two resonators gave this zero (cubic) dispersion profile. Resonators

higher than R5 had stronger normal dispersion, and resonators below R6 turned back anoma-

lous, demonstrating a greater point about the sensitivity of broadband dispersion engineering

to nanofabrication tolerance in Si3N4 . The actual polynomial fitting of this dispersion is

plotted later along with the obtained microcombs in Fig. 3.13 and 3.12.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental characteristics for 2 resonators: D42-1.F11.G0.R5 (a/b) and .R6
(c,d). (a,c) The fitted linewidth values of each measured resonance. (b,d) The total transmis-
sion trace measured using the calibrated swept-laser spectroscopy [50], graphed in Eschelle
form with a repetition sampling rate of 27.888 GHz.

Formation of ZDS(4,5)

Starting with R5, in order to ensure that a full range of formation behaviour is observed,

and spectral extent maximized, the average pulse-power coupled to the resonator is set to

maximum at Pin = 1,200 mW, or 350 mW considering 2.3 dB insertion loss to the chip, and

that only every second EO-comb line spaced at 28 GHz is coupled to the resonator. This

is approximately 20 times higher than the observed minimum comb generation threshold.

The experiment proceeds in a similar way as shown in theory (section 3.1.2), typical for LDS

generation and pulse-driving in Kerr cavities [94, 96]. The native FSR of the microresonator

is first found by varying the input repetition rate feo until the expected unfolding of the ZDS

‘step’ is observed (Fig. 3.10). Here, we see an asymmetrical extension of the step vs. the relative

desynchronisation δfeo = feo −D1/2π, as expected based on Fig. 3.6(b), although with slightly

different form due to unaccounted for higher order effects (the absence of a step at δfeo = 0 is

a coincidence based on shot-to-shot statistical variation of formation probability). Based on

this measurement, we find an optimum feo = 27.88888 GHz, with a locking range for ZDS on

the order of ±10 kHz.

For this value of feo, the EO-comb seed laser frequency ωp is tuned slowly across a resonance
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Figure 3.10: Experimental pulse-driven zero-dispersion step unfurling in device R5. Graph
of the transmission step feature for different desynchronisation about feo = 27.888880 GHz.

frequency ω0 from the blue-detuned side to the red-detuned side towards the region of Kerr

bistability. Fig. 3.11(b) plots the output light from the microresonator during this scan, and at

the same time the RF repetition-rate beatnote of the ZDS is recorded (Fig. 3.11(c)). From this

we are able to see that throughout this scan over resonance, the RF repetition rate beatnote

shows low noise. We pause the scan of the laser at four example locations here in order to

observe the steady state solution of the SW and ZDS states. Here the comb spectra measured

at the OSA are plotted in Fig. 3.11(a) at four detunings in descending order, after the SW

is formed. Qualitatively, the results behave as the simulations in Fig. 3.5(c) predict. Firstly,

over the first two rows, we see the spectrum grow wider and with a sharper dispersive-wave

(DW(−1)) located from 182 to 179 THz. Importantly, we see the spectral interference fringes

either side of the pump (spaced by ≈ 1 THz on the first spectrum) increase their period as

detuning is increased, indicating the two SW fronts are moving together within the pulse-drive

envelope. In the last two rows, we see the SWs have coalesced into the ZDS(5), a 5-period

structure, then reducing to a ZDS(4), each time moving the location of DW(−1) further out.

Stationary states existing in between the 2nd and 3rd rows were not able to be accessed due to

them being thermally unstable. In 100% of experimental generations of ZDS in this way, only

a single ZDS structure was ever formed. This is naturally as a result of the fact that just two

SW fronts are generated at the wave breaking stage with pulse-driving, which go on to lock

together forming a single ZDS.

The long term beatnote measured at this final state, plotted in Fig. 3.11(d), is highly stable,

inheriting the low-offset phase noise of the feo as supplied by the RF synthesiser. This con-

firms that the ZDS has temporally locked to the driving pulse over the long term, just as a

conventional bright dissipative soliton would [94, 96]. The ZDS state was able to exist in the

microresonator for tens of minutes, eventually collapsing due to uncontrolled thermal drift of

the cavity resonance mode away from the laser centre frequency.
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Fig. 3.12 analyses this final structure in greater detail. the measured integrated dispersion

profile Dint = ωµ−ω0 −µD1 of R5 is plotted in Fig. 3.12(a). This data is fitted to a fourth-

order polynomial centred at ω0 = 2π×192.3 THz where Dint ≈ µ2D2/2+µ3D3/6+µ4D4/24

(D2/2π=−3.17 kHz, D3/2π= 13.8 Hz, D4/2π=−15.9 mHz). In dimensionless parameters (see

Fig. 1.55), for a fixed d2 = 1 we have a value d3 = 0.38. We obtain a pump frequency detuning

−δω/2π=−1.2 GHz by using a live cavity phase-response measurement with a vector network

analyser [73]. In Fig. 3.12(b) the entire spectrum of the ZDS(4) is plotted and features several

dispersive waves (DW), the spectral locations of which can be predicted based on where

Dint(µ) ≈−δω (or see the RRC Eq. 1.66). The predicted DW locations do not match perfectly

with experiment however, but this can be explained by the bandwidth-limited dispersion

measurement with unknown higher-order values for D5,D6 and so forth. The first, DW(−1) at

176 THz, will always occur for ZDS formation due to the requirement for powerful TOD. The

second, DW(+1) at 280 THz, has occurred due to the overall normal fourth-order dispersion of

the waveguide [153], but is not required for ZDS formation.

The additional dispersive wave, termed DW(−2), occurs where the optical comb modes have

wrapped by D1 so that Dint(µ)+D1 = Dint(µ−1) =−δω or that, by shifting by one FSR, a linear

wave at DW(−2) has accrued a 2π phase shift relative to the pump wave. This phase-wrapping

is commonly known to allow the formation of so called ‘Kelly’ sidebands in soliton fibre lasers

[154], and will be investigated more in the next chapter. In brief, due to the longitudinal

momentum mismatch δµ = +1 between the coupled linear wave and the ZDS comb lines,

quasi-phase matching is required to bridge this gap [155]. This microresonator features a an

aforementioned tapered mode-suppression section where the waveguide width rapidly tapers

down to a narrow width in order to stop any higher-order spatial modes from propagating

[156] (see Fig. 4.6), where the waveguide dispersion changes sharply. This intra-roundtrip

disturbance provides phase modulation to the longitudinal cavity mode wave at DW(−2), and

is sufficient to enable quasi-phase matching to stimulate resonant radiation. This effect has

been observed in microresonators with a similar intra-roundtrip modulation of the waveguide

width[157], and has long been observed in fibre-based Kerr resonators with longitudinally

varying dispersion [158, 159].

Fig. 3.12(c,d) shows numerical LLE simulations using the real experimental parameters of R5

based on the following GLLE:

∂Ãµ(t )

∂t
= i D̂µ Ãµ− κ(µ)

2
Ãµ+ iΓF

[
|A|2 A

]
µ
+√

κex(µ)F̃µ(t ) (3.4)

in a similar fashion to section 2.4.4, demonstrating close agreement with the form taken by the

spectrum corresponding to a ZDS(4) as shown in Fig. 3.12(d). In Fig. 3.12(c), both simulation

results take into account either a constant or an oscillating intra-roundtrip dispersion

D̂µ(t ) = δω+2πδfeoµ+
(
1+∆(t )

)[D2

2
µ2 + D3

6
µ3 + D4

24
µ4

]
(3.5)
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Chapter 3. Localised dissipative structures near zero dispersion

with

∆(t ) =∆0 cos(D1t ) (3.6)

The additional dispersive wave with DW(−2) appears only in the case with longitudinal disper-

sion modulation on, with ∆0 = 0.2. Further analysis of this higher-order dispersive is covered

more relevantly next chapter in section 4.3, but a full breakdown of the simulation itself is

written in section C.3.1 and C.3.4.

Formation of ZDS(2,3)

To observe ZDS(n) of lower n we move to R6, which has its zero-dispersion wavelength closer

to the pump wavelength at 1560 nm. Here, the dispersion parameters (Fig. 3.13(a)) are fitted to

be D2/2π=−848 Hz, D3/2π= 12.8 Hz, D4/2π=−15.9 mHz, corresponding to dimensionless

parameters d2 = 1 and d3 = 2.11, further into the zero-dispersion regime (Fig. 3.1). According

to Fig. 3.1 and predictions given by Parra-Rivas et al.[143], the existence range for ZDS(n)

of lower n is greater in this regime, and so are more likely to form within typical driving

parameters. In this microresonator, with the same generation method as above in R5, we

generate ZDS(3) and ZDS(2), shown in Fig. 3.13(b). In this microresonator, we do not observe

the same DW(+1) or DW(−2). For ZDS(2), spectral measurements are presented taken using

three increasing input pump powers, each enabling an increased maximum detuning δω. As

shown, as available power is increased, the overall spectral profile expands, with both DW(−1)

on the left and the dip in the envelope on the right moving outwards, in a similar manor as for

conventional dissipative solitons [74].
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Figure 3.11: Experimental pulse-driven switching wave and zero-dispersion soliton forma-
tion. Device D42-1.F11.G0.R5. (a) Stages of comb/spectrum formation in descending order
of detuning (40 dB vertical offsets). Red block marks spectral filter for beatnote measurement.
(b) Microresonator transmission (with DC value subtracted), with detuning locations from (a)
marked with dashed lines. (c) Spectrogram of the repetition-rate beatnote during the laser
scan in (b). (d) Long-term beatnote measurement of the final comb state.
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Figure 3.12: Octave spanning zero-dispersion soliton spectrum. Device D42-1.F11.G0.R5.
(a) Experimental measurement of the resonator integrated dispersion Dint, along with the
spectrally extended fitted solution, and solution shifted by +D1. Pump frequency (and pump
detuning) marked by the vertical red line (horizontal dashed line). Phase-matched locations
of dispersive waves marked by circles, with momentum mismatch in dotted red arrow. (b)
Measured spectrum of ZDS(4), with dispersive waves marked with arrows corresponding to the
circles in (a). Insets show individual comb lines. The left-most trace is in grey to indicate it is
the second-order diffraction spectrum of DW(+1), and not genuine. (c) Frequency domain and
(d) time domain simulation of ZDS(4) with dispersive wave tails marked. The close agreement
of the central spectral fringes between the experiment and simulation gives us confidence
that we are observing a four-peak, 80 fs pulse (showed in linear scale inset). See section C.3.4
for the full breakdown of the modelling with values.
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Figure 3.13: Experimental zero-dispersion soliton formation. Device D42-1.F11.G0.R6.
(a) Experimental measurement of the resonator integrated dispersion Dint, and spectrally
extended fitted solution. (b) Switching wave, ZDS(3), and ZDS(2) combs, accessible for different
δω and δ feo . Spectra vertically separated by 50 dB. ZDS(2) measured at maximum detuning
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chip). (c) Graph of the transmission step feature for different desynchronisation about feo at
maximum power.
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4 Microcombs in the dispersion folded
zone and Floquet dynamics

Given that a comprehensive understanding of the nonlinear dynamical physics of dissipa-

tive Kerr structures in conventional optical microresonators and fibre cavities has emerged,

recently significant attention has been devoted to exploring physics and microcomb gen-

eration in non-trivial regimes. These regimes include alternative pumping schemes such

as the pulse-driving above, or self-injection locked lasers[160, 161], as well as the study of

complex dispersion profiles to extend the comb bandwidth of solitons with dispersive waves

(DWs) [162]. Indeed, recent work has highlighted the novel dynamics associated with complex

resonator structures such as micro-resonators with integrated Bragg gratings, photonic-crystal

elements[163], as well as the emergent nonlinear dynamics observed in coupled microring

photonic ‘dimers’[86] i.e. photonic ‘molecules’[135].

Yet, in nearly all prior experimental studies of driven nonlinear optical microresonators,

the Kerr frequency shift has been, heuristically, less than the free spectral range (FSR). In

other words, the spectral extent of the generated coherent dissipative structure exhibits an

integrated dispersion that is smaller than the free spectral range. The is predominantly the

natural regime for typical microresonators with a large FSR over ∼50 GHz. Here we study the

nonlinear dynamics beyond this realm. Using pulsed optical pumping of low repetition rate

optical microresonators, we access the regime where LDS cover a bandwidth whose integrated

dispersion exceeds the FSR of the resonator [65]. Akin to electrons in periodic bands that

gives rise to the Brillouin zone, we demonstrate how dispersion folding can occur. Specifically,

when the dispersion folds back to the zone spanned by the FSR, we show that any periodic

perturbation of the soliton during its roundtrip (in our case produced by introducing spatially

varying dispersion) enables quasi-phase matching for emergent higher-order structures at the

edge of the dispersion ‘zone’. In this way, periodic forcing of the cavity field every roundtrip via

the dispersion constitutes a form of parametric driving. For solitons, this gives rise to higher-

order dispersive waves [158, 159], also identified as ‘Kelly sidebands’ historically discovered in

systems with periodic amplification and later soliton fibre lasers [154, 164, 165]. Additionally,

in CW-driven systems, dispersion modulation, or in fact parametric modulation of any system

parameter, has long been known to lead to Faraday Instability (FI). FI patterns were most
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Chapter 4. Microcombs in the dispersion folded zone and Floquet dynamics

originally studied in vertically shaken fluid basins[166] and were observed to occur oscillating

first at half the forcing frequency. From a general point of view, such dynamics in optical

resonators are governed by partial differential equations with periodic coefficients. The

associated field of study is called Floquet theory. Floquet dynamics and consequent optical

FI has been discussed earlier mostly in the context of fibre-based devices [71, 167, 72, 168]

operating in the quasi-CW regime where period-doubling dynamics [169] as well as the

competition between Turing and Faraday instability [170, 171] have been observed. The very

same dynamics have also been studied for Bose-Einstein condensates [172].

In this chapter, a general model will be laid out describing how light behaves in a parametric

Kerr cavity system. Much of the mathematical formulation in this chapter was found by my

colleague Aleksandr Tusnin, with significant input from Alexey Tikan. The microresonator

having the tapered-waveguide mode suppression section is discussed. Then, the numerical

and then experimental treatment of a DKS microcomb in this situation is presented, including

the observation of higher-order (5th) dispersive waves. Following that, the normal dispersion

regime, switching waves and Faraday instability coexistence is presented with simulations

and then experimental results for the generation of FI-driven offset satellite combs, increasing

an SW microcomb bandwidth by a factor of ∼ 5.

4.1 Theory

d
in

t(z
,µ

)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
z/L

0

1

d 2
(z

)

d2(z)

µ
FSR

Figure 4.1: Model for varying dispersion in driven dissipative Kerr nonlinear microres-
onators.(a) The simplest case of a passive nonlinear microresonator whose waveguide width,
and thus dispersion parameter, undergoes a periodic cycle. (b) In our modelling we consider a
simple sinusoidal dispersion modulation, evaluated piece-wise. (c) The integrated dispersion
of each resonator mode µ along the resonator’s circumference, for each value of d2 plotted in
(b).

The fundamental model underpinning the phenomena presented and discussed in this chap-

ter is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The resonator can be represented as a waveguide ring (Fig. 4.1(a))
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4.1 Theory

whose cross-section varies in such a way that the group velocity dispersion parameter d2(z)1

(β2 as it is in the real experiment) varies periodically over length L with relative amplitude∆, or

in the time domain as t = z/D1R for resonator with radius R and free-spectral range (FSR) D1.

The system can be be evaluated piece-wise as in Fig. 4.1(b), where the underlying integrated

dispersion operator dint = d2µ
2 varies for each step in the direction z (Fig. 4.1(c)). The concept

of FSR dispersion folding, Fig. 4.2, serves as a visual representation of the requirements for

phase-matched FWM in the cavity. The dispersion curve passing FSR/2 is folded back to

-FRS/2. In this picture, momentum mismatch between the branches of dispersion is not

compensated in non-modulated cavities. Thus, FWM interactions with folded modes become

resonant only when there in a mechanism coupling two neighbouring FSRs.

µ

d
in

t(µ
)

FS
R

Momentum Orders: 0, -1, -2, -3

Figure 4.2: Momentum mismatch. Roundtrip integrated dispersion of a resonator plotted
in the ‘folded zone’ over 1 free-spectral range. The comb spectrum spans multiple orders of
dispersion, but each higher order is phase-mismatched. Dispersion modulation is required to
quasi-phase match.

To establish a clear line of reasoning and understand the dynamics of this system, we revisit

and extend conclusions presented in previous studies [72, 170, 168, 169] looking at them from

a different point of view that employs the notion of two-dimensional four-wave mixing (2D

FWM).

4.1.1 Quasi-phase matching and Floquet theory

To model the nonlinear dynamics of the cavity with periodically modulated dispersion, we

use a form of the Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) with a time-dependent dispersion term [72].

In dimensionless units, the equation takes the form:

∂ψ

∂t
=−(1+ iζ0)ψ+ i [d(0)

2 +d2(t)]
∂2ψ

∂ϕ2 + i |ψ|2ψ+F (ϕ), (4.1)

where ψ(ϕ,t) describes the slowly-varying envelope of the optical field in the microresonator,

F (ϕ) the driving function (which may be a pulse profile), ϕ is the azimuthal coordinate inside

1In this chapter, dispersion dl normalised to the spatial angular coordinate ϕ is used, rather than dl , the
dispersion normalised in dimensionless fast time τ
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the cavity in the frame moving with velocity d1 = 2D1/κ with D1 = 2π ·FSR, ζ0 = 2δω0/κ is

the normalised laser-cavity detuning, κ= κ0 +κex is the total linewidth of the resonator with

internal linewidth κ0 and coupling to the bus waveguide κex. Dispersion coefficients d(0)
2 ,

d2(t) and time t are normalised on the photon lifetime so that d2 = D2/κ and t= tκ/2 for real

lab time t . In this model, we denote d(0)
2 as the averaged resonator dispersion with periodic

modulation d2(t+T) = d2(t), where T= Tκ/2 =πκ/D1 is the normalised roundtrip time. If the

driving function F (ϕ,t) is also periodic in time with period T, we can assume that the field ψ

has the same symmetry ψ(t+T) =ψ(t), we can employ the Fourier transform

d2(t) =∑
n
d̃(n)

2 e−id1nt, (4.2)

ψ(ϕ,t) =∑
nµ
ψ̃nµe iµϕ−id1nt (4.3)

and obtain an effective two-dimensional equation governing the Floquet dynamics (here F is

taken constant for simplicity, but the equation can be readily generalised):

∂ψ̃nµ

∂t
=−(1+ i [ζ0 −nd1]+ id(0)

2 µ2)ψ̃nµ−
− i

∑
m
d̃(n−m)

2 µ2ψ̃mµ+ i
∑

n1,n2,n3
µ1,µ2,µ3

ψ̃n1µ1ψ̃n2µ2ψ̃
∗
n3µ3

δFWM

+δn,0F, (4.4)

where the conservation law δFWM = δ(µ1 +µ2 −µ3 −µ)δ(n1 +n2 −n3 −n) governs 2D FWM

processes in the fast(µ)- slow(n)- frequency space. We can thus conclude that the periodically

varying dispersion, which in the LLE leads to a time dependent dispersion term, couples

different Floquet orders (n) of the intracavity field.

The dispersionless profile along n (modes are equidistant in this direction having D1 frequency

spacing) protects our system from transverse instabilities [173, 174], allowing us to study

and generalise well-known coherent structures such as dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS) and

switching waves (SW). However, the presence of periodic dispersion modulation results in

linear coupling between different orders of Floquet index n that effectively correspond to FSR-

frequency breathing. As shown in Eq. 4.4, the coupling amplitude is proportional to the Fourier

coefficients d̃(n)
2 and scales quadratically with comb index µ, increasingly strengthening the

coupling rate for larger mode numbers |µ|.

4.1.2 Upper and lower states resonant radiation curves

To demonstrate the effect of dispersion modulation on the cavity dynamics for all comb modes,

we provide split-step simulations [62] of Eq. 4.1, shown in Fig. 4.3. We first investigate the

effect of phase-matching on the noise transduction properties of the cavity, in the absence

of any coherent structure formation to avoid the effect of conventional modulation (Turing)

instability [72], we simulate the case of a low average normal dispersion (d(0)
2 = 0.0027). Given
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Figure 4.3: Dispersion curves or Floquet bands for homogeneous and modulated cavity. (a,c)
Simulated 2D Fourier-transform for light propagating in the Kerr lower-state at ζ0 = 5, and
upper-state at ζ0 = 4 respectively, in a homogeneous cavity with normalized driving strength
F 2 = 10. The conjugated dispersion curve is only apparent in the upper state. (b,d) Same
solution existing in dispersion-modulated cavity with ∆= 0.5d(0)

2 , d1/2π= 8, and d(0)
2 = 0.0027.

Parameter values for this simulation are given in Table C.1.

a CW driving strength of F 2 = 10, typical for the generation of solitons or switching waves, the

Kerr nonlinear cavity possesses a bistable condition across a range of detuning to approxi-

mately ζ0 < 10, with an upper and lower CW-state solution ψH and ψL , respectively (solutions

of which given in Eq. 1.57 and 1.56). In Fig. 4.3(a,c), corresponding to the respective lower

and upper states, we show the long-term response to small noise continuously placed on each

comb mode, revealed by taking the 2-D Fourier transform of the output fast-time domain field

recorded over a large number of roundtrips, with a numerical integration step smaller than

the cavity roundtrip. Such a figure has been referred to as the “nonlinear dispersion relation”

(NDR), used in optics and hydrodynamics to describe complex nonlinear systems [175, 86, 63].

It can be expressed as follows:

NDR(Ω,µ) = 1p
NtN

∑
ℓ,k
ψℓ,k e i (Ωtk−2πµℓ/N ), (4.5)

here Ω is a slow frequency, tk = ∆tk with ∆t = Tl /Nt = 1/ fs time-step (one over long term

sampling frequency), Tl is simulation time with Nt number of discretisation points. Figure 4.3
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presents power spectral density (PSD) of the NDR over Floquet index n vs. µ, which are

respectively proportional to the ‘slow’ frequency Ω counted in D1 and longitudinal mode

(comb) index.

Each state carries conjugate pairs of resonant radiation conditions related to the dispersion

operator [67, 68], originating from the two states ψH and ψL : ζH± and ζL± respectively

ζL±(µ) =−δd1µ+d3µ
3 ∓

√
(ζ0 −d2µ2 −d4µ4 −2|ψL |2)2 −|ψL |4 (4.6)

ζH±(µ) =−δd1µ+d3µ
3 ∓

√
(ζ0 −d2µ2 −d4µ4 −2|ψH |2)2 −|ψH |4 (4.7)

Which was covered previously in basics section 1.3. Our simulations reveal that the noise

within the cavity forms a prominent resonance curve that follows one of those dispersion

relations, depending on which bistable state the field is in. We note the conjugated ζ+ relation

appears weakly only on the upper state (depicted as ζH+ in Fig .4.3(c)) as a result of sufficient

FWM with ζH−. In Fig. 4.3(b,d), we see how rapid dispersion frequency-modulation causes this

radiation condition to carry sidebands, hence referred to as Floquet bands, spaced along the

n axis spaced by d1 (n = ζ/d1). For this simulated example, d1/2π= 8 corresponding to 8 times

the photon lifetime frequency. For simplicity, we consider an example of d̃(1)
2 = d̃(−1)

2 = ∆/2

that corresponds to cosine modulation of the dispersion (as it was in Eq. 3.6). In this case, the

linear term in Eq. (4.4) couples n and n ±1 frequency modes with a coupling strength ∆µ2/2.

This effect is identical to sideband generation in electro-optic modulation, given in Eq. 2.8,

in which here efficiency increases with the mode number µ. Both upper-state Floquet bands

ζH− and ζH+ are affected by the modulation in a similar way, as shown in Fig. 4.3(d).

4.1.3 Faraday instability

To reveal the emergence of Faraday instability (FI), we modify the simulations presented in

Fig. 4.3(d) entering the range of parameters corresponding to the unstable regime. The above-

mentioned simplification allows us to further develop an analytical derivation and analyse

the linear stability of the system. We use a conventional stability analysis approach [176],

but in the new 2D FWM setting created by Eq. 4.4, assuming FSR/2 periodic dynamics of the

field. As a result, we obtain that comb indices corresponding to the maximum FI gain can be

approximated by the following expression (see extended mathematics section 4.5):

µ≈±
√√√√ d1

2
√(

d(0)
2

)2 −∆2
≈±

√
D1

D (0)
2

. (4.8)

Equation 4.8 reveals that in the normal dispersion regime, it is possible to observe formation

of sidebands with frequency offset of FSR/2 from the pump which is also highlighted in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Faraday instability (FI) simulation in CW-driven Kerr cavity with normal disper-
sion. For cavity with F 2 = 10, ζ0 = 5, ∆= 0.5d(0)

2 , d1/2π= 8, and d(0)
2 = 0.0027. (a) Fluctuating

field over roundtrips vs. angular coordinate. (b) Angular coordinate domain showing two
consecutive cavity roundtrips. (c) Fast frequency domain snapshot. (d) 2D Fourier-transform
(NDR) of (a) for Floquet mode index n vs. comb mode index µ.

Fig. 4.4(a-d) show the result of the numerical simulations. The considered range of parameters

correspond to period-doubling dynamics in the resonator with a 2T oscillation period, similar

to results of Ref. [169]. Fig. 4.4(a,b) show a corresponding spatiotemporal diagram and its

cross-sections at two states separated by T . The NDR shown in Fig. 4.4(c) shows the 2D nature

of the FWM pathways implying that pump photons can be transferred in the 2D frequency

space changing both µ and n indexes. The maximum FI gain (see Fig. 4.5 for the full FI gain

diagram) is placed at the modes corresponding to a d1/2 spacing between the ζH+ and ζH−
Floquet bands.
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Figure 4.6: Si3N4 photonic chip and experimental setup. (a) Microscope image of the Si3N4

racetrack microresonator having 15 GHz free spectral range. The inset shows the mode
suppression section (MSS). The variation of the waveguide width is highlighted by the color
gradient. (b) Experimental chip pumping scheme, featuring the EO-comb as a pulsed-source.
The input pulse train is coupled into and out of the microresonator chip via lensed fibers.
Bottom-inset: Spectrum of the 15 GHz EO-comb before amplification. MZM: Mach-Zehnder
modulator, EOM: electro-optic modulator, EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, OSA: optical
spectrum analyzer, OSC: oscilloscope. See Fig. 4.9 for “comb reconstruction” section.
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4.2 Microresonators with tapered mode suppression, with anoma-

lous and normal dispersion

The experimental setup used for all the measured results of this work is presented in Fig.

4.6. The resonators of choice (one pictured in Fig. 4.6(a)) are based on the photonic Si3N4

waveguide platform, fabricated using the Damascene process [177], and have an FSR of 15 GHz,

this time native to the repetition rate of the EO-comb and therefore no longer ×2 inefficient.

While the ring resonator in the theoretical model is assumed to have a sinusoidally varying

second-order dispersion D2, the real resonators are more complex. The original motivation

for inserting a single mode section into the resonators was to suppress mixing between higher

order transverse modes, that can lead to single mode dispersive waves. However, as detailed

in this chapter we found that this leads to new dynamics. This was achieved with the use of a

higher-order mode suppression section (MSS), a short segment of the resonator where the

waveguide tapers from its main waveguide width down to 0.4 µm [156, 178], a width where

only the fundamental mode may propagate without strong loss, shown in Fig. 4.6(a).
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Figure 4.7: The variation of the dispersion over the MSS (Fig. 4.6) for changing waveguide
width (height = 820 µm), the aggregate dispersion of the whole MSS, and aggregate dispersion
for the whole resonator.

In Fig. 4.7, we plot numerically calculated waveguide dispersion values β2 for several discrete

waveguide cross-sections along the MSS, showing how the dispersion transitions from weakly

anomalous up to strongly normal. We can retrieve the average roundtrip dispersion β(0)
2

through a weighted sum of β2 for each waveguide width according to their relative length. In

this example resonator design, the final aggregate dispersion calculation comes out close to

zero, since the MSS accounts for 13% of the total cavity length. This also means the dispersion

modulation duty-cycle is not pure sinusoidal, but rather more pulse-like with many more

coupling harmonics in the longitudinal n-space. For numerical modeling presented below,

we assume a pure sinusoidal approximation, but a full pulse-like treatment for the dispersion

can be found in the extended section.
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Chapter 4. Microcombs in the dispersion folded zone and Floquet dynamics

Resonators fabricated with this architecture for the experiment included a range of average

dispersion values from anomalous to normal, providing the results for both regimes in this

work. The properties of three in particular, referred to short-hand as D72-A, D72-B, and

D72-C, are given in Fig. 4.8. The pumping and measurement setup itself is the same as in

the preceding two chapters. In addition, we carry out “comb reconstruction” measurements

in order to ascertain both offset frequency, the relative repetition rate, and coherence of the

observed comb states, the steup of which is shown in Fig. 4.9. This technique is realized on

the linear dispersion measurement tool [50] reconfigured to a heterodyne optical spectrum

analyser by superimposing the output of the resonator with the scanning laser on a balanced

photodetector. Kerr comb reconstruction provides a high spectral resolution (of the order of

4 MHz) and an extended dynamic range (enhanced by a multistage logarithmic amplifier -

Analog Devices 8307) which allow us to obtain full spectral information about the generated

comb state.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental characteristics for 3 resonators: D72-11.F1.C16.R6(TM) ‘D72-A’
(a/b), D72-11.F9.C15.R6(TE) ‘D72-B’ (c/d), and D72-11.F2.C15.R5(TE) ‘D72-C’ (e/f ) (a,c,e)
The fitted linewidth values of each measured resonance. (b,d,f) The total transmission trace
measured using the calibrated swept-laser spectroscopy [50], graphed in Eschelle form with a
repetition sampling rates of 15.05907, 15.320263, and 15.30877 GHz respectively.
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Comb Reconstruc�on
Setup

ECDL 1,2,3

Si3N4
chip output

Figure 4.9: Comb reconstruction experimental setup. Output microcomb light from the
photonic Si3N4 chip enters coming from the blue box. FBG: fiber-Bragg grating; OSA: optical
spectrum analyzer; OSC: oscilloscope; ECDL: external cavity diode laser; FPC: fiber polariza-
tion controller; LP: low-pass filter; LA: logarithmic amplifier.
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4.3 The anomalous dispersion case: solitons with higher-order dis-

persive waves

4.3.1 Theory & Modelling

First, we revisit the effect of the perturbation on the bright DKS formed in the anomalous

dispersion cavity. The exact distribution of the modulation along the cavity can affect the

position or the amplitude of the instability gain. However, this does not change overall

dynamical features [72], which allows us to use the simplest cosine-modulated cavity. Although

the Faraday instability gain can be positive, in this case [170], the CW solution on the upper

branch is Turing unstable [70] and, in the considered range of parameters, leads to DKS

generation. Therefore, dispersion modulation here acts as a roundtrip-periodic perturbation

to a stable DKS state. This provides a photon transferring mechanism – quasi-phase matching

– resulting in power enhancement in certain modes placed at the same frequency grid as the

soliton line. They modify the solitonic spectrum with Fano-shaped sidebands (also known as

Kelly sidebands) [159], to which we refer to as here as “higher-order dispersive waves” (HDW).

‘Higher-order’ in this sense is explicitly related to the Floquet dimension (modulation in the

longitudinal axis), and should not be confused with higher polynomial orders of the dispersion

d3,d4 etc.

To illustrate this, we repeat numerical solutions to Eq. (4.1). In Fig. 4.10(a-d), we recall the

conventional (unperturbed) DKS features. Fig. 4.10(a) (yellow) shows a cross-section which

contains a secant hyperbolic profile on a CW background. The frequency domain of this is

shown in Fig. 4.10(b). Taking the 2D Fourier transform of the spatiotemporal data, we obtain

the NDR (described above) in Fig. 4.10(d). The NDR of a single unperturbed soliton has two

components: a soliton line, and the dispersive resonance curve ζL−, which is seeded mainly

by the cavity noise, and here is approximately equal to the cold-cavity dispersion operator.

The detuning of the DKS from the cold cavity resonance ζ0 is given by the gap between the

soliton line and the ζL− curve. Crucially, even though the cavity dispersion wraps over the

FSR line n = 1 more than once, no dispersive wave is created in this case since the nonlinear

photon transfer is forbidden by the momentum conservation law.

When periodic dispersion modulation is introduced, we observe a different picture (Fig. 4.10(a,b,e,f)).

The spatiotemporal diagram (e) reveals that the DKS radiates dispersive waves to the cavity,

depicted by wavy lines emanating from the DKS and overlapping every roundtrip. They appear

as a CW background modulation shown in (a), and in (b) are seen to manifest as several HDW

on the spectral wings (ie. Kelly sidebands). The NDR presented in Fig. 4.10(f) reveals that the

HDW originate from the intersection between the soliton line and the FSR-folded Floquet

bands. This interaction is enabled by the periodic modulation which couples neighbouring

modes, appearing in the NDR as copies of the soliton line and dispersive Floquet bands re-

peated at every FSR. In this way, the momentum conservation law can be satisfied which

leads to efficient nonlinear photon transfer at the intersection points, forming the HDW in

the spectrum. An extended 3D perspective and a view of the dispersion-folded space can be
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Chapter 4. Microcombs in the dispersion folded zone and Floquet dynamics

found in the supplementary information

While Fig. 4.10 explains the phase-matching behaviour, there are further details that can be

seen when taking a 3D view of ψ̃nµ. Presented again in Fig. 4.11(a,c) is the spatiotemporal field

of a soliton propagating in a dispersion-modulated cavity, and its fast vs. slow frequency NDR

diagram, the same as in Fig. 4.10(f) this time in 3D. Here we can see the higher orders of the

soliton spectra existing at offset frequencies, at non-zero Floquet indices. At the 0th-order, the

soliton comb has the vast majority of the energy in the central spectrum, but its higher-order

dispersive wave peaks have an asymmetric Fano-resonance profile. At the other orders, the

energy of the central spectrum is low, but at the +1st and +2nd Floquet indices, the dispersive

waves are fully resonant where they cross the dispersion curve.

This simulation in Fig. 4.11(a,c) was captured by sampling the propagating field solution to Eq.

4.1 at rate of fs = 128, or 8 times the modulation rate (the cavity “FSR”) d1/2π= 16 (more on

sampling and evaluation in appendix C.2.1). This is equivalent to measuring the soliton at 8

steps for each circulation of the resonator, revealing the higher-order comb spectra. Doing this

is not practical in experiment. Instead, the soliton is measured once per roundtrip as it exits

the resonator. This outcome is presented in Fig. 4.11(b,d), where the exact same simulation

is ran except with fs = 16, equal to the FSR d1. Now, it is made clear that the radiating waves

of the soliton appear perfectly static at this sampling frequency, just as they would be in

experiment. The consequent NDR diagram in Fig. 4.11(d) shows the soliton spectrum now in

‘folded’ space, where all Floquet bands have been collapsed into one, and the dispersive wave

peaks appear fully resonant.
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Figure 4.10: Dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS) simulation in CW-driven modulated cavity.
For F 2 = 10, ζ0 = 10, ∆ = 0.7d(0)

2 , d1/2π = 16, and d(0)
2 = −0.0027. (a) DKS field in cavity

angular coordinate with (blue) and without (yellow) modulation. (b) Corresponding fast
frequency power spectrum. (c) Spatiotemporal diagram of the modulated DKS propagating
over resonator roundtrips (slow time). (d,e) DKS nonlinear dispersion relations, obtained
by taken F [ ] over both dimensions of the spatiotemporal diagram for non-modulated and
modulated cases, respectively. Red circles show higher-order dispersive wave positions.
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Figure 4.11: Dispersive resonance analysis simulation. (a,b) Noisy intracavity optical field
in resonator coordinate ϕ (fast time) over resonator roundtrips (slow time). (c,d) Nonlinear
dispersion relation of noisy field taken from 2D Fourier transform of a,b, plotted per comb
index µ (fast frequency) over Floquet index n (slow frequency). (a,c) Noisy field solution for
cavity in CW Kerr low-state ψL , and (b,d) high-state ψH . Parameter values for this simulation
are given in Table C.1.
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4.3.2 Experimental results

First, we verify the excitation of higher order dispersive waves in strongly pulse-driven res-

onators, that feature periodic dispersion, shown in Fig. 4.12. The resonator device used here,

D72-A, has a relatively cubic dispersion profile with coefficients D1,2,3,4/2π= 15.06 GHz, 14.3

kHz, 6.59 Hz, and -3.84 mHz respectively, with intrinsic loss and coupling κ0,ex/2π= 30 kHz

and 230 kHz respectively as shown in 4.8. The high value of κex was selected in order to

maximise the output power of the soliton spectrum (according to Eq. 2.1 and 2.3), with a given

average power of 720 mW entering the chip waveguide. After the dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS)

microcomb was generated stably, by tuning the EO-comb centre frequency across resonance

into the bistability region [99], there appeared several Kelly-like sidebands, or HDW, on the

short-wavelength side of the spectrum. Remarkably, these higher order dispersive waves were

observed up to 5th order and appeared spectrally highly distinct from the DKS. Extrapolating

the DKS envelope, we observe that the HDWs exhibit about 25 dB more power compared

to the smooth single DKS case. Fig. 4.12(a) shows the integrated dispersion profile of this

microresonator measured separately [50], overlaid with its fourth-order polynomial fitting

Dint = ∑4
k=2 Dkµ

k /k !, and 5 additional orders of Dint separated negatively by nD1. In Fig.

4.12(b) the final soliton spectrum is plotted featuring HDW up to the fifth order.

Next, we compare the location of the observed HDW with the theoretical predictions. By

taking the frequencies of each HDW in Fig. 4.12(b) and projecting them on to each Floquet

order of folded integrated dispersion operators in Fig. 4.12(a) (black circles), we retrieve a

linear frequency comb grid (black dash). This tilted line gives us the soliton comb relative

frequency grid whose repetition rate (comb line spacing) is controlled by the injected EO-

comb pulse-train, desynchronised from the cavity FSR slightly by feo = D1/2π+δfeo [94]. We

directly confirm the comb integrity using the Kerr comb reconstruction technique described

above [76], which allows us to experimentally obtain a direct measurement of the NDR (see

Fig. 4.9 and section 4.2). The resulting image is shown in Fig. 4.12(c), measured across the

bandwidth available to us of ∼184-240 THz; although, only the first-order dispersive wave had

a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to be captured. The image shows that every comb line of this

spectrum lies on a straight grid spaced by 15.05907 GHz, as sampled in this plot, which did

exactly equal the experimentally set EO-comb frequency feo. In particular, the first HDW seen

at 211 THz lies on the very same grid.

It should be pointed out that the soliton spectrum does not match prediction on the long-

wavelength side. According to the above dispersion plot, we should see likely two more

first-order HDW as the comb grid crosses the DL−−D1 operator (≈ Dint−D1) twice at 169 THz

and later below 140 THz. Instead, we see these two features at 148 and 154 THz indicating

the polynomial fitting is inaccurate in this region due the lack of measured dispersion values

beneath 180 THz.
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Figure 4.12: Dissipative soliton with higher-order dispersive waves experiment. Device
‘D72-A’ (D72-11.F1.C16.R6(TM) ) (a) Measured integrated dispersion profile overlaid against
polynomial fit, including all tranches separated by the FSR D1. Dashed line represents comb
line array. Where the fit lines are not fully accurate due to lack of measured points, they are gray.
(b) Measured single soliton spectrum in resonator device with the above dispersion profile.
Observed higher-order DW on high frequency side matched with points on the corresponding
dispersion curves. Overlaid is the simulation result using the same resonator values. See
appendix C.3.5 for a full breakdown of the simulation with values. (c) Experimental comb
reconstruction measurement of the soliton comb in the frequency range 184-220 THz.
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4.4 The normal dispersion case: switching waves with satellite struc-

tures

4.4.1 Theory & Modelling

Next, we discuss the Floquet dynamics of coherent structures in normal dispersion resonators.

In this case the pulse driving, used in our experiments to achieve high peak powers, plays

another major role in stabilising SW structures that appear in the resonator (as seen in chapter

3). SW usually have a non-zero relative group velocity that depends on the driving amplitude

F . As a reminder from section 3.1.1, there is a particular value of F that corresponds to a

stationary SW pattern called a Maxwell point [90, 145]. Pulse driving leads to an intracavity

power gradient that depends on the intra-resonator coordinate ϕ, therefore the edges of a SW

lock to the part of the pump corresponding to the Maxwell point. Meanwhile, the dispersion

modulation, in this case, leads to the Faraday instability dynamics including the effect of

period-doubling[169], resulting in the generation of widely spaced sidebands that originate

from the two-dimensional FWM process.

We provide numerical simulations of the LLE Eq. 4.1 and compare homogeneous and modu-

lated cavity cases. Fig. 4.13(a-d) display the ideal SW generated in a synchronously-pumped

resonator. The spatiotemporal diagram (Fig. 4.13(c)) shows half of the intracavity field dy-

namics since there is a mirror symmetry imposed by the pump at ϕ= 0. Fig. 4.13(a) (yellow)

shows a typical ‘platicon’ profile (ie. SW pair) of a rectangular pulse with oscillating tails.

Fig. 4.13(b) is the corresponding spectrum showing the flat-top spectral profile. The NDR

plotted in Fig. 4.13(d), particularly the inset panel, clearly reveals the origin of such a spectrum.

Since both branches of the bi-stable resonance ψL and ψH are involved in the SW formation,

we observe all resonant radiation curves ζL−, ζH−, and ζH+ on the NDR (ζL+ is again too weak

to appear). The ζH− curve originating from the upper state ψH (top of the SW) acquires an

additional phase shift due to the Kerr nonlinearity and therefore is shifted down to lower fre-

quencies relative to ζL−. A coherent structure (the horizontal FWM grid) corresponding to the

rising and falling edges of the SW acquires a smaller Kerr shift, and therefore crosses the curve

ζL−. Such a crossing implies the phase-matching between the states and leads to enhanced

power at the crossing modes. This creates the characteristic flattened dual-shockwave spectral

profile of the SW [179, 145].

When the SW is generated in the modulated cavity, the strong influence of Faraday instability

(FI) is observed. Performing numerical simulation with the same parameters as in the Fig.

4.10, but with the sign of d(0)
2 reversed, we observe period-doubling dynamics in Fig. 4.13(a,e).

The top part of the SW is patterned with periodic structures, similar to that observed in

the CW case (Fig. 4.4), that are direct evidence of FI. Each roundtrip, the patterned profile

exhibits a π phase flip as reported in Ref. [71, 169]. The power profiles |ψ(ϕ, t)|2 at two

stages of the period-doubling dynamics are displayed in Fig. 4.13(a). Corresponding spectral

plot in Fig. 4.13(b) shows the appearance of characteristic double-peaked sideband spectra

substantially extending the unperturbed SW spectrum. In a microresonator environment,
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these sidebands manifest as satellite combs drawing energy from the central comb.

Besides the conclusion from the analysis that predicts the position of the modes having

maximum FI gain, there is an empirical understanding of the process that can be formulated

by analysing the NDR plot shown in Fig. 4.13(f). In the normal dispersion case, conventional

modulation instability does not affect the upper state of the bi-stable resonance. Because

of the high power, the conjugated upper state dispersive curve ζH+ becomes visible on the

NDR. Both curves are experiencing modulation resulting in the FSR-spaced Floquet bands.

At the location in the n vs. µ space where ζH− and ζH+ cross, we observe the formation

of satellites. Due to the apparent mirror symmetry between ζH− and ζH+, the intersection

occurs at ±FSR/2 in the slow frequency dimension. As explained above, this process can

be seen as a two-dimensional FWM process, providing photon transfer from the pump to

the sidebands having an ±FSR/2 offset. The double-peak structure of subcombs can be

readily explained with the NDR. This double-feature was in fact seen in numerical simulations

shown in Staliunas et al. [167] but was not discussed there in further detail. The coherent

sub-comb line formed around the unstable mode, sourced from FI, crosses both ζH− and ζL−
simultaneously, resulting in two peaks, the spacing of which corresponds to the separation

between these dispersive curves.

As before in section 4.3.1, we can view interesting features in 3D. Here the scenario is much

the same as described above for the soliton case, only now we apply a pulsed envelope to

the pump term. Fig. 4.14(a,c) presents the same simulation from Fig. 4.13(e,f), only with

|ψ̃nµ|2 shown in 3D. In the spatiotemporal plot in (a), we see that the ‘flip-flopping’ of the

Faraday Instability (FI) pattern is smooth over slow time. In the NDR diagram in (c), the various

different satellite spectra existing at higher Floquet indices are very complex, but possess

subtle differences in how they interact with the modulated dispersion bands. That simulation

was obtained from a sampling frequency of fs = 128. Again, the same result is presented in

the dispersion folded space as one would measure in the real resonator, once per roundtrip

with fs = 16, in Fig. 4.14(b,d). Now in the spatiotemporal frame (b), the FI flip-flopping has

become completely discrete. In the NDR diagram (d), the central SW spectrum, and its two

major satellites, have folded into single orders. For clarity, the slow frequency y-axis has been

shifted down by a quarter of an FSR in order to show the precise 0.5FSR (d1/2) offset of the

satellite spectra. It is this FSR-folded domain that corresponds to the real comb reconstruction

measurements shown later in in Fig. 4.17, and 4.18(e,f).
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Figure 4.13: Switching wave (SW) solution in pulse-driven modulated cavity For F 2 = 10, ζ0 =
6,∆= 0.7d(0)

2 , d1/2π= 16, and d(0)
2 = 0.0027. (a) SW field in cavity angular coordinate with (blue)

and without (yellow) modulation. (b) Corresponding power spectrum. (c) Spatiotemporal
diagram of an SW in the modulated cavity. (d,e) SW nonlinear dispersion relation, obtained
by taken F [ ] over both dimensions of the spatiotemporal diagram for non-modulated and
modulated cases, respectively. Black circles show the intersections of a SW line and dispersive
parabola resulting in the canonical SW spectral profile. Red circles indicate FI-originated
satellites.
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Figure 4.14: Switching Wave + Satellite Combs in folded space simulation. (a,b) Switching
wave (SW) and Faraday instability (FI) intracavity optical field in resonator coordinate ϕ (fast
time) over resonator roundtrips (slow time). (c,d) Nonlinear dispersion relation of SW+FI
taken from 2D Fourier transform of a,b, plotted per comb index µ (fast frequency) over Floquet
index n (slow frequency). (a,c) Full temporal super-resolution capture (sampling at 8× cavity
repetition rate d1) of field solution showing Floquet bands up to n =±3. (b,d) Sampling same
field at 1× cavity repetition rate, showing slow-time folded in one FSR d1. Parameter values for
this simulation are given in Table C.1.
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4.4 The normal dispersion case: switching waves with satellite structures

4.4.2 Experimental results and comb tuning

Experimental results of switching wave with satellite comb generation in dispersion-modulated

resonators is presented here, with the goal of verifying the coherence and comb-like nature of

the spectrum as well as the validity of our modelling. For this, two example resonator devices

are investigated: D72-B and D72-C. D72-B has relatively strong normal and symmetrical

dispersion, with D1,2,3,4/2π= 15.32 GHz, -12.9 kHz, 5.36 Hz, and -2.39 mHz respectively, and

κ0,ex/2π= 30 kHz and 180 kHz respectively. D72-C, on the other hand, has a flatter and more

imbalanced dispersion profile, with D1,2,3,4/2π = 15.31 GHz, -3.14 kHz, 3.35 Hz, and -2.49

mHz respectively, and κ0,ex/2π = 30 kHz and 200 kHz respectively. All other experimental

details including the driving and detection setup are the same as discussed above at Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.15: SW microcomb with the emergence of satellite combs in experiment. Device
‘D72-B’ (D72-11.F9.C15.R6(TE) ) Measured optical spectra of switching wave affected by FI at
different detunings (red-orange scale). Simulated spectral envelope overlaid (blue). Left inset:
measured cavity power out during scan of laser detuning over resonance. Red/orange points
mark locations of measured spectra. Right inset: zoom-in of comb lines at outer dispersive
wave. Black and red arrows correspond to circles from Fig. 4.13 (d) and (f). For complete
values used for the simulation, see Table C.4.

Fig. 4.15(f) shows the satellite comb generation results in D72-B, with an average pump power

of 230 mW. The left inset in this figure shows the detected power trace from the output of

the cavity while the laser centre-frequency is scanned across the cavity resonance from blue-

detuned to red-detuned, showing different stages in the way the trace dips in power. The

first dip and plateau corresponds to the initial build-up of power in the resonator, and the

subsequent formation of the switching wave comb by wave-breaking [145]. The second dip,

past halfway, marks the sudden growth of satellite combs. The reason the output power trace

decreases in energy during this phase is due to the fact that the photodiode in use does not

detect light above 1700 nm (below 176 THz). This indicates energy-transfer from the central

comb to the satellite comb. As marked with red-to-orange dots, we stop the laser tuning at the

several points here, and plot the spectra measured. Two large satellite combs are observed

to rise quickly, above even the plateau comb power of the core switching wave. Each satellite

comb consists of two features. On the inner side closer to the core spectrum are the sinc( )

profile-like spectra, marked with red arrows, that represent the origin of the FI pattern sourced

from the ‘inside’ of the switching wave, on its upper state, as shown previously in Fig. 4.13.
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Chapter 4. Microcombs in the dispersion folded zone and Floquet dynamics

These are equispaced about the core spectrum at ±15.5 THz, due to the FI requirement,

and appear to agree approximately with the prediction of Eq. 4.8. The second feature is the

sharp hook-like dispersive wave on the outer side of the satellite combs, marked with black

arrows. These mark the relative location of the lower-state dispersive resonance DL− (where

DL− = κζL−/2 in dimensionless) with which the FI spectra interact, as also described above

in Fig. 4.13. Using the independently measured loss and dispersion values of D72-B given

above, we simulated the very same experiment using the LLE with real resonator units. The

final simulated spectrum when tuning into resonance is plotted in the same Fig. 4.15 in blue,

showing good agreement, particularly with respect to the satellite combs’ ‘double-feature’.

Moving on to further explore the phase-matching of these satellite combs more deeply, mea-

surements and corresponding simulations of generated satellite combs in resonator device

D72-C are shown in Fig. 4.16. The experimental dispersion measurement is shown in Fig.

4.16(a) and its fitting is used to obtain the dispersion parameters listed above, and carry out

these verification simulations. When tuning the laser to the point of strongest comb gener-

ation, we measure the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.16(b), with average power coupled to the

resonator of 60 mW, this time showing satellite comb generation further apart in comparison

to Fig. 4.15(f). Re-creating the same experiment in simulation creates the black spectral en-

velope, showing good agreement. In Fig. 4.15(c), the NDR image for the simulation state is

shown, revealing the coherence of the satellite combs and their precise relative position in

offset frequency relative to the central switching wave comb, including the three nonlinear

dispersion curves DL−, DH−, and DH+ that determine this phase matching. According to this

figure, the requirement for the FI gain to be equidistant with the pump, and located on the

upper-state dispersion curve, causes the satellite combs to originate at 163 THz and 222 THz

or ± 29.5 THz relative to the pump, with an offset frequency of ± 3.8 GHz respectively. In a

perfectly symmetrical dispersion profile such as in Fig. 4.13 or close to the experiment for

D72-B in Fig. 4.15, this offset value would be at or near the FSR/2, 7.66 GHz. In D72-C, due

to the positive D3, the dispersion landscape has been pulled upwards in the positive optical

frequency direction, resulting in this frequency offset value of 3.8 GHz.

To confirm our understanding, we perform comb reconstruction (described above), and plot

the image in Fig. 4.17. The data shown here corresponds to the same spectral measurement

plotted in Fig. 4.16(b). Superimposed on the density image are the nonlinear dispersion curves

calculated for the simulated parameters: the upper- and lower-state curves DH− and DL−
respectively (dashed), as well as the conjugated upper-state curve DH+ (dashed) and their

FSR-shifted Floquet bands (solid). In real units, D± = κζ±/2. In this image, we can see the

central SW comb spanning 185-203 THz, and we verify that its spectral wings are bound by the

lower-state dispersion curve DL−. Crucially, we verify that the short wavelength satellite comb

appears at an offset frequency of -3.5 GHz, almost where it is predicted to appear according to

the simulated model at the intersection of DH− = DH+−D1. The outer dispersive wave wing

of the satellite also appears as this comb’s intersection with the lower-state dispersion curve

DL−. Both combs appear to be coherent, with optical linewidths limited by the detection

resolution of the probing laser (∼ 4 MHz). We must acknowledge that the detected offset
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4.4 The normal dispersion case: switching waves with satellite structures

frequency of each comb line seems to drift up and down by several MHz across the whole

measurement, particularly at the end of the satellite comb. This drift is likely due slow thermal

shifts in the pumped resonator mode spectrum (which is not locked) occurring during the

40 second swept-laser scan. This varies from take to take. It is not indicative of the physical

frequency comb.

To complete our demonstration of the nature of the satellite comb offset frequency, and its

relationship to the dispersion curves, the same series of graphs is presented in Fig. 4.18. This

time, however, the frequency of the EO-comb feo ie. the imposed repetition rate of SW genera-

tion inside the cavity, is changed between two limits. In the above Fig. 4.16 results, δfeo was set

to 0 in simulation, and in experiment it was set to the point of maximum spectrum-symmetry

in the wings of the SW comb, with feo = 15.30877 GHz. In Fig.4.18(a,c,e) we downturn feo

by δfeo = −600 kHz, and in Fig.4.18(b,d,f) upturn by δfeo = +600 kHz. In each case, experi-

mentally and in simulation, it is important to observe that the centre of FI gain stays fixed at

±29.5 THz in the optical axis, and at ±3.8 GHz or ±3.5 GHz offset frequency in simulation and

experiment respectively. These points are highlighted by red lines and circles. While these

points remain fixed, the repetition rate (comb line spacing) of the all combs exactly follows

the imposed repetition rate, frep = feo +δfeo, causing the visual ‘tilt’ in the combs shown in

Fig. 4.18(c-f). Where the tilted comb spectra cross DL− is where the dispersive waves form,

highlighted in white circles. By cross-comparing the NDR graphs with the optical spectra

shown above in Fig. 4.18(a,b), one can see the direct origin of each comb feature – the edges

and enhancements in the spectral envelope.

One final observation for this device D72-C is presented in Fig. 4.19. When the detuning is

increased past some threshold, instability in the switching wave and Faraday patterns emerge.

Fig. 4.19(a) shows an experimental and simulated trace of the comb spectrum, where the

core SW part is merging with the short wavelength satellite. (b) and (c) show the simulated

field respectively in frequency and fast time over slow time t , where quasi-periodic bursts are

seen erupting from the Faraday waves within the SW fronts. In the simulated slow vs. fast

frequency diagram in Fig. 4.19(d), we see that the core comb and the two satellites have begun

to connect and form one larger chaotic comb. In Fig. 4.19(e) we present the experimental

comb reconstruction measurement of this state. The key signatures across the core comb and

the short wavelength satellite show remarkable agreement, including signs of a straight line

connecting the pump with the strongest part of the satellite, and above, dispersive wave light

broadly following the DL− dispersion operator plotted in white.
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Figure 4.16: Phase-matching for broadband satellite combs. Device ‘D72-C’ (D72-
11.F2.C15.R5(TE) ). (a) Experimentally measured integrated dispersion for resonator D72-C,
with fourth-order polynomial fit, used in the following simulation. (b) Experimentally mea-
sured spectrum of switching wave with satellite combs, overlaid with simulation result, offset
by -15 dB. (c) Nonlinear dispersion relation of the simulation above, showing upper and lower
dispersion curves and their higher orders. For complete values used for the simulation, see
Table C.4.
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Figure 4.17: Experimental comb reconstruction of broadband satellite combs. Device ‘D72-
C’ (D72-11.F2.C15.R5(TE) ). Experimentally measured comb reconstruction, the equivalent of
the image in Fig. 4.16(c), showing the central comb and short wavelength satellite located near
the predicted phase-matched frequency offset. The grey area is out of measurement range for
our spectroscopy. Overlaid are the analytical dispersion curves used from the simulation. The
strong band across 192 THz is excess ASE from the pump spectrum.
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Figure 4.18: Satellite comb repetition rate tuning and phase-matching. Device ‘D72-C’
(D72-11.F2.C15.R5(TE) ). Two switching wave + satellite comb generation events where (a,c,e)
δfeo =+600 kHz, and (b,d,f) δfeo =−600 kHz. (a,b) Spectrum, measured, and simulated using
measured resonator parameters. Simulated is offset by -15 dB. (c,d) Nonlinear dispersion
relation image for simulated case showing offset satellite comb spectra. (e,f) Measured comb
reconstruction image. The strong band across 192 THz is excess ASE from the pump spectrum.
Lower-state nonlinear dispersion curve shown in dashed-white. Faraday Instability gain
frequency marked in red. Dispersive waves marked in white. For complete values used for the
simulation, see Table C.4.
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Figure 4.19: Switching wave + satellite comb generation in D72-C in the unstable region,
simulation and experiment. (a) Experimental and simulated optical micrcocomb spectrum of
SW and satellite comb generation above the threshold for instability. (b,c) Simulated long-term
evolution of (b) microcomb spectral envelope and (c) intracavity field power. (d) Simulated
NDR of the long-term states shown in (b,c) plotted in offset frequency vs. optical frequency.
(e) Experimental image of the comb reconstruction measurement of the state in (a), corre-
sponding to simulated NDR of (d). White-dashed line is the lower-state dispersive resonance
DL− used in the simulation, based on dispersion parameters extracted experimentally. For
complete values used for the simulation, see Table C.4.
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Chapter 4. Microcombs in the dispersion folded zone and Floquet dynamics

4.5 Extended mathematics

The following subsection is work done by Aleksandr Tusnin. All credit to him.

Modulation instability analysis

In case of harmonic modulation of the dispersion, Eq. (4.4) indicates linear coupling between

the amplitudes ψ̃nµ and ψ̃n±1µ, resulting in breathing of generated structures with period

equal to the round-trip time. However, the presence of Kerr nonlinearity gives rise to period

multiplication effects that occur due to Faraday instability. In this section we perform a

modulation instability analysis for the period-doubled continuous-wave solution.

We assume ψ0(ϕ,t) to be a solution of Eq. (4.1) with an unmodulated dispersion term. We are

interested in dynamics of a small perturbation ξ(ϕ,t) that obeys the linearised equation

∂ξ

∂t
=−(1+ iζ0)ξ+ i

(
d(0)

2 +∆e id1t+e−id1t

2

) ∂2

∂ϕ2 ξ+

+ i (2|ψ0|2ξ+ψ2
0ξ

∗)+∆∂
2ψ0

∂ϕ2 cosd1t. (4.9)

First, we use the following ansatz ξ= A(t)exp iµϕ+B∗(t)exp−iµϕ, so the coupled equations

for the amplitudes A and B read

∂A
∂t =−(1+ iζ0)A− i

(
d(0)

2 +∆ e id1 t+e−id1t

2

)
µ2 A+

+i (2|ψ0|2 A+ψ2
0B)+∆∂2ψ0

∂ϕ2 cosd1t,
∂B
∂t =−(1− iζ0)B + i

(
d(0)

2 +∆ e id1 t+e−id1t

2

)
µ2B+

−i (2|ψ0|2B +ψ2
0 A)+∆∂2ψ0

∂ϕ2 cosd1t.

We continue, assuming A =α+ exp id1t/2+α− exp−id1t/2, B =β+ exp id1t/2+β− exp−id1t/2,

where the amplitudes obey
d

dt
Y=MY, (4.10)

where Y= [α+,α−,β+,β−]T and the matrix

M=


y00 −iµ2∆/2 iψ2

0 0

−iµ2∆/2 y11 0 iψ2
0

−iψ∗2
0 0 y∗

00 iµ2∆/2

0 −iψ∗2
0 iµ2∆/2 y∗

11

 , (4.11)

where y00 =−(1+iζ0)−id1/2−iµ2d(0)
2 +2i |ψ0|2 and y11 = y00+id1. Real part of the eigenvalues

of this matrix give the parametric gain of modulationally unstable solutions. Comb indices of
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4.5 Extended mathematics

these solutions can be approximated by the following formula

µ=±
√√√√ d1

2
√

(d(0)
2 )2 − (∆/2)2

(4.12)
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5 Outlook and conclusion

In this thesis, Kerr cavity physics were explored as a mutual interplay of simulation and

experiment with the aim of generalising and expanding the system to higher orders. The

ultimate goal was two-fold: expand understanding of dissipative Kerr dynamics with an

intuitive and visual focus; and to exploit these new found effects and strategies to create novel

microcombs suitable for use in general applications.

In chapter 2, using the dispersion-engineered Si3N4 microresonator platform, we have gener-

ated a smooth, resonant supercontinuum based on dissipative soliton formation, comprising

over 2,000 comb teeth. By exploiting the resonant enhancement of the high-Q cavity, such

a spectrum was generated with pulses 1-6 pJ in energy, >1 ps in duration, and on the order

of single-Watt peak power. For future integration, the current EO-comb input could be re-

placed by an alternative provider of GHz rate, picosecond pulses, such as chip-based silicon

or other semiconductor-based mode-locked lasers [180, 181]. Further tailoring of the dis-

persion landscape and replacing the straight-waveguide coupling section with an adiabatic

or curved coupling section [182, 59] will improve the generation and extraction of the short

wavelength side of the spectrum. This way, the soliton comb bandwidth can be increased

from 2/3rds of an octave to a full octave, enabling f −2 f self-referencing. This work further

invites a full exploration of the parameter space for input pulse chirp and flatness parame-

ters in order to find further optimisation of the frequency noise transfer, allowing the use of

higher-noise voltage-controlled oscillators for locking the input pulse repetition rate. Overall,

this work demonstrated a new chip-based technique for direct access to broadband spectra at

microwave repetition rates using a pulsed input, without the use of interleaving, or additional

electro-optic modulation after the fact. Importantly, it can provide a way of balancing the

fundamental efficiency restrictions between conventional supercontinuum generation, and

dissipative soliton microcombs.

In chapter 3, novel class of localized dissipative structures was synthesised, that we term the

zero-dispersion soliton. In terms of figures of merit, the generated ZDS(2−5)-based combs

presented here are extremely substantial in terms of the product of their total bandwidth

and their total line-count which, as far as we are aware, is a record for a single-structure in
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Chapter 5. Outlook and conclusion

a microresonator. The central body of the ZDS(4) comb in MR1 spans over 76 THz (1830

and 1260 nm), accounting for more than 2,700 comb teeth, spaced by a detectable 28 GHz

repetition rate. When including the DW features, the final bandwidth becomes 136 THz or

97% of an octave. As the repetition rate is directly detectable on photodiode, a future work

with fine-tuning of the microresonator dispersion may enable f -2 f self-referencing with a

single microcomb. We have further demonstrated the direct generation of switching waves via

pulse-driving, creating a highly smooth ultra-broadband microcomb under normal dispersion

conditions. Such normal dispersion-based microcombs have thus far only been formed in

Si3N4 via modulation instability enabled by spatial mode-coupling[133], necessitating an extra

coupled-microresonator ring with integrated heaters in order to be deterministic [183].

The formation of ZDS-based microcombs more generally has expanded the domain of micro-

comb generation towards the region of both normal-dispersion and zero-dispersion, previ-

ously not often considered ideal. This lifting of strict requirements for anomalous dispersion

may give greater flexibility in the Si3N4 fabrication process going forward. The result also

demonstrates not only that microcomb generation can be achieved in a straight-forward

fashion in such waveguide resonators with normal-to-zero dispersion, but that it may be

most preferable for highly broadband comb generation due to the superior flatness of the

comb in the SW regime, as well as the lack of a high-noise chaotic phase and multi-soliton

formation as compared to its anomalous dispersion-based counterpart. In terms of physics,

the zero-dispersion soliton can be seen as a bright pulse-like structure which constitutes a

link between SW-based and soliton-based localised dissipative structure. Such a structure,

the zero-dispersion soliton, defines itself in the regime where third-order dispersion becomes

a dominant influence relative to second-order or conventional group-velocity dispersion,

and where the dispersive wave components become an essential part of the structure rather

than a perturbation. The fact that the ZDS may exist in either anomalous or normal dis-

persion [149] (referring to Fig. 3.7) presents an ambiguity in explanation for the structure’s

existence, between being two interlocked switching waves in normal dispersion, or being a

multi-peaked dissipative soliton in anomalous dispersion. Further investigation and analysis

of ZDS existence will be needed to gain full understanding on this. More widely, this experi-

mental observation may trigger further fundamental research on the nature of dissipative Kerr

solitons and switching waves under one umbrella.

In chapter 4, a comprehensive investigation of dissipative structure existence was presented in

dispersion-folded Kerr cavities, with a fundamental spatial modulation of the dispersion. The

source of additional spectral features is shown directly through 2D analysis of four-wave mixing

pathways, in simulation via the slow vs fast frequency NDR diagrams, and in experiment by the

comb reconstruction measurement. For the dissipative soliton, the appearance of resonant

radiation was observed that we term as higher-order dispersive waves, ie. dispersive waves

appearing quasi-phase matched to dispersive resonance curves (or Floquet bands) in FSR-

folded space. This is termed as such in relation to conventional ‘zeroth-order’ dispersive

waves that phase-match directly to the base level un-modulated dispersive resonance curve,

such as dual-dispersive waves in resonators with quartic dispersion [153]. For the switching
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wave structure, we showed direct generation of powerful satellite combs born of the Faraday

Instability from the switching wave upper-state. These satellite combs are observed to be

mutually locked in repetition rate with the core SW structure. However, the centre frequency

of each satellite comb is not determined by this repetition rate, and is instead set fixed by

the cavity dispersion, forming at a point up to an FSR/2 offset from the core comb. It was

showed how the repetition rate is controllable by varying the injected pulse repetition rate. In

terms of applicable value, if assuming that engineering highly flat dispersion is difficult in a

given waveguide platform, deliberate modulation of the dispersion instead will automatically

generate many higher-order dispersive waves that extend a soliton microcomb spectrum

significantly wider beyond the point where the body of the comb disappears into the optical

noise floor. Doing so deliberately may extend an already broad soliton microcomb further to

the point where it can become octave spanning and able to be f -2 f self-referenced. Similarly,

and more dramatically, assuming a fixed dispersion profile, dispersion modulation is shown

here to effortlessly enable a switching wave microcomb to be extended by multiple times

its base level bandwidth. Such combs could in the future find use in spectroscopy [184],

telecommunications [13], astro-spectrometer calibration [37], and LiDAR [11]. For these

reasons, longitudinal parametric modulation of the resonator waveguide may become a

resource for spectrally extending Kerr microcombs.

As an epilogue, whereas these expanded systems were presented here individually with the

aim of gaining understanding – pulse-driving, higher-order dispersive wave emission, zero-

dispersion structures, Floquet dynamics, and Faraday instability – in the imminent future they

can be taken together to achieve the ultimate in microcomb technology, including one true

goal of an energy-dense, efficient, and low-noise octave-spanning microcomb at microwave

repetition rates. In that vein, included is a brief epilogue (A) with a selection of more cutting-

edge microcomb states that require further optimisation to carry on the work.
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A Experimental microcomb catalogue

Figure A.1: Octave-spanning dispersion and linewidth data. Device: D62-2.F8.C6.R4(TE).
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Appendix A. Experimental microcomb catalogue

Figure A.2: Octave-spanning soliton microcombs at 15 GHz line spacing. (Top) Device:
D62-2.F8.C6.R4(TE) (under-coupled). (Bottom) Device: D62-2.F8.C6.R6(TE) (over-coupled).

Figure A.3: Strong soliton microcomb with high conversion efficiency. (Orange) Device:
D72-11.F2.C15.R3(TE). (Blue) For comparison. Device: D42-1.F8.G0.R7(TE).

Figure A.4: Strong zero dispersion soliton microcomb (ZDS(8)). Device: D72-
01.F3.C16.R3(TM).
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Figure A.5: Strong switching wave microcomb. Device: D42-1.F4.A0(TE). (Purple) Resonator
R3, over-coupled, pulse-driven. (Blue) For comparison, resonator R8, critically coupled, 2-tone
driven.

Figure A.6: Broadband quartic dispersion switching wave microcomb. Device: D42-
1.F4.A0.R8(TE).
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B Electro-optic comb components.

This chapter may be read in conjunction with chapter 2, section 2.2 to obtain a complete

understanding of the EO-comb for use in the experiment presented in this thesis. This chapter

specifically will comment on the parts used and their specific usage guide. See the diagram

below for a breakdown and parts.

Summary

The ‘Electro-optic comb’ (EO-comb) comprises any microwave RF synthesiser plugged into

a ×4 RF splitter, going to 4 individual RF phase-shifters, to 4 RF amplifiers, to 4 RF filters

(optional), to 3 low-Vπ optical phase modulators and 1 amplitude modulator. It can convert

one optical laser line into up to around 50, spaced by around 5 to 17 GHz. The output is a

chirped waveform that can be compressed into pulses via dispersion. Having the amplitude

modulator going flattens the EO-comb spectrum and extinguishes the residual optical CW

when compressed into a pulse train. More on that in section 2.2.

Input RF

Currently, the input RF is provided by a Rhode & Schwarz SMB100A variable RF oscillator <20

GHz, <17 dBm. A 50-line EO-comb can be obtained with around 8-11 dBm seed power going

towards the first ×4 RF splitter. Right now, there is a 3-dB attenuator on the output for no

particular reason other than to maximise seed power and minimise output noise. In that case

the seed power is set to 11-13 dBm.

Phase shifters

Tune the RF phase shifters in order to align the RF waveforms on the 4 modulators to maximise

the EO-comb line count at a fixed RF. Currently, the 4 phase shifters are a mix of models. The

Weinshel phase shifter is tuned with a jewellery screw inside the housing. It’s liable to break so

be careful. The golden RF-Lambda phase shifters are tuned by rotating the barrel. Those 3

have a tuning range of around 200 degrees at 15 GHz RF, and go towards the phase modulators.

A Pasternak phase shifter is tuned by turning the knob, and it has a much wider tuning range of
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Appendix B. Electro-optic comb components.

around 360 degrees at 15 GHz RF. It goes to the amplitude modulator, as full 360 degree tuning

is very convenient. Changing the amplitude modulator phase by 180 degrees determines

whether the chirp on the initial waveform is aligned with the dispersion stage, resulting in a

pulse or not a pulse (see Fig. 2.11). You can check the four-wave mixing broadening through

an output EDFA (>100 mW) to determine whether you have a pulse (Fig. 2.13).

Amplifiers and voltage/power

The RF amplifiers give out a maximum of around 35 dBm or 3 W RF. They tend to heat up.

The RF signal sent to the amplifier going to the amplitude modulator is pre-attenuated by 12

dB since only 2 strong amplitude sidebands are needed. Each amplifier has a colour-coded

electrical cable going to 2 double-power supplies. They are set to +15 V for the red connection

on each amplifier.

Filters

Depending on the RF, the amplifiers are optionally followed by RF filters. There are bandpass

filters available around 9-11 GHz and 13-15 GHz, and a low-pass until 17.5 GHz. They each

should have a heat-sink attached.

Optical

The 4 EO-space modulators are connected in series, and are arranged in neat loops with the

ends labelled (A,B,C etc.). The modulators together suffer an overall optical loss of around 12

dB. If the Toptica CTL is used as input at max power, the output optical EO-comb power will

be from 1-2 mW.

The amplitude modulator has a 0-5 V bias input, connected to the additional variable 5 V-out

of one of the above two dual-power supply units. Tune this in order to flatten the EO-comb

lines and maximise CW/pedestal-extinction for pulse generation.

In order to make pulses, there are SMF-28 fibre spools, and segments of dispersion compen-

sating fibre (DCF) to fine-tune the dispersion. To have minimum duration pulses at 13-15

GHz, use 300 metres of SMF-28. To have such pulses at 10 GHz, use 600 metres of SMF-28 (see

following page). Use segments of DCF, and then the exact RF power, to tune the pulse duration

and residual chirp.

Switch on/off: 1. Laser; 2. RF Source; 3. RF Amplifier Power Supplies and Bias Voltage; 4.

EDFA.
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Appendix B. Electro-optic comb components.

Figure B.1: Photos of the EO-comb setup. Top: The output of the 4 RF amplifiers directed
towards 4 modulators connected in series fibre-optically. Bottom-left: Input side to the
amplifiers. The source RF is split into 4 paths and sent to 4 different phase shifter. Silver
(Weinshel), gold (RF-Lambda), and blue (Pasternak). Bottom-right: Close-up of the output
filter for one pathway.
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C Numerical method

This appendix will detail the numerical methods (based on Matlab) used in this thesis in the

form of a written tutorial. The key functions will be briefly explained, and then we will go

through a list of demonstrative example code scripts (‘scenarios’). Together, these scenarios

will give the reader the knowledge to replicate specific situations and models presented in this

thesis and also, by understanding what parameters and dimensions to change, replicate any

of the physics discussed in this work.

The simulation method used in this thesis comes in the form of single Matlab script files,

named “lle_cavity_v4_...” for simulations in dimensionless units (Eq. 1.54), and “lle_SiNcavity_v4_...”

for simulations in real experimental units (Eqs. 1.49 and 1.51). Each script file contains all the

information to launch a specific simulation, so every simulation code is saved individually as

“lle_cavity_v4_example_1_detail_1” variously.

The general philosophy for this arrangement is putting importance on:

1. Modularity: the ability to add and remove any features conveniently.

2. Rapid feedback: Live viewing and the ability to cancel and reconfigure simulations at

any moment.

3. Information: Every parameter value in the workspace.

4. Vision: Everything should be plotted.

Throughout this appendix, parameters will be referred to interchangeably by their mathe-

matical symbol (eg. ψ) or their Matlab name (eg. psi). For legacy reasons, some of these

parameters and quantities may have names that do not match their symbols.

To access the demonstration scripts directly, see this Zenodo entry at 10.5281/zenodo.7939624.
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Appendix C. Numerical method

C.1 Functions and split-step method

The vast bulk of the simulation files consist of settings, parameters, inputs, dimensions, and

plots programmed in the script. The few function files are detailed thus.

C.1.1 Split-step function

The following mirrors section 1.2.6. The method shown here prioritises simplicity over effi-

ciency.

All work in this thesis on simulating the LLE or GLLE utilises the split-step Fourier method

[62], where the LLE is considered analytically solvable over distances short enough that the

dispersion and nonlinearity do not contradict each other, and hence are treated separably.

The nonlinear step in particular is always taken in the time domain, allowing the use of the

fast-Fourier transform (FFT) function which offers a level of computational efficiency over the

pure coupled-mode equation [185]. This split-step method requires a large amount of steps

to stay stable in comparison to supercontinuum generation methods typically making use of

‘ode45’[186, 187], but here simplicity is prioritised over maximum efficiency. The linear and

nonlinear steps may be found by separately solving the LLE with loss, detuning, and dispersion

in one step, and nonlinearity and pump term in the second step as an inhomogeneous partial

differential equation [66]. The Matlab function is as follows:

function C3 = LLE_splitstep(C1,L,S,g,x)

N = 1i*g*abs(C1).^2;

C2 = exp(x*N).*(C1 + S./N) - S./N;

C3 = fft(exp(x*L).*ifft(C2));

Here, the LLE is integrated step wise over distance x, g the nonlinear coefficient, and S the

driving pump array. The linear operator

L̂ = i D̂ + K̂ (C.1)

as in Eq. 1.58, including all losses and detuning/dispersion. For when Raman scattering

is enabled, the function is very similar but with the Raman contribution factored into the

nonlinear operator:

function C3 = LLE_splitstepR(C1,L,S,g,fr,ChiR,x)

I = ifft(abs(C1).^2);
N = 1i*g*((1-fR)*abs(C1).^2 + fR*fft(ChiR.*I));
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C.1 Functions and split-step method

C2 = exp(x*N).*(C1 + S./N) - S./N;

C3 = fft(exp(x*L).*ifft(C2));

with Raman contribution factor fR and the Raman response in the frequency domain χ̃(3)
R

from Fig. 1.13.

In order for the method to be accurate, x should be less than the dispersion length LD ≈
(β2Ω

2)−1 (for pulse bandwidths ofΩ) and the nonlinear length LN = (γP )−1 with P the peak

power inside the cavity. Furthermore, for a very broadband simulation with thousands of

comb lines to model, the step length has to be sufficiently short so as not to stimulate the

growth of false sidebands at the edges of the spectral window. The rapid switching between

dispersion step and nonlinear step creates a simulated ‘grating’, and enables quasi-phase

matching between the pump and far away modes with very strong phase-shifts due to the

dispersion. Ironically, this leads to ‘numerical’ Faraday instability, not unlike the phenomenon

discussed in chapter 4. This is discussed further in section C.3.2.

C.1.2 Homogeneous Kerr cavity solution

When launching the integration simulation, time is saved by starting the background field

amplitude at or close to the homogenous CW solutions to the LLE (Eq. 1.56), otherwise the

cavity field amplitude will have to ‘ring down’ to the equilibrium solution before we start. The

following function returns this solution from the roots cubic LLE Eq. 1.57 for dimensionless

detuning Z and driving F:

function Hom = init_hom(Z,F,root0,root2)

Y = roots([1 -2*Z (Z^2+1) -F]);
if Z>sqrt(3)

Hom = sqrt(F)/(1+1i*(Z-Y(root2)));
else

Hom = sqrt(F)/(1+1i*(Z-Y(root0)));
end

Depending on Z and F, ie. whether the cavity is bistable, the roots may be real or imaginary

and at different array indices, and we only want either the high stable real solution ψH , or the

low stable real solution ψL (see Fig.1.12 or 3.2). See how the function is called in the main

script below.

C.1.3 Live plotter

This function is purely a matter of personal preference. As said above, live feedback is im-

portant because it allows us to ensure a longer simulation is proceeding stably. Often times
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Appendix C. Numerical method

mistakes are made, and if there is a problem part way through the recording it is useful to

be able to witness this and cancel the simulation so it can be fixed. Also, even if there is no

mistake in the settings dissipative solitons can behave ‘statistically’ (or chaotically), and some

outcomes are a matter of chance. Observing a simulation live also makes the process feel

much more like a real experiment and, importantly, gives you an intuitive grasp of long term

dynamics that might not be well grasped in reading the ‘birds-eye-view’ 2-dimensional time

and frequency heat-maps. The function is as follows:

function [info_label,graph1,graph2,graph3] = cavity_view_v4(figre,...
view_type,dat,axinfo)
% Setting up simulation view screen
% (Miles Cavity Sim v4.0)
% Date: August 2019
% Miles Anderson

figure(figre)
switch view_type

case ’standard’
set(figre,’position’,[50 50 640 480])
subplot(211)
graph1 = stem(dat.mode_x,dat.mode_y,’marker’,’.’,’basevalue’,...
axinfo.mode(3));
axis(axinfo.mode)
ylabel(’Spectral Power (dB)’)
xlabel(axinfo.zlabl)

info_label = title(axinfo.labl);

subplot(212)
graph2 = plot(dat.space_x,dat.space_y);
axis(axinfo.space)
ylabel(’Field power’)
xlabel(’Fast time’)

case ’amplitude’
set(figre,’position’,[50 50 640 720])
subplot(311)
graph1 = stem(dat.mode_x,dat.mode_y,’marker’,’.’,’basevalue’,...
axinfo.mode(3));
axis(axinfo.mode)
ylabel(’Spectral Power (dB)’)
xlabel(axinfo.zlabl)

info_label = title(axinfo.labl);

subplot(312)
graph2 = plot(dat.space_x,dat.space_y);
axis(axinfo.space)
ylabel(’Field power’)
xlabel(’Fast time’)
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C.2 Script for simulating the dimensionless LLE & basic scenarios

subplot(313)
graph3 = plot(angle(dat.amplitude),abs(dat.amplitude),’k.’);
ylabel(’amplitude’)
xlabel(’phase’)

otherwise
error(’wrong’)

end

There are two modes. The first live-plots the instantaneous fast frequency envelope (in the

form of a stem plot to emphasise the discrete comb nature), and the fast time domain optical

field. The second adds a third plot of a single point in the fast time dimension in the complex

domain, which may be used to observe the type of dissipative soliton breathing cycles observed

in the following works: [79, 88, 87]. Only the first mode is ever used throughout this thesis,

however. See below how the function is called.

C.2 Script for simulating the dimensionless LLE & basic scenarios

C.2.1 Program guide and plotting the output

Section 1 (Scan over resonance first example)

The script for simulating the dimensionless LLE is more simple than with real experimental

parameters, and the latter is based on exactly the same procedure. The following example

starts with generating a crowd of dissipative solitons with a CW pump via scanning the centre

frequency (ie. detuning) ‘up’ the tilted Kerr resonance into the region of bistability, as is

usually the scenario in experiment[99]. In general this is a fundamental check of the LLE for

microcomb simulations.

The procedural code is divided into sections. Many lines are commented out because they
are not necessary for the first run, or are for optional observations. After explaining all the
sections, running the code, and observing the result, we can then change certain values and
settings to observe different dynamics. To begin:

% Script for Lugiato-Lefever Split-step Fourier live calculation
% (Miles Cavity Sim v4.1)
% Date: March 2022
% Miles Anderson

% Dimensionless units, (see Dr. Erwan Lucas thesis 2019)

% This script (thesis demo): Excite plain dissipative soliton with d3 tail,
% with default synchronisation.

%% Section 1 - Key parameter definitions
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% Define dimensionaless simulation width (dispersed fast time, or angular)
Tw = 24; % fast time width
N = 2^9; % number of points

% intracavity field desynchronisation coefficient
% (eg. thermal noise, dispersive wave)
d1 = 0;
% d1 = d1+d_p1;
% d1 = -0.46875;

eta = [0.00 0.05 -1.0 d1 0]; % dispersion operator

F0 = sqrt(10); % dimensionless forcing term [ sqrt(P/P_thresh) ]
d_p0 = 0; % desynchronisation rate of drive envelope
coup = 1; % external coupling factor
% d_p0 = d_p0+d_p1;

% Define detuning boundaries [ 2*delta_omega/kappa ]
zeta0 = -2; % start
zeta2 = 14; % finish

% Define simulation duration, in photon lifetime [ 2/kappa ]
if zeta2~=zeta0

t_end = 20*abs(zeta2-zeta0); % rate of change for scanning
else

t_end = 20; % for stationary
end

% Define simulation frequencies
h = 2^-9; % step length [ fraction of photon lifetime ]
store = 1/h*2^-3; % data storage period [ no. simulation steps ]
view = store*2^1; % real-time graphing period [ no. simulation steps ]
plot_time = 0.01; % plotting duration [ seconds ]
sj = 0; % initial step for storing (for intracavity evolution)

% Parametric modulation
eta_p = 1/h*2^-4; % "modulation" time period (for Faraday Instab. etc.)
eta_a = 0.0; % waveguide modulation amplitude
eta_phi = 0; % waveguide modulation phase

In the first section, we set the fast time span (Tw:∆τ) to 24, sufficient to contain several

dissipative solitons, where the typical soliton has a region of influence around ∼ 1. This time

width needs about N= 29 simulated modes in order to contain the soliton spectrum within the

fast frequency window (as we shall see in Fig. C.1), so that it does not allow aliasing artefacts.

We next define the dispersion operator eta, which is an array of coefficients dℓ counting down

to ℓ = 0 on the right end. For anomalous dispersion d2 = −1 and d3 = 0.05 to make things

interesting, and to start off with d1 = 0. We define a scan from ζ0 =−2 to 14. We define a total

slow time duration t_end so that ∆t/∆ζ0 = 20. If the start and finish ζ0 are equal (‘stationary’),

then we have a t_end=20. This is a sufficient time period for a dissipative soliton to relax
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C.2 Script for simulating the dimensionless LLE & basic scenarios

towards equilibrium.

The next part defines the simulation step size, the sampling or storage period, and the live-

viewing period in steps. The step size h is set to 2−9, which corresponds to a kind of evaluation

or ‘frame rate’ fr = 512 (1/h) per photon lifetime. store is set here to be 64 steps, or 1/8th of

a photon lifetime, corresponding to a ‘sampling rate’ fs = 8, sufficient to capture breathing

dynamics. The main reason to have sampling at all, rather than just saving every single

evaluated step, is that typical simulation runs may take millions of steps each having 29 points

in width (or even up to 214 for some octave-spanning microcomb simulations). Saving every

frame may consume Matlab’s memory and make plotting slow. The view period is set to

live-plot every second sample. For long running simulations, the view period should ideally

be set high enough so that it takes a minority of processing time, so that you know it isn’t

impacting the final simulation time.

The part after this concerns parametric modulation of the cavity properties, as explored in

chapter 4. The values are set to zero here, but we’ll activate them further below.

Section 2

%% Section 2 - Settings

% Scenario options
init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no
exctr = 1; % excite step number
pulsed = 0; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

% Additional settings
external = 0; % acquire spectrum outside resonator yes/no
% input field (pulse drive) desynchronisation yes/no (eg. rf noise)
desynch = 0;

This brief section contains a few yes/no options, the first two being important. When init
is true, the simulation will begin with the optical field ψ initialised to the homogenous CW

solution. If init is not true, the field ψ (psi) will stay as it is in the Matlab workspace,

assuming that you are following on from a previous initial run. If excite is true, then the

analytic solution of a dissipative soliton (or an switching wave (SW) or anything) will be added

to the intracavity optical field, sometimes referred to as “hard excited” as opposed to “soft”

excitation of solitons via scanning/sweeping the detuning.

When pulsed is true, the pump function F (τ) will be one of our chosen pulsed or modulated

functions, otherwise it will be CW. The option external refers to recording the field that exits

the resonator rather than the intracavity field ψ. This is more relevant to the experimental LLE

next section. If desynch is true, then the driving function F (τ) will have its own defined drift

velocity, otherwise it stays at the centre of the fast time window τ. This is similar to, but not to
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be confused with, the drift velocity d1 imparted to the intracavity field ψ.

Section 3

%% Section 3 - Dimensions

% Space/time dimensions
nu = (0:N-1)-N/2; % mode index
T = linspace(-Tw,Tw,N+1); % fast time
T = T(1:N); % the end-piece
dT = T(2)-T(1); % fast time step
f = nu/(N*dT); % fast frequency

r = round(t_end/h); % no. of steps
rs = floor(r/store); % no. of steps stored/sampled
t = (1:rs)*h*store; % slow time

dt = h*store; % slow time step
rf = ((0:rs-1)-rs/2)/(rs*dt); % slow frequency

% RF noise
nf = 0.000001; % added Gaussian white noise background amplitude
n_band = max(rf); % injected noise bandwidth
n_trace = lowpass(randn(1,r+store),n_band,1/h,...

’ImpulseResponse’,’iir’,’Steepness’,0.9); % noisy trace over slow time
zeta_n = 0.0; % detuning noise deviation amplitude
F_n = 0.0; % pump amplitude noise deviation

% Drive dimensions
% linear detuning function + slow time noise
zeta = linspace(zeta0,zeta2,r) +zeta_n*n_trace(1+store:r+store);
% constant pump drive amplitude + slow time noise
Ft = F0*ones(1,r) +F_n*n_trace(1+store:r+store);
% Ft = F0*(1:r)/r; % linear pump rise (optional example)

% Slow-time drive envelope desynchronisation rate
d_p = d_p0*ones(1,r); % constant desynch

% Scaling
t_scale = 1;
y_scale = 1;

This section defines the time and frequency dimensions according to the above-set time

durations in a way that is hopefully self-explanatory. Noise levels given to the simulation is

also defined here, and this will be described further below. The values of detuning zeta range

linearly from the start and finish values set above and, in this case, the pump amplitude is set

to be a constant.
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Section 4

%% Section 4 - Initial condition

% CW waveform
CW = ones(1,N);

% Pulse waveform
Tp = 16; % fast time pulse drive width
d2L = +20; % pulse drive pre-dispersion factor

PA = exp(-T.^2/Tp^2); % Gausssian pulse
PA2 = rectangularPulse(-Tp/2,Tp/2,T) +eps; % Rectangle pulse
% PA = (exp(1i*pi*T*1/(2*Tw))+exp(-1i*pi*T*1/(2*Tw)))/2; % Bi-tone
% PA = (1+exp(2i*pi*T*1/(2*Tw))+exp(-2i*pi*T*1/(2*Tw)))/3; % Tri-tone

% % sinc pulse (freq. domain)
% PB = (f>-0.5/Tp)&(f<0.5/Tp);
% PB = PB/sum(PB);
% PA = fftshift(fft(fftshift(PB)));

% Pulse pre-dispersion
Dp = ifftshift(1i*d2L*(2*pi*f).^2);
PB = ifft(PA).*exp(Dp);
PA = fft(PB);

% % Additional phase modulation
% d_mod = +0.75i*pi;
% PA = PA.*exp(d_mod*cos(T*pi/Tw));

% Initial solution to the CW LLE, set roots to select branch
psi_h = init_hom(zeta0,Ft(1)^2,3,1);
psi_l = init_hom(zeta0,Ft(1)^2,3,3);
% psi_h for high state, psi_l for low state
psi0 = psi_l;

% Resonant radiation conditions (up to D4)
D_psi_l1 = -eta(4)*(2*pi*f) +eta(2)*(2*pi*f).^3 ...

-sqrt( (zeta2-eta(3)*(2*pi*f).^2-2*abs(psi_l)^2).^2 -abs(psi_l)^4 );
D_psi_l2 = -eta(4)*(2*pi*f) +eta(2)*(2*pi*f).^3 ...

+sqrt( (zeta2-eta(3)*(2*pi*f).^2-2*abs(psi_l)^2).^2 -abs(psi_l)^4 );
D_psi_h1 = -eta(4)*(2*pi*f) +eta(2)*(2*pi*f).^3 ...

-sqrt( (zeta2-eta(3)*(2*pi*f).^2-2*abs(psi_h)^2).^2 -abs(psi_h)^4 );
D_psi_h2 = -eta(4)*(2*pi*f) +eta(2)*(2*pi*f).^3 ...

+sqrt( (zeta2-eta(3)*(2*pi*f).^2-2*abs(psi_h)^2).^2 -abs(psi_h)^4 );

% Driver, initial run or not, CW or not
if init

if pulsed
FT = PA;

else
FT = CW;
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end
end

% Linear operator [ loss, dispersion ]
D = -1 + 1i*polyval(eta,2*pi*f);

% Manual/arbitrary mode-shifts
% D(N/2+30) = D(N/2+30) + 20i; % mode-crossing
D = ifftshift(D);
% D(1) = D(1) +1i*4; % pump-mode shift

% Initial fast time field noise
noise = nf *h *randn(1,N) .*exp(1i*pi*rand(1,N));
psi0 = psi0 + noise;

% Initial field if this is a first run, else psi carries on from previous
if init

psi = psi0.*FT;
end

Fr = FT*Ft(1); % total pump field [ profile * amplitude ]

% Get inital spectrum, ’outside or inside’
if external==1

psi_f = ifftshift(ifft(Fr-sqrt(coup)*psi));
else

psi_f = ifftshift(ifft(psi));
end

Section 4 creates the initial state of ψ(τ), the driving field F (τ), and the linear operator (here

marked as D), according to the settings given at the top. If the pulsed option was true, the pulse

drive envelope PA is defined here specifically. It may be Gaussian, rectangular, modulated, sinc,

or anything. These options are shown here commented out, expect for the default Gaussian.

Importantly, pre-dispersion to the pulse ie. chirp (as described in section 2.2 and 2.3.2) is also

applied to the pulse function to apply a realistic or desired residual phase curvature, in this

case negative. This will be relevant in the next part when pulse driving is active. For now we

have CW.

The two stable CW states ψL (psi_l) and ψH (psi_h) of the bistable cavity are found next by

using the function defined above, and in this instance we select an initial value of ψ to be the

low state so that we can later have hard excitation of a single dissipative soliton. But for now,

hard excitation is off regardless.

The resonant radiation conditions (RRC), described in section 1.3 and 4.1.1 are calculated here

just for our information’s sake.

Next, the pulsed option is applied to the driver envelope. After that, the linear operator

is defined with loss set to -1 and the dispersion operator defined as a polynomial from the
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values set at the top. At this point, completely arbitrary mode shifts can be applied to the

dispersion operator, for instance, to mimic the mode crossing behaviour resulting in soliton

crystal state formation shown in Fig. 2.6[104], or intermode breathing[188] for example. The

value located at the CW pump index can also be shifted to reproduce the type of dramatic

results of spontaneous and super-efficient dissipative soliton formation described in very

recent work[163, 107], or for “dark pulse”, “platicon”, or SW front stabilisation shown in many

works[133, 131, 183, 135, 189].

If the init option is checked, then the optical field ψ(τ) (psi) is set/reset to the initial state.

The initial driving pump array is set, and the first spectral envelope is obtained.

Section 5

%% Section 5 - Graphing Prep

% Axes limits
SLimit = [-100 0]; % Spectrum y-limit (dB)
if max(zeta)>3 % Fast time y-limit, if there are high amplitude solitons

PLimit = [0 2.5*max(zeta)];
else

PLimit = [0 4*F0];
end
fLimit = [min(f) max(f)];
TLimit = [min(T) max(T)];

% Setting up data to record
Psi = zeros(rs,N); % fast time vs. slow time array
Psi_f = zeros(rs,N); % fast frequency vs. slow time array
peak = zeros(1,rs); % soliton peak for phase space analysis
beat_amp = zeros(1,rs); % soliton beatote analysis
% k = N/2; % initial peak location (for breathing analysis)

% Plot info and data containers
PlotData = struct(’space_x’,T*t_scale,...

’space_y’,[abs(psi).^2;abs(Fr).^2]’*y_scale,...
’mode_x’,f,...
’mode_y’,10*log10(abs(psi_f).^2*y_scale),...
’amplitude’,0);

PlotAxInfo = struct(’space’,[TLimit*t_scale PLimit*y_scale],...
’mode’,[fLimit/t_scale SLimit+10*log10(y_scale)],...
’labl’,[’t_{ph}: 0; zeta = ’ num2str(zeta(1))],’zlabl’,’Frequency’);

% Initialise live-view figure
figure(1);clf
set(gcf, ’Renderer’,’painters’)
[info_label,graph1,graph2] = cavity_view_v4(1,’standard’,PlotData,PlotAxInfo);
% [info_label,graph1,graph2,graph3] = cavity_view_v4(...
% 1,’amplitude’,PlotData,PlotAxInfo); % for breathing analysis
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% Check dispersion/resonant conditions
figure(7)
plot(f,-imag(fftshift(D)),’k.’)
% plot(f,-D_psi_l1,’g.’,f,-D_psi_l2,’k.’,f,-D_psi_h1,’b.’,f,-D_psi_h2,’r.’)
ylabel(’d_{int} (arb.)’)
xlabel(’Fast frequency (arb.)’)
grid
% Check pulse drive amplitude/phase
figure(8)
yyaxis left
plot(T,abs(F0*FT).^2)
ylabel(’Intensity’)
yyaxis right
plot(T,angle(FT))
ylabel(’Phase’)
xlabel(’Fast frequency (arb.)’)
grid
% Check injected RF noise
figure(9)
subplot 211
plot((1:r)*h,zeta)
subplot 212
histogram(zeta)

The final section before the actual process starts deals with initialising data containers and

plots. Firstly, the axis limits of the live-view are set for most convenient observation. Then,

zero arrays containing the time and frequency domain frames to be saved are created. After

this, axis info and the initial fields are put in structures for the cavity_view_v4 function.

Importantly, the function is only called once here at the start, but it returns the handles

containing the YData of the plot graphics so that they can be updated directly inside the

for-loop below.

For double-checking, the following plots are made before the process starts: the integrated

dispersion (or the RRCs), the pulse drive intensity and phase, and the noisy trace of whichever

parameter you choose (in this case detuning) over slow time and in histogram.

Section 6

%% Section 6 - Run

% return % comment out if you don’t actually want to run

% Actually run, for every simulation step
for j=1:r

% Hard excitation
if (j==exctr&&excite)

% psi = psi + PA2*(psi_h-psi_l); % excite SW fronts
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psi = psi + sqrt(2*zeta(j))*...
sech(sqrt(zeta(j))*(T+0.0*Tw))*exp(0.5*1i); % excite soliton

end

% Driver definition this step
Fr = FT*Ft(j);

% Parametric modulation cycle
dD = 1 + eta_a*cos(eta_phi +2*pi*mod(j,eta_p)/eta_p);

%%% actual process %%%
psi = LLE_splitstep(psi,real(D)+1i*imag(D)*dD-1i*zeta(j),...

Fr,1,h);

% Storage sampling / recording
i = j+sj;
if mod(i/store,1)==0

Psi(i/store,:) = psi; % sample field
% [~,k] = max(abs(psi)); % peak location for breathing analysis
% peak(i/store) = psi(k); % for breathing analysis

% sample spectrum (inside/outside)
if external==1

psi_f = ifftshift(ifft(Fr-sqrt(coup)*psi));
psi_f2 = ifft(abs(Fr-sqrt(coup)*psi).^2); % power spectrum

else
psi_f = ifftshift(ifft(psi));
psi_f2 = ifft(abs(psi).^2); % power spectrum

end
Psi_f(i/store,:) = psi_f;
% microcomb RF repetition rate beatnote signal amplitude
beat_amp(i/store) = psi_f2(2);

end

% Live-viewing
if mod(i/view,1)==0

graph1.YData = 10*log10(abs(psi_f).^2*y_scale);
graph2(1).YData = (abs(psi).^2*y_scale);
graph2(2).YData = (abs(Fr).^2*y_scale);

% graph2(2).YData = diff(angle(psi)+2*pi)*N;
% graph3.XData = angle(peak); % for breathing analysis
% graph3.YData = abs(peak); % for breathing analysis

info_label.String = [’t_{ph}: ’,num2str(round(j*h)),...
’; \zeta = ’,num2str(round(10*zeta(j))/10)];

pause(plot_time)

end

% Desynchronisation shift
if desynch
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FT = fft(fftshift( ifftshift(ifft(FT))...
.*exp(2j*pi*f*d_p(j)*h) ));

end

% Injected fast time noise per simulation step
noise = sqrt(nf *h) *randn(1,N) .*exp(1i*pi*rand(1,N));
psi = psi + noise;

end

% return % to skip post-processing

Here is the looping process, for every step of the LLE over slow time. Firstly, if the excite
option is true then the structure of choice is added to the field (“hard-excited”), in this case

the analytical solution of a dissipative soliton existing at this value of ζ0 and F , according to

Eq. 1.71. Commented out is the rectangular approximation for an SW pair (‘platicon’, section

1.3.3). Since either of these profiles are analytic approximations of the LLE, and not the true

equilibrium solutions, they may take a few photon lifetimes to relax to equilibrium. In case

the drive amplitude peak or temporal position is changing every step, it is re-defined next.

The next part defines the parametric modulation amplitude (represented as 1+∆ in chapter

4), which here cycles sinusoidally over the “FSR” period (eta_p) defined earlier. In the LLE

step below, it is applied to the dispersion operator, but it could equally be applied to any value

of choice eg. the nonlinear coefficient. In this first simulation is has no effect since eta_a=0.

The actual LLE step is called next, taking the field, the step size, the pump, and all the parame-

ters defined up until this point.

Below this the storage (sampling) part is called. If parametric modulation is enabled, it might

be interesting to sample the dissipative structure at a different ‘phase’ of its journey around

the cavity, hence the integer offset sj to the step counter, set earlier. For every store period,

the fast time and fast frequency domain fields are saved, and the RF repetition rate ‘beatnote’

amplitude (beat_amp, in the complex domain) is taken from the first mode of the power

spectrum, symbolically speaking

p(t) = [
P1 +δP (t)

]
e iδΦ(t) =F

[
ψ̃∗ψ̃

]
µ=1 (C.2)

with signal amplitude P1, signal amplitude noise δP (t) and phase noise δΦ(t). This replicates

the experiment where the power envelope of the microcomb light is converted to current on a

fast-photodiode, which has a responsive speed faster than the repetition rate, and sampled as

an ‘in-phase/quadrature’ signal on the ESA.

Next, the live-viewing part is called. Since the live-view plot has already been created, we just

updated the YData directly from the plot objects provided earlier. Doing this is much faster

than calling the plot function every step. We also update a title label to show the current
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detuning and normalised slow time. This label is how we see how far our progress in the

simulation is.

If the desynch option is true, then the drive profile is shifted laterally in fast time F (τ) →
F (τ−τ0), where the per-photon offset time τ0 =d_p(j)*h. This part is more relevant in the

experimentally-valued simulation described in the next section, where the drive pulse has

timing ‘jitter’. In this example, it is off. Finally, white-Gaussian noise is recalculated and added

to the field in proportion to the step size, and the whole loop continues until finished. The

simulation can be cancelled part of the way through on Matlab by pressing ctrl-c, but since

this is a script, all of the field data sampled until that point is still ready to be plotted.

Plotting the output, including slow vs. fast frequency, and noise transfer - Section 7

%% Section 7 - Post report

% Find average drift of single soliton over total simulation run
[~,mi] = max(abs([Psi(1,:);Psi(rs,:)]),[],2);
To1 = (T(mi(1))-T(mi(2)))/(rs*store);
d_p1 = To1/h; % get necessary shift to synchronisation

% Find location of moving switching wave front
[~,TxR] = max(heaviside(T(2:end)).*abs(diff(abs(psi).^2)));
SWR_loc = T(TxR);

% "Probe frequency" location for simulated heterodyne comb mode
% measurement
f_prob = 3.0;
[~,mu_dex] = max(1./abs(f-f_prob));

% Necessary window functions to prevent spectral leakage of processed
% noise measurement output
WinLong = window(@hann,rs); % slow time window
WinShort = window(@hann,N); % fast time window
% WinLong = ones(rs,1);
% WinShort = ones(N,1);

% Special windows to isolate specific structures in fast time, such as SW
% fronts, optional
WinSlice = 1; % field window on/off
T_win = 20; % window width
% WinSlice = exp(-T.^2/T_win^2).^2; % Gaussian window
% WinSlice = exp(-(T-SWR_loc).^2/T_win^2).^2; % Gaussian window shifted
% WinSlice = fftshift(WinSlice);
% WinSlice = heaviside(T); % One-sided window

% Process output to take into account external coupling or not, measure
% overall energy, and generate frequency vs. frequency plot ("Nonlinear
% Dispersion Relation")
if external==1 % for getting field exiting cavity
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FTt = Ft((1:rs)*store)’*FT; % stored pump function over slow time
Psi_out = (FTt-sqrt(coup)*Psi); % outside fast time field array
% total output field energy
CP = 1/N*trapz(abs([Psi_out,Psi_out(:,1)]’).^2);
% slow freq. vs. fast freq. analysis including windowing
Psi_Ff = fftshift(ifft(WinLong.*ifft(Psi_out.*WinShort’.*WinSlice,[],2)));

else
% total intracavity field energy
CP = 1/N*trapz(abs([Psi,Psi(:,1)]’).^2);
% slow freq. vs. fast freq. analysis including windowing
Psi_Ff = fftshift(ifft(WinLong.*ifft(Psi.*WinShort’.*WinSlice,[],2)));

end
% spectrum of isolated structure only (optional)
psi_fc = ifftshift(ifft(Psi(end,:).*WinSlice,[],2));

% Sampling input noise traces
zeta_amp = zeta(1:store:end); % detuning noise vs. slow time
zeta_sp = fft(zeta_amp)*dt; % detuning noise spectrum
F_amp = Ft(1:store:end); % pump amplitude noise vs. slow time
F_sp = fft(F_amp)*dt; % pump amplitude noise spectrum
beat_sp = fft(detrend(angle(beat_amp)))*dt; % beatnote phase noise
beat_psd = fftshift(fft(WinLong’.*beat_amp)*dt); % rep. rate beatnote
NT = abs(beat_sp)./abs(zeta_sp); % noise transfer

if zeta2>zeta0 % if detuning is swept, plot based on detuning
Zeta = linspace(zeta0,zeta2,rs); % sampled detuning
Y = Zeta;
ylab = ’\zeta_0’;

else % if detuning is constant, plot based slow time
Y = t;
ylab = ’t_{ph}’;

end

% Plotting
% Evolution of spectral envelope over slow time
figure(2);
imagesc(f,Y,10*log10(abs(Psi_f).^2));colormap(turbo);
caxis(SLimit)
set(gca,’ydir’,’normal’)
ylabel(ylab)
xlabel(’Fast frequency’)
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power (dB)’)

% "Space-time" figure (slow time vs. fast time)
figure(3);
imagesc(T,Y,(abs(Psi).^2).*WinSlice);colormap(turbo);%caxis([-1 1])
set(gca,’ydir’,’normal’)
ylabel(ylab)
xlabel(’Fast time’)
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power’)
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% Total/average energy over time
figure(4);
plot(Y,CP)
xlabel(ylab)
ylabel(’Power out’)

% "Energy-momentum" slow frequency vs. fast frequency figure
figure(5);clf
% plain heat-map
imagesc(f,2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff).^2));colormap(hot)
% % 3D view
% surf(f,2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff).^2));colormap(turbo);shading interp
% constant peak level for noise/linewidth analysis
% imagesc(f,2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff).^2)...
% -ones(rs,1)*max(10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff).^2)));colormap(hot);

% % Shifting slow frquency point of view from optical line to resonance line,
% % only valid for static detuning
% Z = fft(fftshift(Psi_Ff));
% MM_Ff = fftshift(ifft(Z.*exp(-1j*t’*imag(D-1j*zeta2)))); clear Z
% imagesc(f,2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(MM_Ff).^2));colormap(hot);

set(gca,’ydir’,’normal’)
ylabel(’Slow frequency \zeta’)
xlabel(’Fast frequecy’)
caxis([SLimit(1)-60 SLimit(2)])
% caxis([-60 0]) % for relative linewidth
% zlim([SLimit(1)-60 SLimit(2)]) % for surf
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’PSD’)

% Noise transfer figure (optional)
% Input RF noise
figure(6);
subplot 311
semilogx(ifftshift(rf),10*log10(abs(zeta_sp).^2)); % zeta_sp or F_sp
title(’Input RF Noise’)
ylabel(’d\zeta/freq’)
grid
% Output RF Noise
subplot 312
semilogx(ifftshift(rf),10*log10(abs(beat_sp).^2));
title(’Output RF Noise’)
ylabel(’dB/freq’)
xlabel(’Slow frequecy’)
grid
% Transfer function
subplot 313
semilogx(ifftshift(rf),10*log10(abs(NT).^2));
title(’Transfer - Rep. rate Beatnote’)
ylabel(’dB’)
xlabel(’Slow frequecy’)
grid
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% Beatnote power spectral density ("ESA" measurement)
figure(11);
plot(2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(beat_psd).^2))
xlabel(’Slow frequency (\zeta)’)
ylabel(’dB’)

% Heterodyne beatnote at probe frequency
figure(12);
plot(2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff(:,mu_dex)).^2))
xlabel(’Slow frequency (\zeta)’)
ylabel(’dB’)

% % Spectral envelope of isolated structure (optional)
% figure(22)
% plot(f,10*log10(abs(psi_fc).^2),f,10*log10(abs(psi_f).^2))

This the last important section. Firstly, assuming that there is a solitary structure in the cavity

field (which will not be the case right now), the peak of this structure at the beginning and

end of the simulation is measured here in order to infer its rate of drift, or group-velocity

offset d_p1. Similarly next, the location of the right-hand SW front is also found, if there is

one, which might be useful. Next, a ‘probe’ frequency value is set with the associated comb

index found so that its noise can be analysed further below, like in the heterodyne beatnote

measurements in section 2.5.

The next chunk sets up the slow vs. fast frequency image, as introduced briefly in section 1.3.

See section C.2.2 below for an output demonstration. If the slow vs. fast time optical field

picture is analogous to a ‘space-time’ diagram, then this is the conjugate ‘energy-momentum’

picture. It is also sometimes referred to as the nonlinear dispersion relation (NDR) [63, 64,

190] for its ability to directly reveal the nonlinear dispersive phenomenon of the cavity system,

such as the RRCs. In order to get the NDR:

ψ̃(Ω,ζ) =Ft

[
WtFτ

[
Wτψ(τ,t)

]]
(C.3)

with the fast Fourier transforms Ft,τ over both dimensions, and window functions Wt,τ in

order to prevent spectral leakage or isolate important structures. By default, Wt (WinLong) is a

‘Hann’ window, standard in signal processing, useful here to clarify long-term offset frequency

noise. Setting Wτ (WinShort) also to a Hann window is also useful to fully suppress any dis-

continuities at the boundaries of the fast time window, but is sometimes unnecessary. Wτ can

also be set to be a selective window function (WinSlice) to isolate one particular dissipative

structure, for instance one SW front out of a pair. In this script, these are commented out. The

following chunk creates ψ̃(Ω,ζ) (Psi_Ff), depending on whether this is intracavity or out of

the cavity. It also integrates for the average power, in or out, of the cavity field (CP).

For the purpose of analysing noise transfer, the original pre-made noisy traces for detuning
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and power amplitude are re-sampled according to the sample rate fs . The phase noise over

time is obtained from taking δΦ(t) from Eq. C.2 and converting to the frequency domain

Srf
δΦ =F

[
Φ(t)−2π frept

]
(C.4)

where the average rise in phase over time due to 2π frept is subtracted with the detrend
function. The power-spectral density (PSD) of the beatnote amplitude are also obtained

Srf
p =F

[
Wtp(t)

]
(C.5)

with long-term window function included to prevent spectral leakage a ensure a high fidelity

analysis. The transfer function from detuning noise to repetition rate noise, for instance, is

done next. It could equally be done with input driving amplitude noise. See section C.2.3

below for an output demonstration.

For the purpose of plotting the slow time axis, either the actual slow time or the re-sampled

detuning array Zeta are fine. Firstly, figure(2) and figure(3) plot an image of the instantaneous

spectrum and the intracavity optical field envelope over slow time (or detuning). Figure(4)

plots the average power internal or external, in this case internal, here showing the character-

istic tilted nonlinear rise in intracavity power followed by the soliton ‘step’.

Figure(5) is where we plot the NDR. If the correct window functions are applied, the back-

ground noise and the RRCs should be well visible for static dissipative structures. Optionally,

in order to observe the growth of noise for each comb line, it is more clarifying to normalise

each column to its peak power. This option is commented out here. Additionally, one inter-

esting transformation we can make to this diagram is to shift the y-axis of each column (the

slow frequency) by the dispersion operator. This (MM_Ff), puts the cold cavity resonance of

each comb mode at the zero slow frequency/detuning, and instead the lasing lines follow

the dispersion curve. Setting the colourmap and the caxis/zlim to cover only the relevant

signals is essential to make a good picture, naturally.

For noise analysis, figure(6) plots the input noise, output noise, and noise transfer of your

choice. This will be relevant further below. Figure(11) and (12) show the PSDs of the repetition

rate beatnote, and the “heterodyne” beatnote signal of the probed comb mode respectively.

%% Section 8 - Figure tiling

fud = 0.85;
figure(1);
figpos1 = get(gcf,’position’);

figure(8);
set(gcf,’position’, [100 700*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
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title(’Incident Waveform F(\tau)’)
figure(7);
set(gcf,’position’, [150 700*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
title(’Dispersion Operator’)

figure(2);
set(gcf,’position’, [680 700*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
title(’Spectrum Development over Slow Time’)
figure(3);
set(gcf,’position’, [680 50*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
title(’Fast Field Development over Slow Time’)

figure(5);
set(gcf,’position’, [1260 700*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
title(’Slow vs. Fast Frequency Image’)

figure(4);
set(gcf,’position’, [1210 50*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
title(’Cavity Energy over Slow Time’)
figure(12);
set(gcf,’position’, [1260 50*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
figure(11);
set(gcf,’position’, [1310 50*fud figpos1(3:4)*fud])
title(’Fundamental Comb Beatnote’)

This last section is handy for organising the numerous figures created when the script is over,

but is entirely up to personal preference.

Run this script as written, including the above functions, and you should see output results

similar to Fig. C.1, and all the data accessible in the workspace.

C.2.2 Single dissipative soliton analysis

Single dissipative soliton: hard excitation

At this point we want to observe a single dissipative soliton under static driving conditions, so

we make the following changes to the program:

zeta0 = 8; % start
zeta2 = 8; % finish

store = 1/h*2^-6; % data storage period [ no. simulation steps ]
view = store*2^3; % real-time graphing period [ no. simulation steps ]

excite = 1; % hard excitation yes/no

Firstly, we change the start and finish detuning ζ0 to be the same, 8, within the bistable soliton

existence range. Next we increase the sampling rate to fs = 64 (or every 8 steps), and the view
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Figure C.1: Visual output from simple scanning simulation. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s1_scan". Figures shown: (Top-left) Integrated
dispersion operator dint(Ω); (Bottom-left) The live-view plot (now concluded), with frequency
domain top and time domain bottom; (Centre) Slow vs. fast time domain image, showing the
field going through the MI regime and forming into a group of six solitons; (Top-right) Slow
time vs. fast frequency, showing the evolution of the microcomb profile; (Bottom-right) The
intracavity average power, showing the stereotypical profile of soliton generation via scanning.

period to every 8 samples. We set excite to true to add the solution solution to the field

(which is starting in the lower state ψL).

After running the script again now, we’ll see the output shown in Fig. C.2. Of particular note is

the NDR plotted in the top-right. Here we see the bright band corresponding to the dissipative

soliton, and it is tilted negatively due to the soliton lagging in fast time due to its dispersive

wave (DW) recoil. Since we hard-excited the analytical soliton approximation, there are brief

relaxation oscillations seen here as two dim-red sidebands parallel to the soliton band. These

relaxation sidelobes are also observed in the repetition rate beatnote in the top-left plot. These

are in fact the ‘S’-resonance observed in live soliton microcomb probing experiments [73, 74,

97]. In the background of the NDR, we see ζL−(Ω), the RRC of the lower-state intracavity CW

component ψL . For every comb mode, such as the one shown in the bottom-right plot, this

RRC is the ‘C ’-resonance. Because |ψL |2 is small, ζL−(Ω) ≈ dint(Ω)+ζ0. Because the sampling

frequency fs = 64, we can see that ζL− is aliased (wrapped) over the slow frequency span

ζ ∈π[− fs , fs], but this is an illusion of the sampling process.
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Figure C.2: Visual output from simple dissipative soliton hard excitation simulation. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s2_excite_drift". Figures shown: (Top-left) PSD for
the repetition rate beatnote; (Bottom-left) The live-view plot, with frequency domain top
and time domain bottom; (Top-centre) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing the evolution
of the microcomb profile; (Bottom-centre) Slow vs. fast time domain image, showing the
soliton starting its existence at τ= 0 and drifting towards the right; (Top-right) Slow vs. fast
frequency density (log-scale) showing the tilted soliton microcomb and the cubic background
RRC; (Bottom-right) PSD for heterodyne beatnote of comb mode atΩ/2π= 3.0.

Single dissipative soliton: re-synchronisation

Thanks to us recording the drift velocity of the soliton in section 7, we can restart the simulation,

but now with the group velocity corrected. Make the following changes to the program:

% d1 = 0;
d1 = d1+d_p1;

Run the script again. Now this drift velocity is applied to d1 to compensate, and the soliton

stays ‘motionless’, and the tilt to the soliton band in the NDR is fully compensated.

Single dissipative soliton: higher-order dispersive waves

For fun, we can enable parametric modulation of the cavity dispersion and observe the result

on the same soliton by making the following changes to the program:

init = 0; % initial state yes/no
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Figure C.3: Visual output from dispersion modulated dissipative soliton with higher-order
dispersive waves (HDW). Script: "lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s4_Kelly_1". Figures
shown: (Top-left) The live-view plot, now showing microcomb with HDW (‘Kelly sidebands’);
(Bottom-left) Slow vs. fast time domain image (in log scale), showing repeatedly radiating
waves emanating from the soliton; (Top-right) Slow vs. fast frequency density showing the
‘ladder’ of Floquet microcombs spaced by d1 in ζ, and the associated Floquet bands of the
RRC; (Bottom-right) PSD for the repetition rate beatnote, now sporting apparent sidebands at
the ‘FSR’ of d1.

excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no

t_end = 4; % for stationary

store = 1/h*2^-9; % data storage period [ no. simulation steps ]

eta_p = 1/h*2^-4; % "modulation" time period (for Faraday Instab. etc.)
eta_a = 0.5; % waveguide modulation amplitude

figure(3);
imagesc(T,Y,log10(abs(Psi).^2).*WinSlice);colormap(turbo);caxis([-1 1])

First, we elect to continue the simulation from the previously excited soliton (assuming psi is
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Figure C.4: Visual output from dispersion modulated dissipative soliton with more HDW.
Script: "lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s5_Kelly_2". Figures shown: (Top-left) The
live-view plot, showing microcomb with many HDW; (Bottom-left) Slow vs. fast time domain
image (in log scale), showing stronger radiating waves; (Top-right) Slow vs. fast frequency
density showing a dense microcomb ladder spaced by d1; (Bottom-right) PSD for the repetition
rate beatnote, with sidebands at ±d1.

still accessible in the workspace) by setting init=0 and excite=0. Now we won’t need to wait

for the soliton to reach equilibrium. We reduce the simulation duration to t= 4, and increase

the sampling rate to the maximum, fs = fr = 512 per photon lifetime, recording every LLE

step.

The modulation period (eta_p) is set to 1/16th of a photon lifetime. This represents an

implicit ‘FSR’ of d1/2π = 16. This FSR is entirely independent of the other FSR set by the

periodic time window of ∆τ= 24 which is mostly irrelevant in this dimensionless simulation.

In an experimental-units simulation, these two quantities should be made equal for the results

to make sense. The modulation depth ∆= 0.5 (eta_a). For seeing the radiated waves, we also

set a log scale to the time vs. time figure.

When running the script now, the outputs shown in Fig. C.3 appear. About four new higher-
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order dispersive waves (HDW) appear on the microcomb profile above the noise level, 3 left

and 1 right. During the live-plot, you should be able to see them oscillating in time. The origin

of these HDW are seen in the NDR figure where the higher Floquet orders of microcomb cross

their corresponding RRCs. The gentle modulation of the soliton is seen in the appearance of

sidebands on the repetition rate beatnote located at ±d1.

For interest, if we set eta_p=1/h*2^-3; and run the program again (a couple of times to

let things relax), this sets the implicit FSR to d1/2π = 8 and more HDW are added to the

microcomb, and with stronger amplitude, seen in Fig. C.4.

Figure C.5: Visual output from dispersion modulated dissipative soliton with HDW. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s6_Kelly_3". Figures shown: (Left) Slow vs. fast time
domain image (in log scale), now showing the HDW apparently frozen in time; (Right) Slow vs.
fast frequency density showing the modulated microcomb in the zone folded in d1.

To replicate the ‘folded’ view of the soliton microcomb, as would be seen exiting an actual

experimental microcavity – once per roundtrip – we can make the following changes:

t_end = 64; % for stationary
store = 1/h*2^-3; % data storage period [ no. simulation steps ]

This sets the sampling rate equal to the ‘FSR’, f2 = d1/2π, and we have to run for a longer

duration to see sufficient resolution. When running, we’ll see the once-per-roundtrip sampled

dissipative soliton picture in Fig. C.5. Now, due to this sampling, all Floquet orders have

collapsed into one, just as we see in experiment (for example, Fig. 4.12).

C.2.3 Noise transfer analysis

To test how noise on the driving detuning (ie. laser frequency noise) transfers to the soliton,

return to plain dissipative soliton excitation step without HDW (section C.2.2, Matlab file
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Figure C.6: Visual output from dispersion modulated dissipative soliton with HDW. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSolitonNoise_1_demo_s2_example". Figures shown: (Top-left) The
pre-made noisy detuning trace ζ0(t) over time (top) and in histogram (bottom). (Bottom-left)
Slow vs. fast frequency density, normalised to mode-peak. (Top-right) Input frequency noise
of the detuning (top), output phase noise of the repetition rate (middle), and the transfer
magnitude between the two (bottom). (Bottom-right) Heterodyne beatnote of the particular
mode atΩ/2π=−4.

“lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s2_excite_drift”), and make the following changes:

d1 = -1.5920625;
eta = [0.00 0.1 -1.0 d1 0]; % dispersion operator

init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 1; % hard excitation yes/no

nf = 0.00; % added Gaussian white noise background amplitude

We adjust the dispersion to make TOD stronger, for the purpose of this demonstration, and

we incorporate the drift compensation to d1 here in advance. We also turn off the added

broadband white Gaussian noise. Run this program to excite the soliton and allow it to relax.

Next, make the following changes:
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t_end = 2000; % for stationary

store = 1/h*2^-2; % data storage period [ no. simulation steps ]
view = store*2^5; % real-time graphing period [ no. simulation steps ]

init = 0; % initial state yes/no
excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no

% RF noise
n_band = max(rf); % injected noise bandwidth
n_trace = sqrt(store)*lowpass(randn(1,r+store),n_band,1/h,...
’ImpulseResponse’,’iir’,’Steepness’,0.9); % noisy trace over slow time
zeta_n = 0.1; % detuning noise deviation amplitude

f_prob = -4.0;

figure(5);clf
imagesc(f,2*pi*rf,10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff).^2)...

-ones(rs,1)*max(10*log10(abs(Psi_Ff).^2)));colormap(hot);
caxis([-60 0])

We increase the duration to t = 2000 in order to see long-term behaviour, and accordingly

decrease the sampling rate to fs = 4 to save memory, but still observe noise behaviour just

beyond the cavity lifetime frequency. We also increase the view period in order to save time.

For input noise, we introduce a Gaussian-random trace for each simulation step (1:r) and

low-pass it up to the sampling frequency fs . The reason for this is to not inject unnecessarily

high-frequency noise into the simulation, at least not higher than our sampling frequency.

This reduces the original noise power by a factor of fs/ fr , so we compensate this with the

factor sqrt(store) (equal to
√

fr / fs). This noise trace is later added to the detuning array

for the LLE process, with an RMS (root mean-square) amplitude of zeta_n=0.1.

Set f_prob=-4.0 to check the heterodyne beatnote of the comb mode at Ω/2π = −4, and

setup the slow vs. fast frequency picture to normalise each comb mode to its peak (in log

scale) with a range of 60 dB. Run the program now. During the run, the soliton will appear to

jitter around due to the changing DW recoil, in turn caused by the fluctuating detuning ζ0(t).

After the run, the following important plots shown in Fig. C.6 appear. The slow time-domain

input noise is summarised in the top left window ‘Figure(9)’, showing the noisy ζ0(t) shown for

every simulation step. This figure appears before the simulation starts for pre-inspection. The

‘Figure(6)’ appearing top-right gives our input and output noise measurements Srf
δζ0

and Srf
δΦ

in

semilog-x form. The bottom row plots the transfer function between the two T rf = |Srf
δΦ

|/|Srf
δζ0

|,
in this case showing a 1/ f 2 relationship, with a cut-off at ζ0. The transfer function in this

example is not so smooth, but it can become smooth if the simulation is run 4-8 more times

with new input noise traces and T rf is averaged after each run.

The frequency vs frequency picture in the lower left shows the comb mode linewidth broaden
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away from the centre as the frequency noise of each line scales as S(µ) =µ2ζ2Srf
δΦ

as demon-

strated in the study in section 2.5.2. The lower right figure window shows the individual

vertical ‘slice’ atΩ/2π=−4, corresponding to the optical frequency noise S(µ=−191)(ζ).

Just in case there is confusion at this moment, in dimensionless formalism ‘ζ/2π’ is the

frequency counterpart to ‘t’, and Ω/2π is the frequency counterpart to τ. The comb mode

index remains µ.

C.2.4 Dissipative solitons in pulse driving example

This time we shall include pulse driving and observe an example scan, a “soft excitation” of a

soliton, that becomes bound to the edge of a driving pulse. Re-creating the example shown in

Fig. 2.17, we will also pre-disperse the pulse drive envelope so that it’s chirped ( in this case

negative phase curvature).

Recall above the setup of a Gaussian pulse with pre-dispersion, in the script program C.2.1
– ‘Section 4’. Restart with the plain dissipative soliton excitation step without HDW (section
C.2.2, Matlab file “lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s2_excite_drift”). Make the following
changes to the program settings:

Tw = 32; % fast time width

d1 = -0.32;
eta = [0.00 0.05 -1.0 d1 0]; % dispersion operator

zeta0 = 2; % start
zeta2 = 8; % finish

t_end = 512*abs(zeta2-zeta0); % rate of change for scanning

store = 1/h*2^-1; % data storage period [ no. simulation steps ]
view = store*2^2; % real-time graphing period [ no. simulation steps ]

init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no
pulsed = 1; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

% Pulse waveform
Tp = 16; % fast time pulse drive width
d2L = +20; % pulse drive pre-dispersion factor

The rest of the program settings should be taken care of already as set up in section C.2.1. Here,

we are increasing the fast time span ∆τ to 32, pre-setting the desynchronisation d1 =−0.32,

and setting d3 = 0.05. We are going to sweep detuning ζ0 from 2 to 8, with a long duration of

∆t/∆ζ0 = 512, sampling twice per photon lifetime, viewing every 4 samples. We set init=1 to

make sure the run starts anew with the initial field amplitude at the homogenous solution,

excite=0 to not hard excite any soliton, and pulsed=1 to use our chirped Gaussian pulse as
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the drive term F (τ). The pulse is set with an initial width of 16, and pre-dispersion equivalent

to +20Ω2.

Figure C.7: Visual output from pulsed scanning simulation. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSolitonPulsed_1_demo_s1_scan". Figures shown: (Top-left)
The driving pulse profile F (τ) intensity and phase; (Bottom-left) The live-view plot (now
concluded), with frequency domain top and time domain bottom; (Centre) Slow vs. fast time
domain image, showing the field going through the MI regime and forming one soliton that
becomes trapped and changes sides; (Top-right) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing the
evolution of the microcomb profile; (Bottom-right) The intracavity average power, showing
the step length in detuning.

Now, run the program. The live-plot should be showing the emergence of MI (Turing patterns)

contained within the temporal bounds of the pulse drive. Hopefully, a single soliton will

eventually emerge and find itself trapped on the left edge of the pulse due to d1. In the

unlucky event that no soliton survives, cancel the run and run it again. After some time, the

trapped soliton will become unbound from the left edge and switch to the right edge due to

the emergence of its DW tail. After the run is completed, we see the output figures in Fig. C.7.
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C.2.5 Switching waves and pulse driving

Expanding SW pair

Now we turn our attention to normal dispersion in order to observe switching waves (SW).
Once again, return to the plain dissipative soliton excitation step without HDW (section C.2.2,
Matlab file “lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSoliton_1_demo_s2_excite_drift”). Make the following
changes to the program settings:

Tw = 64; % fast time width

eta = [0.00 0 1.0 0.0 0]; % dispersion

F0 = sqrt(14); % dimensionless forcing term [ sqrt(P/P_thresh) ]

zeta0 = 7;
zeta2 = 7;

t_end = 40; % for stationary

store = 1/h*2^-5; % data storage period [ simulation steps ]
view = store*2^2; % real-time graphing period [ simulation steps ]

init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 1; % hard excitation yes/no
pulsed = 0; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

PA2 = rectangularPulse(-Tw*0.1,Tw*0.1,T);

figure(7)
plot(2*pi*f,-D_psi_l1,’g.’,2*pi*f,-D_psi_l2,’k.’,...

2*pi*f,-D_psi_h1,’b.’,2*pi*f,-D_psi_h2,’r.’)

% Hard excitation
if (j==exctr&&excite)

psi = psi + PA2*(psi_h-psi_l); % excite SW fronts
end

With this we are going to ‘hard excite’ an SW pair in an expanding regime, like in Fig. 1.19. We

set the time span ∆τ= 64 in order to contain the expanding platicon, and d2 =+1 for normal

dispersion, and no other dispersion coefficients. Increase the relative power to F 2 = 14, the

static detuning to ζ0 = 7, and the duration to t= 40. For slow time resolution, we set fs = 32 (via

store), and view period to ever 4 samples. To start the simulation from scratch init=1, and

to hard excite a dissipative structure excite=1. This time we are CW driving so pulsed=0.

We are going to excite a SW pair (platicon) by adding a rectangular profile (PA2) to ψ(τ), with a

temporal width of 0.2∆τ. To make sure of this, down in section 6 of the program, we comment

in the line shown here for adding the rectangular front that connects ψH with ψL , and make

sure to comment out the line that adds the soliton solution. Run the program, and you should
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Figure C.8: Visual output from pulsed scanning simulation. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSwitchingWave_1_demo_s1_expanding". Figures shown: (Top-
left) The resonant radiation conditions (RRC); (Bottom-left) The live-view plot with frequency
domain top and time domain bottom; (Top-centre) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing the
evolution of the SW profile; (Bottom-centre) Slow vs. fast time domain image, showing the
expanding SW pair (platicon); (Top-right) Slow vs. fast frequency density showing a the pair
of SW spectra at opposite tilts, as well as background RRCs; (Bottom-right) The pair of SW
heterodyne comb beatnotes located atΩ/2π= 1.

see the plots in Fig. C.8.

This time we’re looking at the analytically calculated RRCs (from Eq. 1.66) in the plot in the

upper left, so we can directly compare with the noisy lines in the frequency vs. frequency plot.

In the time vs. time domain shown in the centre-bottom we see the SW pair continuously

moving outwards, so thatψH is invading the meta-stableψL . Correspondingly, the microcomb

band in the frequency vs. frequency picture is split in two, for two different group velocities

(and therefore two different frep). This is also seen with two separate comb teeth shown in the

heterodyne measurement plot in the lower right.

Containing expanding SW within pulse drive

Let’s turn on pulse driving in order to contain the expanding SWs to form a stable SW micro-
comb, like in the experiment in section 3.2.1. Make the following changes to the program:

pulsed = 1; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

% Pulse waveform
Tp = Tw*0.5; % fast time pulse drive width
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and run. This time, the expansion of the SWs is gradually halted at the pulse edges. If you set

init=0 and excite=0 and run again, you will see a stable, single comb profile, shown in Fig.

C.9.

Figure C.9: Visual output from pulsed scanning simulation. Script:
"lle_cavity_v4c_SimpleSwitchingWave_1_demo_s1_pulsed". Figures shown: (Left) Slow vs.
fast time domain image, showing stabilised SW pair (platicon); (Right) Slow vs. fast frequency
density now showing single SW microcomb band.

C.3 Script for simulating the realistic LLE in Si3N4 with advanced

examples

To be clear, the script layout for simulating the LLE with realistic experimental units, as in Eq.

1.58, is essentially the same as for the above script on the normalised LLE. The difference with

this script is that all dimensions, parameters, and operators are converted back or forth from

normalised/relative units as we go, according to Eqs. 1.55. As such, it may be important to

read the above section to understand this one.

The following example program is one used by me to model a future pulse-driven octave-

spanning soliton microcomb, based on modelled dispersion in the example shown in Fig. 1.4

(waveguide width×height: 3.5×0.75µm2), and with an FSR of 15 GHz.

C.3.1 Program guide and plotting the output

In this program, both frequency units as in Eq. 1.51 and phase per metre units as in Eq. 1.49

are defined in order to maintain full information on the system in terms of theory, design, and

experiment. In the actual evaluation however, phase per metre units are used, as in Eq. 1.49.
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Section 1 (Octave spanning microcomb example)

% Script for Lugiato-Lefever Split-step Fourier live calculation
% (Miles Cavity Sim v4.1)
% Date: March 2022
% Miles Anderson

% Units for silicon nitride resonator.

% Preferring distance in um, and fast time (T) in ps or THz
% (but sometimes fs and PHz is better for fitting)
% Slow time (t) in t_photon or roundtrips, steps
% A is for time field, B for frequency field, S for pump

% This example:
% Hard exciting octave-spanning soliton microcomb in planned design D82

%% Section 1 - Real experimental parameters

c = 2.99792458e2; % speed of light [ ps/um]
hbar = 6.626e-34/(2*pi); % planck’s constant [ J/Hz ]
n2 = 2.4e-7; % nonlinear index [ um^2/W ]

% Resonator dimensions
% width = 3500;
% height = 750;
% radius = 750;
fsr = 0.015;
% L = 9640; % length [ um ]
Aeff = 1.98; % waeguide nonlinear area [ um^2 ]

f0 = 192.5; % starting frequency [ THz ]

% Waveguide dispersion fitting parameters \beta(\Omega) [ in fs^k/um ]

f_b=[0.016058573615903;
-0.037616880571321;
0.038393704369802;
-0.002195994841822;
-0.006742435530294;
6.913358229657665;
7.493378829837532]; % polynom. orders 6 to 0 for this device
beta_var = 0.0; % dispersion modulation index (relative)

% Orders of ’beta’, useful to know, converted to ps^k/um.
beta0 = f_b(end);
beta1 = f_b(end-1) *1e-3;
beta2 = f_b(end-2)*2 *1e-6;
beta3 = f_b(end-3)*6 *1e-9;
beta4 = f_b(end-4)*24 *1e-12;

w0 = 2*pi*f0;
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L = 1/(beta1*fsr); % calcualting length from group velocity and FSR
ng = c*beta1; % group index, for information
n0 = beta0*c*1e-3/w0; % linear index, for information

% Orders of modal dispersion [ 2pi*THz ]
D1 = 2*pi*fsr;
D2 = beta2*L *-D1/(2*pi) *D1^2;
D3 = beta3*L *-D1/(2*pi) *D1^3;
D4 = beta4*L *-D1/(2*pi) *D1^4;

% De-synchronization
de_rf0 = 0; % external driving desynch [ THz ]
de_rr0 = -1.187324523925781e-06; % internal field desynch [ THz ]
% de_rr0 = de_rr0-de_rf1; % internal field desynch [ THz ]
dbeta1 = -1/(L*fsr) *de_rr0/fsr; % drift velocity compensation

% Loss
kappa0 = 1e-12*2*pi*30e6; % intrinsic linewidth [ THz ]
kappa1 = 1e-12*2*pi*470e6; % external-to-bus linewidth [ THz ]
kappa = kappa0+kappa1; % total linewidth [ THz ]
kappa_var = 0.0; % intracavity loss modulation index
kappa_slope = 0.009; % exponential decay in kappa1 [ 1/THz ]

% Roundtrip parameters
theta0 = kappa0/fsr; % internal loss [ ]
theta1 = kappa1/fsr; % external coupling [ ]
alpha = kappa/(2*fsr); % roundtrip decay [ ]

% Other values for fun
Quality = w0/kappa;
Finesse = D1/kappa;

% Nonlinear coefficients
gamma = n2*w0/(c*Aeff); % waveguide nonlinearity [ /W/um ]
g = hbar*w0*1e12*(fsr*1e12)^2*gamma*L; % Kerr photon coupling [ 2pi*Hz ]
fr_raman = 0.00; % Raman contribution
t_raman = 0.02; % Raman time constant [ ps ]

This first section is where we set every real experimental or design parameter for the microres-

onator. In this particular example, we are setting values based on a planned design. The

primary unit of fast frequency in the program is THz, however for initial dispersion fitting

it is PHz. The unit for field power is Watts and length is µm. We start by defining the FSR

(fsr) to be 15 GHz. From finite-element method simulations of the waveguide eigenmode, we

find Aeff = 1.98µm2 (see Fig. 1.2, and Eq. 1.22), and the fitted polynomial orders of dispersion

f_b:βℓ/ℓ! (Eq. 1.11) as a vector of ℓ = 6 to 0, in units of fsℓ/µm. For now, the parametric

dispersion modulation index beta_var=0. For ‘good-to-know’ purposes, we also convert

f_b to value of βℓ and Dℓ, as well as the refractive indices n0 and ng . Either calculating or

defining the length of the resonator L is important for the dispersion operator. As before in

the dimensionless program, we define two desynchronisation/drift values, equivalent to δfeo
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here in THz. The value de_rf0 causes the drive envelope Ain(τ) to drift with the intracavity

field A(τ) neutral, and the value de_rr0 for vice-versa.

For the cavity loss, in this example we are aiming for a maximally efficient pulse-driven

microcomb with a high power, according to Eqs. 2.1 and 2.3. As such, κex/2π is set to a high

470 MHz, which is feasible long straight coupling sections (such as seen in Fig. 4.8), and also

plausibly with κ0/2π= 30 MHz. In case we want to vary the loss every roundtrip the same way

we can with dispersion, that modulation depth is also set here. The fall-off parameter of κe x

with short wavelength (kappa_slope), due to the waveguide directional coupler, is also set

here. See below for the calculation in Section 6. The components of κ are converted to the

useful per-roundtrip coefficients θ and α. Finally, the nonlinear propagation constant γ is

calculated based on Aeff and n2. The Raman coefficients are left zero for this example.

Section 2

%% Section 2 - Simulation and normalised parameters

% Define simulation width
mode_cut = 2; % only simulated these modes
Tw = 1/(2*mode_cut*fsr); % fast time width [ ps ]
N = 2^13; % number of points/modes [ ]

F0 = sqrt(20); % dimensionless forcing term [ sqrt(P/P_thresh) ]
Pin0 = F0^2/(gamma*L*theta1/alpha^3); % peak power [ W ]

% Define detuning boundaries [ 2*delta_omega/kappa ]
zeta0 = 14.0;
zeta2 = 14.0;
dw0 = zeta0/2*kappa; % frequency detuning [ 2pi*Hz ]
dw2 = zeta2/2*kappa;
de0 = zeta0*alpha; % total phase detuning [ rad. ]
de2 = zeta2*alpha;

% Define simulation duration, in photon lifetime [ 2/kappa ]
if zeta2~=zeta0

t_end = 10*abs(zeta2-zeta0); % for scanning
else

t_end = 100; % for stationary
end
t_real = t_end/(alpha*fsr); % real time duration, for information

% Define simulation frequencies
% h = 2^-10; % step length [ fraction of photon lifetime ]
h = 2^-4*alpha; % step length [ discrete to roundtrip ]
h_rate = fsr/(h/alpha); % real maximum frequency of simulation
ntr = alpha/h; % roundtrip step rate.

% store = 1/h*2^-3; % data storage period [ simulation steps ]
store = alpha/h*2^-1; % data storage period [ snap to roundtrip ]
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view = store*2^0; % real-time graphing period [ simulation steps ]
plot_time = 0.01; % graph duration [ seconds ]

Section 2 is essentially identical to Section 1 of the dimensionless program (see C.2.1) with a

few key additions. Simulating an octave-spanning microcomb centred optically at 192 THz

with a repetition rate of 15 GHz would require at least 10,000 modes! Thankfully, we are only

interested in modelling the one pulse-contained soliton at the centre, in a time window of

only about 5 ps out of a total fast time span of 67 ps, so we should be entitled to omit much

of the true total fast time span. With that said, there are longer-range DWs that wrap around

the cavity causing long-range self-interactions of the soliton and this should be taken into

account, or rather in this case, its absence. In such a ‘long’ cavity, the DWs dissipate to very

low amplitude by the time they get around, but simulating an even 214 modes is just too slow.

Therefore, we will compromise by cutting out half the fast time window and simulating just

213 modes. We define this here with mode_cut=2. Throughout the program, this is taken into

account for all the dimensional values of ω and µ.

For this example, to ensure a broadband soliton, we first set the relative driving strength F =p
20, and calculated the necessary peak power (P0 = 24.7 W) after based on Eqs. 1.55. Similarly,

we set the dimensionless detuning range ζ0 first, and from it calculate the frequency detuning

dw0:δω and the per roundtrip phase de0:φ0, the latter being used in the LLE evaluation. For

the definition of the slow time step length h, we can set this as an arbitrary fraction of tph

since the mean-field LLE model is ideally ignorant of the roundtrip time. Here, more usefully,

we set it to a rational fraction of the roundtrip time (recalling T = αtph) meaning here we

are evaluating 16 times per roundtrip (ntr=16). The consequent real evaluation rate of the

simulation h_rate in this instance is 240 GHz. We set the sampling period store to be 2 times

every roundtrip, live-viewing every roundtrip.

Section 3

%% Section 3 - Settings

% Scenario
init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 1; % hard excitation yes/no
exctr = 1; % excite step number
pulsed = 1; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

% Additional settings
external = 1; % get spectrum outside resonator yes/no
spectral_loss = 1; % non-uniform spectral kappa1
% input field desynchronisation yes/no (eg. rf noise)
desynch = 0;

nf = 0.01; % noise factor
exT = 0.05; % where you excite a soliton [ ps ]
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The settings section is same as in the dimensionless program, but now with another set-

ting spectral_loss for whether to make the cavity coupling coefficient κex dependent on

wavelength.

Section 4

%% Section 4 - Dimensions

% Space/time dimensions
% Fast time
nu = ((0:N-1)-N/2); % mode index
T = linspace(-Tw,Tw,N+1); % fast time [ ps ]
T = T(1:N); % the end-piece
dT = T(2)-T(1); % time resolution [ ps ]
f = nu/(N*dT); % fast frequency [ THz ]
nu = nu*mode_cut; % compensating for omitted modes

% Slow time
% r = round(t_end/h); % no. of steps
rs = ntr/store*round(t_end/(h*ntr)); % no. of steps stored
r = rs*store; % no. of steps
t = (1:rs)*h*store; % slow time [ t_photon ]
dt = h/(alpha*fsr)*store*1e-12; % slow time resolution (convert to s)
rf = ((0:rs-1)-rs/2)/(rs*dt); % slow frequency [ Hz ]

% Driving dimensions
de = linspace(de0,de2,r); % linear detuning function
Pin = Pin0*ones(1,r); % constant pump

% Slow-time input desynchronisation rate
de_rf = de_rf0*ones(r,1); % constant desynch

% Scaling
t_scale = 1;
y_scale = 1000; % converting W to mW

Again, much is the same as in dimensionless, only now in this instance we make sure to ‘snap’

the amount of sampled fields to an integer roundtrip amount, in this case 955. The detuning,

driving power, and desynchronisation arrays are created in mind of adding noise to them (but

not in this example).

Section 5

%% Section 5 - Initial condition

% CW waveform
CW = ones(1,N);
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% Pulse waveform
Tp = 0.85; % Gaussian pulse width [ ps ]
PA = exp(-2*log(2)*T.^2/Tp^2) +eps; % Gaussian pulse

% Phase modulation
% d_mod = 1i*pi;
% PA = PA.*exp(d_mod*cos(T*pi/Tw));

% Initial solution to the CW LLE, set roots to select branch (3,3) for
% lower branch, probably (3,1) for upper branch.
psi0 = init_hom(zeta0,F0^2,3,3); % dimensionless
Ai = psi0/sqrt(gamma*L/alpha); % real amplitude [ sqrt(W) ]

% Driver definition
if init

if pulsed
FT = PA;
figure(8);yyaxis left
plot(T,abs(PA).^2)
ylabel(’Intensity (rel.)’)
xlabel(’Fast time (ps)’)
yyaxis right
plot(T,angle(PA))
ylabel(’Phase’)

else
FT = CW;

end
end
% average pump power, for information
Pav = trapz(abs(FT).^2)/trapz(abs(CW).^2)/mode_cut*Pin0;

% Noise
noise = nf *h *randn(1,N) .*exp(1i*pi*rand(1,N));
Ai = Ai + noise;

if init % give initial field if this is a first run
A = Ai.*FT;

end

S = FT*sqrt(Pin(1)); % total pump field [ profile * amplitude ]

if external==1 % get inital spectrum
B = ifftshift(ifft(S-sqrt(theta1)*A));

else
B = ifftshift(ifft(A));

end

This part is also much the same as in the dimensionless program, but with a few possibilities

left out. We also convert the homogenous CW solution ψL to a real value Ai:AL =ψL
√
α/γL,

to start the pulse peak amplitude near the lower branch CW equilibrium state. After creating

the Gaussian driving pulse, with half-maximum width of 0.85 ps, we calculate now the average
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incident power Pav for our useful information. In this scenario, Pav=0.34 W. We also pre-plot

the incident pulse drive profile.

Section 6

%% Section 6 - Operators

% Roundtrip spectral dispersion operator, beta*L [ radians ]
r_phase = polyval([f_b(1:end-2);dbeta1*1e3;0],2*pi*f*1e-3) *L;

% Apply saturable exponential decay to bus-coupling if realistic
if spectral_loss

r_theta1 = theta1./(exp(kappa_slope*2*pi*f)+theta1);
r_alpha = (r_theta1+theta0)/2;

else
r_theta1 = theta1;
r_alpha = alpha;

end

% Linear operator
D = ifftshift(-r_alpha+1i*r_phase);

% Nonlinear operator
% linear Raman response function
frChiR = 1i*ifftshift(2*pi*f)*fr_raman*t_raman;
wrc = 2*pi*20; % peak frequency
% simplified Raman response function
frChiR = frChiR.*exp(-ifftshift(2*pi*f).^4/wrc^4);

This section is where we calculate the LLE operators directly. The dispersion operator is found

with the polynomial coefficients f_b, and inserting the intracavity desynchronisation value

δfeo (here inserted as dbeta1) according to Eq. 1.40. The coefficient units on this line are in fs

and µm. For the loss operator, without spectral loss, the roundtrip coupling and dissipation

values θ and α are a simple constant, otherwise we calculate θ(ω) based on Eq. 2.24.

The Raman impulse response is created here next. In this example, we set up a simplified

linear ramp based on t_raman as the model described in section 2.4.4, with a cut-off frequency

around ±15 THz. The impulse response can be made more realistic following the example

given in Fig. 1.13. In this scenario regardless, SRS is not used.

Section 7

%% Section 7 - Graphing Prep

% Axes limits
SLimit = [-100 30]; % spectrum axis limit [ dBm ]
% intracavity field limit [ 10log(W) ]
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PLimit = [0 10*log10(2.25*max(Pin)*theta1/alpha^2)+10*log10(y_scale)];
fLimit = [min(f) max(f)]/t_scale +f0;
TLimit = [min(T) max(T)]*t_scale;

% Setting data to record
Aa = zeros(rs,N); % fast time vs. slow time array
Ss = zeros(rs,N); % same for pump function (if changing every sample)

% Plot info and data containers
PlotData = struct(’space_x’,T*t_scale,...

’space_y’,10*log10([abs(A).^2;abs(S).^2]’*y_scale),...
’mode_x’,f+f0,...
’mode_y’,10*log10(abs(B).^2*y_scale),...
’amplitude’,0);

PlotAxInfo = struct(’space’,[TLimit PLimit],...
’mode’,[fLimit SLimit],...
’labl’,[’t_{ph}: 0; zeta = ’num2str(de(1)/alpha)],’zlabl’,’Frequency’);

% Initialise live-view figure
figure(1);clf
set(gcf, ’Renderer’,’painters’)
[info_label,graph1,graph2] = cavity_view_v4(1,’standard’,PlotData,PlotAxInfo);

% Check dispersion and loss profile
figure(7)
yyaxis left
plot(f+f0,-imag(fftshift(D))*D1/(2*pi)^2*1e3,’k’)
ylabel(’D_{int}/2\pi (GHz)’)
xlabel(’Fast Frequency (arb.)’)
axis([fLimit,1e3*fsr*[-1 1]])
if spectral_loss

yyaxis right
semilogy(f+f0,r_theta1*D1/(2*pi)^2*1e6)
ylabel(’\kappa/2\pi (MHz)’)

end

% figure(8)
% plot(f,fftshift(imag(frChiR)))
% ylabel(’Raman response’)
% xlabel(’Relative frequency (THz)’)

This section on graph and data preparation is the same as described earlier, only here we can

also plot the linear operators including both dispersion and loss, and SRS.

Section 8

%% Section 8 - Run
% return % if you don’t actually want to run

% For accidentally large data setup
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if rs*N>50000000
disp(’Warning! Large Data’)
pause()

end

tic % measure run time
% Actually run, for ever simulation step
for j=1:r

% Hard excitation
if (j==exctr&&excite)

Ecs = sqrt(2*de(j)/(gamma*L));
Tcs = sqrt(abs(beta2)*L/(2*de(j)));
A = A + Ecs*sech((T-exT)/Tcs)*exp(0.5*1i);

end

% Driver definition this step
S = FT*sqrt(Pin(j));

%%% actual process %%% parameters in units of per roundtrip
A = LLE_splitstep(A,D-1i*de(j),sqrt(theta1).*S,gamma*L,h/alpha);
% A = LLE_splitstepR(A,D-1i*de(j),sqrt(theta1).*S,gamma*L,frChiR,h/alpha);

% Storage sampling / recording
if mod(j/store,1)==0

Aa(j/store,:) = A; % sample field
Ss(j/store,:) = S; % sample driver

end

% viewing
if mod(j/view,1)==0

if external==1
% show out-coupled spectrum
B = ifftshift(ifft(S))-sqrt(r_theta1).*ifftshift(ifft(A));

else
% show internal spectrum
B = ifftshift(ifft(A));

end

graph1.YData = 10*log10(abs(B).^2*y_scale);
graph2(1).YData = 10*log10(abs(A).^2*y_scale);
graph2(2).YData = 10*log10(abs(S).^2*y_scale);
info_label.String = [’t_{ph}: ’,num2str(round(j*h)),...

’; \zeta = ’,num2str(round(10*de(j)/alpha)/10)];
pause(plot_time)

end

% Driver desynchronisation
if desynch

to = -h/alpha*de_rf(j)/fsr^2; % fast time shift [ ps ]
FT = fft(fftshift( ifftshift(ifft(FT))...

.*exp(2j*pi*f*to) )); % apply temporal shift
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end

% Injected fast time noise per simulation step
noise = nf *h *randn(1,N) .*exp(1i*pi*rand(1,N));
A = A + noise;

end
toc

% return % to skip post-processing

The looping process proceeds much the same as in the dimensionless case, only with all

units and dimensions evaluated according to the relations given in Eqs. 1.55. There is a brief

exception called here in case the number of saved points is going to exceed 50 million, giving

you a chance to cancel the run because this will likely case Matlab to become quite slow

handling all the following plots. There is the opportunity here to swap the LLE_splitstep
function for the LLE_splitstepR function to include the Raman impulse response, but we

won’t in this example.

Every time the option external is enabled, we apply the spectral out-coupling operator (see

Eq. 1.61) to obtain the microcomb as it is measured at the exit of the waveguide device. For

clarity in this example, we will live-view the logarithmic scale of the intracavity field which will

help us see the decay of the DWs beyond the driving pulse profile. If desynch is enabled, then

the input drive pulse will laterally move the amount to every evaluation step, calculated here

from the value de_rf (δfeo) in frequency. The usual random noise is also injected every step

here as well.

Plotting the output, including slow vs. fast frequency, and noise transfer - Section 9

%% Section 9 - Post report

% Find average drift of single soliton over total simulation run
[~,mi] = max(abs([Aa(1,:);Aa(rs,:)]),[],2);
To1 = (T(mi(1))-T(mi(2)))/(rs*store);
de_rf1 = To1*fsr^2*alpha/h;

% Necessary window functions to prevent spectral leakage
WinLong = window(@hann,rs);
WinShort = window(@hann,N);
% WinLong = ones(rs,1);
% WinShort = ones(N,1);

% Process output to take into account external coupling or not, measure
% overall energy, and generate frequency vs. frequency plot ("Nonlinear
% Dispersion Relation")
if external==1

% total out-coupled time and frequency domain
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Aout = fft(ifft(Ss,[],2)-ifftshift(sqrt(r_theta1))...
.*ifft(Aa,[],2),[],2);

Bb = ifftshift(ifft(Aout.*WinShort’,[],2),2);

Bf = ifft(abs(Aout).^2,[],2); % power spectrum
% total output power over time
CP = 1/N*trapz(abs([Aout,Aout(:,1)]’).^2);

else
% total internal spectrum
Bb = ifftshift(ifft(Aa.*WinShort’,[],2),2);
Bf = ifft(abs(Aa).^2,[],2);
CP = 1/N*trapz(abs([Aa,Aa(:,1)]’).^2);

end
% slow freq. vs. fast freq. analysis including windowing
I = fftshift(ifft(WinLong.*ifftshift(Bb,2)));

% microcomb RF repetition rate beatnote signal amplitude
beat_amp = Bf(:,2); clear Bf;
beat_sp = fft(detrend(angle(beat_amp)))*dt; % beatnote phase noise
beat_psd = fftshift(fft(WinLong.*beat_amp)*dt); % rep. rate beatnote

% y-axis for final data presentation
Zeta = linspace(zeta0,zeta2,rs);
if zeta2>zeta0

Y = Zeta;
ylab = ’\zeta_0’;

else
Y = t;
ylab = ’t_{ph}’;

end

% Plotting
% Evolution of spectral envelope over slow time
figure(2);
imagesc(f+f0,Y,10*log10(y_scale*abs(Bb).^2));colormap(turbo);caxis(SLimit)
ylabel(ylab)
xlabel(’Frequency (THz)’)
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power (dBm)’)

% "Space-time" figure (slow time vs. fast time)
figure(3);
imagesc(T,Y,log10(abs(Aa).^2));colormap(turbo);caxis([-2 2])
ylabel(ylab)
xlabel(’Fast time (ps)’)
xlim(1.5*[-1 1])
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power (log[W])’)

% Total/average energy over time
figure(4);
plot(Y,CP)
xlabel(ylab)
ylabel(’Power out’)
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% "Energy-momentum" slow frequency vs. fast frequency figure
figure(5);
imagesc(f+f0,rf*1e-6,10*log10(abs(I).^2));colormap(hot);
% surf(f+f0,rf,10*log10(abs(I).^2));colormap(hot);shading interp
% imagesc(f+f0,rf*1e-6,10*log10(abs(I).^2)...
% -ones(rs,1)*max(10*log10(abs(I).^2)));colormap(hot);
set(gca,’ydir’,’normal’)
ylabel(’Slow frequency (MHz)’)
xlabel(’Fast frequecy (THz)’)
caxis([-180 -20])
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power’)

% Average microcomb envelope over time, in case of instability
figure(12);
plot(f+f0,10*log10(mean(abs(Bb).^2)))

% Beatnote power spectral density ("ESA" measurement)
figure(11);
plot(rf*1e-6,10*log10(abs(beat_psd).^2))
xlabel(’Slow Frequency (MHz)’)
ylabel(’dB/Hz’)

See ‘Section 7’ in C.2.1 for a careful explanation of the post-processing and plotting part. This

section here is the same, only with experimental dimensions: eg. the intracavity field over

slow time A(τ, t ); the out-coupled field

Aout(τ, t ) = Ain(τ, t )−Θ(τ)⊗ A(τ, t ) (C.6)

recalling Eqs. 1.58 and 1.61, which you can see in the program is calculated in the Fourier

domain; the output microcomb spectrum over slow time

B(ω, t ) =Fτ

[
WτAout(τ, t )

]
(C.7)

; the slow vs. fast frequency density (NDR)

I (ω)(ω, f ) =Ft

[
Wt Fτ

[
WτAout(τ, t )

]]
(C.8)

; and beatnotes such as beat_psd obtained in the same way as described in the previous

section. For historical reasons, Ain(τ, t ) is represented as Ss in the program.

Let’s run the script. You should see in the live-view the narrow dissipative soliton excited upon

the Gaussian pulse drive, in log scale. The soliton will emit one particularly strong DW to the

right, which will travel around the cavity fast time window and come back into contact with
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Figure C.10: Visual output from pulse-driven octave-spanning microcomb simulation.
Script: ‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_Soliton_h750_w3500_15GHz_Example_1_s1’. Figures shown: (Top-
left) The driving pulse profile F (τ) intensity and phase; (Bottom-left) The live-view plot (now
concluded), with frequency domain top and time domain bottom; (Top-centre) Dint on the
left axis and κ(ω) on the right axis. (Bottom-centre) Slow vs. fast time domain image (log scale),
showing the soliton emitting a strong DW; (Top-right) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing
the microcomb band and the background quartic RRC; (Bottom-right) The average repetition
rate beatnote spectral density.

the soliton on the left, decaying in amplitude as it goes. When the run finished, the following

important plots will have been created, highlighted in Fig. C.10.

The plot at the upper middle shows the sextic Dint(ω) in black, with two zero-crossings ap-

proximately an octave apart, promoting DW generation. In orange, the value of κ(ω) is plotted

showing our simplified low-pass model, reaching saturation at long wavelengths (since you

cannot have κ≥ D1). This is noticeable in the final microcomb profile in the lower left, where

we can see that the short wavelength dispersive wave is much sharper than the long wave-

length one due the higher cavity Q at this location, just as investigated in section 2.4.4. This

results in it travelling a further fast-temporal distance around the intracavity window, wrap-

ping around to meet the soliton again. It must be clarified again however that, as said at the

start, due to our mode_cut=2 the fast time span is cut in half, and in the real scenario, this

dispersive wave would have decayed much more before wrapping around.

In the upper right we see the slow vs. fast frequency picture, showing the bright microcomb

band intersecting with the RRC (in this case DL−) at two points creating the dual-DW. Due

to κex, the microcomb is seen to be a little bit more noisy on the long wavelength side here.

Since the hard-excitation and relaxation of the soliton is included in this run, this has excited
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dual comb sidebands (seen as soft-red horizontal bands above and below the microcomb

band). These bands coincide with the cavity detuning δω or the C−resonance, and are also

seen clearly in the comb repetition rate beatnote plotted in the lower right.

C.3.2 Beware numerical Faraday Instability and quasi-phase matching!

See the two extra dispersive waves in the final microcomb profile in the lower right in Fig.

C.10? They are fake numerical-HDW! As said near the beginning of this section, the total

evaluation rate of the split-step algorithm, LLE_splitstep here, also known as h_rate, is 240

GHz. This is effectively a 240 GHz phantom waveguide Bragg grating, where light propagates

through alternating dispersion-only and nonlinear-only segments. Just as discussed at length

in chapter 4, this creates strong quasi-phase matching in the slow frequency space (Floquet

dimension) at this frequency, like a kind of macro-simulated FSR. These two DW appear where

the sixth-order polynomial Dint wraps or ‘folds’ within the 240 GHz space, and are hence arte-

facts. We can get rid of them by increasing h_rate, but this will slow the simulation. Another

way to get rid of them could be to increase κ(ω) towards infinity at these long wavelengths,

but right now we don’t mind. One way to make this problem far worse would be model our

dispersion with more polynomial orders than 6. This would cause Dint to rapidly fold over

this split-step zone many more times, leading to artificial instability. Furthermore, with high

intracavity CW powers, this phantom phase-matching could promote numerical Faraday

Instability. Avoiding this is what helps us decide our h_rate.

C.3.3 Modelling repetition rate noise transfer in pulse-driven microcombs

Here we will go through an example analysing how repetition rate noise on the input driving

pulse transfers to the soliton, depending on where the soliton is trapped on the pulse drive

envelope. This example in particular repeats the result presented in the supplementary

information to the published pulse-driven microcomb result [191], where a hypothetical

‘depressed’ pulse is used to lock the soliton in the middle of a shallow basin in the pulse drive

centre, hence transferring much less jitter compared with at the pulse edge.

Put in the following settings in Section 1:

% Resonator dimensions
L = 5180;
Aeff = 1.46;

% Waveguide dispersion fitting parameters \beta(\Omega) [ in fs^k/um ]
f_b=[-0.02;
6.95;
7.43]; % polynom. orders 6 to 0 for this device

% orders of ’beta’, useful to know, converted to ps^k/um just because.
beta0 = f_b(end);
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beta1 = f_b(end-1)*1e-3;
beta2 = f_b(end-2)*2*1e-6;

fsr = 1/(L*beta1); % Free-spectral range [ THz ]
% Orders of modal dispersion, for information [ 2pi*THz ]
D1 = 2*pi*fsr;
D2 = -beta2*L*D1^3/(2*pi);

% Loss
kappa0 = 1e-12*2*pi*50e6; % intrinsic linewidth [ THz ]
kappa1 = 1e-12*2*pi*50e6; % external-to-bus linewidth [ THz ]

% de-synchronization
de_rf0 = 0; % external driving desynch [ THz ]
de_rr0 = 0; % internal field desynch [ THz ]

This sets up our microresonator from section 2.5.2, with a fixed designed length of 5,180

µm and modelled cross-section Aeff = 1.46 µm2, and a chosen β2 = −0.04 fs2/µm. We set

κ0 = κex = 2π.50 MHz and any average desynchronisation to zero.

Where not mentioned here explicitly, keep the settings the same as they are in the above
program in section C.3.1, and if there are errors, try to use common sense. Set the following
values for Section 2:

mode_cut = 2;
N = 2^11; % number of points/modes [ ]

F0 = sqrt(25); % dimensionless forcing term [ sqrt(P/P_thresh) ]

% Define detuning boundaries [ 2*delta_omega/kappa ]
zeta0 = 15;
zeta2 = 15;

% Define simulation duration, in photon lifetime [ 2/kappa ]
if zeta2~=zeta0

else
t_end = 160; % for stationary, [do 4000 for example]
end

% Define simulation frequencies
h = 2^-1*alpha; % step length [ snap to roundtrip ]
store = alpha/h*2^6; % data storage period [ snap to roundtrip ]
view = store*2^5; % real-time graphing period [ simulation steps ]

Meaning that we only model every second comb mode (and cut out half the boundary fast
time span) for 211 modes total. We set relative driving strength to 25, relative detuning to 15,
initial run duration to 160 photon lifetimes, evaluating twice per roundtrip, sampling only
every 64 steps, and viewing every 32 samples. In Section 3 set:

init = 1; % initial state yes/no
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excite = 1; % hard excitation yes/no
exctr = 1; % excite step number
pulsed = 1; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

% Extra settings
external = 0; % get spectrum outside resonator yes/no
spectral_loss = 0; % non-uniform spectral kappa1
nf = 0.001; % noise factor
exT = +1.0; % where you excite a soliton [ ps ]
% input field desynchronisation yes/no (eg. rf noise)
desynch = 1;

So we are initialising a pulse-driven simulation with a hard-excited soliton, with no external
measurement of the microcomb (unnecessary) or spectrally dependent loss. We set a broad-
band noise to 0 since this is not the noise transfer we are measuring this time, and set the
location where we hard-excite the soliton to be τ = +1 ps. Finally, we set desynch to true,
enabling our pulse drive function to undergo jitter every step. To Section 4:

rs = round(t_end/(h*store)); % no. of steps stored

% rf noise
n_band = max(rf);
n_trace1 = lowpass(randn(1,r+store),n_band,h_rate*1e12,...
’ImpulseResponse’,’iir’,’Steepness’,0.9);
rfn2 = 100e3*1e-12; % rep-rate frequency noise

% slow-time input desynchronisation rate
de_rf = de_rf0*ones(1,r); % constant desynch
de_rf = de_rf + rfn2*n_trace1(1+store:r+store);

Here we make sure we are evaluating so that r/rs is an integer. We prepare a Gaussian
noisy trace n_trace1 for every evaluation step h, and then low-pass it below the data record-
ing/sampling rate max(rf), determined by store. This is to make sure we are not introducing
excessive super-high offset frequency noise into the system, as well as making sure it is not
aliased down to our data recording bandwidth. Any low-pass function will achieve this, but
here we make use of a Matlab digital filter function "lowpass" (which comes with the signal
processing model) to make sure of a hard cut-off beyond our sampling rate. We add an initial
padding of store to the trace since the lowpass filter is causal in time and can’t smoothen
the first few points. We give this noisy trace an standard deviation amplitude on the order of
10s kHz and add it to the ‘desynchronisation’ trace de_rf. To Section 5:

% Pulse
Tp = 1.4/sqrt(2*log(2)); % pulse width [ ps ]
PA = exp(-2*log(2)*(T-0.65*Tp).^2/Tp^2) ...

+exp(-2*log(2)*(T+0.65*Tp).^2/Tp^2) +eps;
PA = PA/PA(N/2);

This creates a special pulse profile about 2 ps wide, made up of two Gaussian pulses shifted
slightly away from each other, creating a pulse that has a shallow dip 1 ps wide in the centre.
In this first run, the soliton is going to be excited on the steep right edge. To Section 7:
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figure(9)
subplot 211
plot((1:r)*h/(alpha*fsr)*1e-6,(de_rf-mean(de_rf))*1e9)
ylabel(’\deltaf_{eo} (kHz)’)
xlabel(’Time (\mus)’)
subplot 212
histogram((de_rf-mean(de_rf))*1e9)
xlabel(’\deltaf_{eo} (kHz)’)

This gives us a pre-run run plot where we can examine the kind of noise we are putting on the
input pulse repetition rate. To Section 9, the post-processing part, add the following after Bb,
Bf, andI are calculated:

% Noise Transfer
beat_amp = Bf(:,2); % rep rate signal
NH = ceil(1000/mode_cut);
hetbeat_amp = Bb(:,N/2-NH); clear Bf; % comb mode signal at NH

% df_amp = de(1:store:end)*fsr/(2*pi)+f0; % pump carrier frequency
% de_spf = fft(WinLong’.*df_amp)*sqrt(dt)/rs; % pump carrier spectral density
% df_phase = detrend(cumsum(2*pi*df_amp*dt*1e12)); % pump carrier phase noise
% de_spp = fft(WinLong’.*df_phase)*sqrt(dt)/rs; % pump carrier phase noise spectrum

% Re-sampling the injected RF noise
drf_amp = de_rf(1:store:end)+mode_cut*fsr; % input RF frequency
drf_spf = fft(WinLong’.*drf_amp)*sqrt(dt)/rs; % input RF spectral density
drf_phase = detrend(cumsum(2*pi*drf_amp*dt*1e12)); % input RF phase noise
drf_spp = fft(WinLong’.*drf_phase)*sqrt(dt)/rs; % input RF phase noise spectrum

% Comb repetition rate beatnote phase noise
beat_sp = fft(WinLong.*detrend(unwrap(angle(beat_amp))/mode_cut))*sqrt(dt)/rs;
beat_psd = fftshift(fft(WinLong.*beat_amp)*sqrt(dt)/rs);

% Comb heterodyne beatnote phase noise
hetbeat_sp = fft(WinLong.*detrend(unwrap(angle(beat2_amp))))*sqrt(dt)/rs;
hetbeat_psd = fftshift(fft(WinLong.*hetbeat_amp)*sqrt(dt)/rs);

% Transfer magnitude between input and output noise
% NT = abs(beat_sp)./abs(de_spp)’; % noise transfer
NT = abs(hetbeat_sp)./abs(drf_spp)’; % noise transfer

figure(5);
imagesc(f,rf*1e-6,10*log10(abs(I).^2)-ones(rs,1)*max(10*log10(abs(I).^2)));
colormap(hot);
ylabel(’Slow frequency (MHz)’)
xlabel(’Fast frequecy (THz)’)
caxis([-40 0])
ylim([-50 50])
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power (rel.) (dB)’)
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figure(6);
subplot 311
semilogx(ifftshift(rf),10*log10(abs(drf_spp).^2));
ylabel(’dBc/Hz’)
xlabel(’Slow frequecy (Hz)’)
title(’Input RF Noise’)
grid on

subplot 312;
semilogx(ifftshift(rf),10*log10(abs(hetbeat_sp).^2));
ylabel(’dBc/Hz’)
xlabel(’Slow frequecy (Hz)’)
title(’Output RF Noise’)
grid on

subplot 313;
semilogx(ifftshift(rf),10*log10(abs(NT).^2));
ylabel(’dB’)
xlabel(’Slow frequecy (Hz)’)
title(’Transfer - Rep. rate Beatnote’)
grid on
line(n_band*[1 1],ylim,’color’,’r’,’linestyle’,’--’,’linewidth’,1)
line(kappa/(2*pi)*[1 1]*1e12,ylim,...
’color’,[0 0.6 0],’linestyle’,’--’,’linewidth’,1)
line(dw2/(2*pi)*[1 1]*1e12,ylim,...
’color’,’b’,’linestyle’,’--’,’linewidth’,1)

figure(11);
plot(rf*1e-6,10*log10(abs(beat_psd).^2))
xlabel(’Slow Frequency (MHz)’)
ylabel(’dB/Hz’)

As described in the noise analysis example in section C.2.3, we grab the complex signal ampli-

tude (beat_amp) from the first line (first, not zeroth) of the soliton output ‘power spectrum’, the

spectrum of the power signal seen in the fast photodiode current. We obtain our microcomb

heterodyne beatnote hetbeat_amp at the NH mode, in this case µ= 1000, or ω/2π= 192+28

THz.

Commented out are optional lines where, if we put the noisy trace on the detuning array de,

we can re-calculate this noise according to our sampling frequency for analysis, but in this

example we are studying repetition rate noise from our pulse drive drf_amp. For the ‘ESA’

measurement of this, we calculate its spectrum drf_spf. We extract the phase from drf_amp
and integrate to get drf_phase, and convert is to the spectrum drf_spp (ie. Srf

δφ
( f )). For

the measured heterodyne beatnote phase noise, we convert hetbeat_amp to hetbeat_sp (ie.

Sµ
δφ

( f )), and optionally likewise for the repetition rate beatnote beat_sp, but in this example

we are looking at transfer to the microcomb laser line phase noise far from the pump centre,

as in the experiment (see section 2.5). Finally, we calculate the transfer function NT
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Figure C.11: Visual output from pulse-driven soliton noise-transfer simulation. Script:
‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_Soliton_PulsedNoise_28GHz_Example_1_s2’. Figures shown: (Top-left)
Slow vs. fast time domain image (log scale) with soliton inheriting jitter from driving pulse;
(Bottom-left) The pre-made noise trace for the fluctuations on the input pulse repetition
rate over time (top) and in histogram (bottom); (Centre) Input frequency noise of the RF
source controlling the driving pulse repetition rate (top), heterodyne beatnote phase noise of
the µ= 1000th comb mode (middle), and the transfer magnitude between the two (bottom);
(Top-right) Slow time vs. fast frequency (ie. comb mode heterodyne beatnote), normalised
to peak for each µ; (Bottom-right) PSD of heterodyne beatnote signal at mode µ = 1000 or
ω/2π= 28 THz.

T µ( f ) =
|Sµ
δφ

|
|Srf
δφ

| (C.9)

Next, we make sure the slow vs. fast frequency plot (figure(5)) has the correct units, and is

normalised to the peak of the beatnote signal of each comb mode µ. Then, in figure(6), we

plot the noise input, output, and transfer function in semilog-x fashion.

Run the program. In this first initial run, the dissipative soliton is excited near the right edge

of this pulse, and takes some time to move towards its trapping point and halt.

Now, make the following brief changes to the script:

t_end = 4000;
init = 0;
excite = 0;

and run again to observe low-frequency noise transfer down to . On an average work computer
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the simulation should take around 10 minutes give or take. All the while you may observe

regular visual updates on the live-view plot. At the conclusion of the run, you should see

the important figures in Fig. C.11. In the upper left slow vs. fast time plot, we see the

soliton trapped at the right edge of the fast-jittering pulse drive background, and it appears to

have inherited most of this jitter. In the upper right slow vs. fast frequency plot, we see the

noise multiplication from the repetition rate of the pulse drive across every comb mode, and

particularly the heterodyne beatnote of the µ= 1000th mode shown in the lower right. In the

centre plots, we see the input and output phase noise, and transfer function between them.

The transfer low-pass gain equals 60 dB, or µ2 = 10002 as expected. The bandwidth of this

transfer is very large going almost up to the linear cavity bandwidth at 100 MHz, indicating

a very ‘tight grip’ on the soliton. This transfer function measured and graphed here appears

quite rough, but we have the option of smoothening it out simply by running the simulation

again several times (for example 8 times) and averaging this trace. This was done for the plots

in Fig. 2.28 to observe the smoother transfer functions.

Figure C.12: Visual output from pulse-driven soliton noise-transfer simulation, flat pulse
centre. Script: ‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_Soliton_PulsedNoise_28GHz_Example_1_s4’. Figures
shown: (Top-left) Slow vs. fast time domain image (log scale) with soliton inheriting less
jitter from driving pulse; (Bottom-left) The pre-made noise trace for the fluctuations on the
input pulse repetition rate over time (top) and in histogram (bottom); (Centre) Input frequency
noise of the RF source controlling the driving pulse repetition rate (top), heterodyne beatnote
phase noise of the µ= 1000th comb mode (middle), and the transfer magnitude between the
two (bottom); (Top-right) Slow time vs. fast frequency (ie. comb mode heterodyne beatnote),
normalised to peak for each µ; (Bottom-right) PSD of heterodyne beatnote signal at mode
µ= 1000 or ω/2π= 28 THz.

Now, go back to reinitialise the simulation as above, with init=1;␣excite=1;␣t_end=160
and this time set exT=0.0 in order to, this time, hard-excite the soliton in the middle of the
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driving pulse’s ‘depression’. Let the soliton relax to its preferred trapping point, then proceed

as above now with t_end=4000 to observe the long term noise transfer. This time, we see the

resulting plots shown in Fig. C.12, and the difference is clear. With the same input jitter on

the drive pulse, much less jitter is transferred to the soliton due to the fact that it is balanced

within a flatter, shallower basin. In the transfer function trace in the lower centre, we see the

corner frequency has shrunk dramatically to about 500 kHz, and noise multiplication over the

microcomb linewidth has significantly narrowed.

C.3.4 Generating a zero dispersion soliton microcomb

This section will go through the program to re-create the modelling presented in section 3.2.2,

particularly in Fig. 3.12. Here a ZDS(5) is formed in an overall quartic-dispersion landscape

creating a second ‘zeroth-order’ dispersive wave on the short wavelength side, and also

amid a roundtrip-varying dispersion promoting the generation of two additional ‘first-order’

dispersive waves (ie. HDW).

Start with the program layout described in section C.3.1, and set the following values, Section
1:

% Resonator dimensions
L = 5180; % length [ um ]
Aeff = 1.4; % waeguide nonlinear area [ um^2 ]

% Waveguide dispersion fitting parameters \beta(\Omega) [ in fs^k/um ]
f_b=[0.030684323601653;
-0.018630862980875;
0.002245087483122;
6.922120682156940;
7.408129115638022];
beta_var = 0.2;

% orders of ’beta’, useful to know, converted to ps^k/um just because.
beta0 = f_b(end);
beta1 = f_b(end-1)*1e-3;
beta2 = f_b(end-2)*2*1e-6;
beta3 = f_b(end-3)*6*1e-9;
beta4 = f_b(end-4)*24*1e-12;

f0 = 192.3; % centre frequency [ THz ]
fsr = 1/(L*beta1); % Free-spectral range [ THz ]

% Orders of modal dispersion, for information [ 2pi*THz ]
D1 = 2*pi*fsr;
D2 = -beta2*L*D1^3/(2*pi);
D3 = -beta3*L*D1^4/(2*pi);
D4 = -beta4*L*D1^5/(2*pi);

% Loss
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% real resonator has ~average kappa of 208
kappa0 = 1e-12*2*pi*60e6; % intrinsic linewidth [ THz ]
kappa1 = 1e-12*2*pi*155e6; % external-to-bus linewidth [ THz ]

% de-synchronization
de_rf0 = 0; % external driving desynch [ THz ]
de_rr0 = -130e-9; % internal field desynch [ THz ]

The dispersion and loss coefficients were found from back-calculation from experimental
data found in Fig. 3.9. The value of repetition rate offset de_rr0 was found through trial and
error. Importantly, we set the dispersion modulation depth beta_var:∆= 0.2, which is also a
trial value. Next, in Section 2:

% Define simulation width
mode_cut = 8;

N = 2^10; % number of points/modes [ ]

F0 = sqrt(16); % dimensionless forcing term [ sqrt(P/P_thresh) ]

% Define detuning boundaries [ 2*delta_omega/kappa ]
zeta0 = 0;
zeta2 = 8.4;

% Define simulation duration, in photon lifetime [ 2/kappa ]
if zeta2~=zeta0

t_end = 50*abs(zeta2-zeta0); % for scanning
else

t_end = 50; % for stationary
end

% Define simulation frequencies
h = 2^-4*alpha; % step length [ snap to roundtrip ]

store = alpha/h*2^4; % data storage period [ snap to roundtrip ]
view = store*2^1; % real-time graphing period [ simulation steps ]

This time we are saving a lot of computing power by only simulating every 8th comb mode,
cutting out 87.5% of the temporal window, which is empty save for relatively weak dispersive
wave emissions. If we wanted to double check the result, we can set mode_cut=1;N=2^13 to
simulate the the full fast time span but it will take a very long time for little difference. This
program will scan the detuning from ζ0 = 0 to 8.4, at a rate of ∆t/∆ζ0 = 50, first forming a SW
front and ending where the ZDS is able to exist. We are evaluating 16 times per roundtrip,
recording every 16 roundtrips, and live-viewing every 2 samples. In Section 3:

% Scenario
init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no
exctr = 1; % excite step number
pulsed = 1; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no
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Figure C.13: Visual output from pulse-driven scan for SW/ZDS generation. Script:
‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_ZDSFormation_HDW_Example_s1_scan’. Figures shown: (Top-left) The
quartic, normal Dint profile. (Bottom-left) The live-view plot (now concluded), with frequency
domain top and time domain bottom; (Top right) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing the
evolution of the ZDS microcomb profile; (Bottom-centre) Slow vs. fast time domain image,
showing the SW formation.

% Extra settings
external = 1; % get spectrum outside resonator yes/no
spectral_loss = 0; % non-uniform spectral kappa1
nf = 0.1; % noise factor
% input field desynchronisation yes/no (eg. rf noise)
desynch = 0;

This is to start an initialised run, not hard excitation, with pulse driving, out-coupled micro-
comb measurement, no spectral loss, and no input pulse desynchronisation (although the
intracavity field A(τ) is desynchronised). To Section 4 and 5:

rs = round(t_end/(h*store)); % no. of steps stored
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Figure C.14: Visual output from pulse-driven scan for ZDS formation. Script:
‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_ZDSFormation_HDW_Example_s2_interlock’. Figures shown: (Left) The
live-view plot (now concluded), with frequency domain top and time domain bottom, showing
the stable ZDS(5) microcomb with HDWs; (Right) Slow vs. fast time domain image, showing
the two SW fronts coming together and locking on their top level.

% Pulse
Tp = 1;
PA = exp(-2*log(2)*T.^2/Tp^2) +eps;

psi0 = init_hom(zeta0,F0^2,3,1); % dimensionless

for creating our Gaussian pulse drive, and starting the pump amplitude in the stable upper
state. To Section 8 (the looping process), add the following at the LLE split-step line:

% Roundtrip perturbation
dbeta = 1+beta_var*(cos(2*pi*mod(j,ntr)/ntr));
A = LLE_splitstep(A,real(D)+1i*imag(D)*dbeta-1i*de(j),sqrt(theta1).*S,...

gamma*L,h/alpha);

This will modulated the total dispersion operator sinusoidally over a 16-step long roundtrip

cycle.

Run the program. Assuming there are no errors, you should see in the live-view the gradual
formation of the SW front upon the pulse drive as the detuning is increased. When the
simulation ends, the SWs should be moving towards each other gradually. We need to stop
the scan here to let them coincide and lock without collapsing. You should see the following
important plots shown in Fig. C.13. Make the following quick changes to the program:

zeta0 = 8.4;

init = 0; % initial state yes/no
excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no
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and run again. Now, at a static detuning of ζ0 = 8.4 the two SWs are moving freely inward

towards each other. They lock to form a ZDS(5), in this instance, shown here in Fig. C.14. If the

simulation runs for a longer amount of time, the ZDS will probably collapse over the left side

of the pulse drive. Changing the value of de_rr0 carefully can enable a stable trap, but this

will require trial and error to achieve authentically.

To analyse the ‘fine’ roundtrip dynamics of the parametrically modulated ZDS and the origin
of the two HDW, make the following short changes to the program and run again:

% Define simulation duration, in photon lifetime [ 2/kappa ]
if zeta2~=zeta0
else

t_end = 2; % for stationary
end

store = alpha/h*2^-3; % data storage period [ snap to roundtrip ]

init = 0; % initial state yes/no
excite = 0; % hard excitation yes/no

Now we are recording the ZDS at rate of 8 times per roundtrip (ie. fs = 224 GHz), which will

give us a clear view of the oscillating HDW stimulated by the dispersion modulation. After

running the program now, we see the output in Fig. C.15.
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Figure C.15: Visual output from pulse-driven scan for ZDS formation. Script:
‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_ZDSFormation_HDW_Example_s3_KellyExamine’. Figures shown: (Top-
left) The average ZDS microcomb envelope, obtained over several resonator cycles. (Bottom-
left) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing the evolution of the ZDS spectrum inside several
roundtrips, revealing the oscillations of the HDW; (Top-right) Slow vs. fast frequency density,
showing the bright microcomb band across the centre, the background quartic RRC, and
Floquet bands spaced by D1/2π= 28 GHz; (Bottom-right) The average repetition rate beatnote
spectral density, showing Floquet sidebands at ±28 GHz.

C.3.5 Soliton with HDW analysis

In this last advanced scenario, we will analyse the soliton microcomb that exists in the ex-

periment presented in Fig. 4.12, where this time we are implementing the realistic pulse-like

roundtrip dispersion modulation, due to the short and sharp mode-suppression segment in

the resonator (see Fig. 4.6 and 4.7). When looking at the frequency vs. frequency picture, this

produces quite a dramatic image.

Start with the above default program in section C.3.1, and set the following, Section 1:
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% Resonator dimensions
Aeff = 2.1; % waveguide nonlinear area [ um^2 ]

f0 = 192.5; % starting frequency [ THz ]

% Orders of modal dispersion, from experiment [ 2pi*THz ]
D1 = 2*pi*0.01506085;
D2 = 14.3e-9*(2*pi);
D3 = 6.59e-12*(2*pi);
D4 = -3.84e-15*(2*pi);

fsr = D1/(2*pi);
beta0 = 7.408129115638022;
beta1 = 6.922120682156940*1e-3;
w0 = 2*pi*f0;
L = 1/(fsr*beta1);

% orders of ’beta’, useful to know, converted to ps^k/um just because.
beta2 = -D2/(L*D1^3)*(2*pi);
beta3 = -D3/(L*D1^4)*(2*pi);
beta4 = -D4/(L*D1^5)*(2*pi);

% Waveguide dispersion fitting parameters \beta(\Omega) [ in fs^k/um ]
f_b=[beta4/24*1e12;
beta3/6*1e9;
beta2/2*1e6;
beta1*1e3;
beta0];
beta_var = -1.7; % opposite dispersion flip (in case normal to anomalous)

% Loss
kappa0 = 1e-12*2*pi*30e6; % intrinsic linewidth [ THz ]
kappa1 = 1e-12*2*pi*230e6; % external-to-bus linewidth [ THz ]
kappa_slope = 0.007; % exponential decay in kappa1 [ 1/THz ]

% de-synchronization
de_rf0 = 0; % external driving desynch [ THz ]
de_rr0 = -8.498927970554518e-07; % internal field desynch [ THz ]

This time we are putting in the directly measured values of Dℓ taken from our dispersion
measurement of the experimental device, and converting them to coefficients βℓ and f_b. We
need to set a highly specific value of de_rr0 in order to keep the soliton on the pulse. This
value was found by exciting the same soliton with CW driving under a neutral synchronisation,
then using the peak-detect code described earlier to calculate de_rr0. For Section 2:

% Define simulation width
mode_cut = 2;

N = 2^13; % number of points/modes [ ]

F0 = sqrt(15); % dimensionless forcing term [ sqrt(P/P_thresh) ]
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% Define detuning boundaries [ 2*delta_omega/kappa ]
zeta0 = 15.0;
zeta2 = 15.0;

% Define simulation duration, in photon lifetime [ 2/kappa ]
if zeta2~=zeta0

else
t_end = 200*alpha; % for stationary

end

% Define simulation frequencies
h = 2^-6*alpha; % step length [ snap to roundtrip ]

store = alpha/h*2^0; % data storage period [ snap to roundtrip ]
view = store*2^0; % real-time graphing period [ simulation steps ]

As usual, we are skipping every second comb mode with mode_cut to speed things up. We set
a static detuning at ζ0 = 15 with equal pump power. This time with t_end=200*alpha we are
explicitly setting the time duration to be 200 roundtrips precisely. The evaluation rate is set to
be 64 times per roundtrip (ie. fr = 964 GHz) in order to reveal this process. Initially, we set the
sampling rate to once per roundtrip ( fs = 15 GHz), live-viewing every sample. Next, in Section
3:

% Scenario
init = 1; % initial state yes/no
excite = 1; % hard excitation yes/no
exctr = 1; % excite step number
pulsed = 1; % temporally-structured driving function yes/no

% Extra settings
external = 1; % get spectrum outside resonator yes/no
spectral_loss = 1; % non-uniform spectral kappa1
nf = 0.01; % noise factor
exT = -0.0; % where you excite a soliton [ ps ]
% input field desynchronisation yes/no (eg. rf noise)
desynch = 0;

to initialise the run with a hard-excited soliton in the pulse drive centre, with out-coupled
spectral measurement, and spectral loss enabled. To Section 5:

% Pulse
Tp = 1.1;
PA = exp(-2*log(2)*T.^2/Tp^2) +eps;

psi0 = init_hom(zeta0,F0^2,3,3); % dimensionless

to set up the pulse drive profile and initial amplitude. Add the following to the end of Section
6:
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% Roundtrip dispersion evolution
j = 1:ntr;
nt_z = 1/32*ntr/sqrt(log(2));
e_d = ntr/2;
ddbeta = +exp(-(j-ntr/2).^2/nt_z^2);
ddbeta = ddbeta/abs(sum(ddbeta)) *e_d*beta_var;
dbeta = 1 +ddbeta -mean(ddbeta);

% dbeta = 1+beta_var*(-cos(2*pi*mod(j,ntr)/ntr));

figure(6);bar(0:ntr-1,dbeta,1)
ylim(ntr/2*[-1/2,1])

This pre-prepares a 64-step long pulsed profile with which to modulate the magnitude of the

dispersion. At this recent stage it is somewhat overcomplicated, but the idea is to make a

longitudinal adjustable-width Gaussian pulse that can have either a positive or negative rela-

tive amplitude and that retains an even duty-cycle so that the average dispersion β̄2 remains

constant, and the variance of this excursion is proportional to our parameter beta_var. In

this specific case, the flat-level of the dispersion will in fact be anomalous (β2(t = 0) < 0) and

then will deviate strongly normal (β2(t) > 0) over a short step duration of nt_z. Overall, the

average dispersion will be anomalous (β̄2(t ) < 0). This modulation factor (essentially 1+∆(t ))

is plotted further below in Fig. C.16.

In Section 8, modify the split-step line to include the modulation:

A = LLE_splitstep(A,real(D)+1i*imag(D)*dbeta(mod(j,ntr)+1)-1i*de(j),...
sqrt(theta1).*S,gamma*L,h/alpha);

In Section 9, let’s arrange a surf-plot to examine the frequency vs. frequency diagram in
maximum detail:

figure(5);
surf(f+f0,rf,10*log10(abs(I).^2));colormap(hot);shading interp
set(gca,’ydir’,’normal’)
ylabel(’Slow frequency (MHz)’)
xlabel(’Fast frequecy (THz)’)
caxis([-160 -20])
cob = colorbar; ylabel(cob,’Power’)

Now, run the program as we have arranged, to excite a dissipative soliton and let it relax

into its equilibrium after 200 roundtrips. After this first run is done, set t_end=10*alpha;,

store=alpha/h*2^-6;, and init=0;excite=0; to continue the run. This time, the duration

will be exactly 10 roundtrips, and now we have set store so that fs = fr , the maximum. Run

again now, and observe in the live-view how the microcomb envelope at its wings (but not the

central core) and the various HDW undergo a breathing cycle each roundtrip. When the run is

completed, we should see the important plots shown in Fig. C.16. What we see here is that in
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Figure C.16: Visual output from dispersion-pulsed dissipative soliton microcomb. Script:
‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_SolitonHDW_F1C16R6TM_Parametric_1’. Figures shown: (Top-left) The
dispersion modulation factor 1+∆(t ), plotted over 64 steps of a roundtrip cycle; (Bottom-left)
The live-view plot (now concluded), with frequency domain top and time domain (log scale
in dBm) bottom; (Top-centre) Slow time vs. fast frequency, showing the fine evolution of
the soliton spectrum over 10 roundtrips of the resonator; (Bottom-centre) Slow vs. fast time
domain image (log scale), showing the soliton emitting a periodically varying HDW over 10
roundtrips; (Top-right) The un-folded, super-resolution repetition rate beatnote, showing a
whole other comb in the Floquet dimension; (Bottom-right) Average power of the soliton field
over the 10 roundtrips.

for much of the roundtrip propagation the soliton is calm, and then for a brief period in the

middle of the circuit the soliton is strongly perturbed by this normal-dispersion section. It

undergoes a brief breathing cycle, and the main HDW emitted (to the left in this case) rapidly

retreats by one period, in a ‘saw-tooth’ like motion, progressively moving left each roundtrip.

In the ‘Floquet’ dimension, the ‘slow’ frequency RF domain measured in MHz and GHz this

causes many sidebands to emerge all spaced by the FSR, forming a whole new comb in this

dimension. Of course, in experiment we cannot see this since we only ‘sample’ the soliton

once per roundtrip at 15 GHz, causing all of these sidebands to collapse into a single repetition

rate beatnote. In this simulation, we’re sampling at a ‘super’-rate of fr = 964 GHz, hence

revealing this behaviour.

In Fig. C.17, we highlight especially the slow vs. fast frequency density of this simulation, in 3D

this time, showing effectively a 2-dimensional microcomb with a dual-FSR of 15 GHz. Each

comb tooth is spaced apart in the optical domain by 15 GHz, but the soliton itself also breathes

and emits a pulsating dispersive wave at 15 GHz, meaning every comb mode possesses its

own RF microcomb with 15 GHz spacing. The optical-domain profile is smooth since we
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Figure C.17: Super-resolution view of dispersion-pulsed dissipative soliton microcomb.
Script: ‘lle_SiNcavity_v4c_SolitonHDW_F1C16R6TM_Parametric_1’. This is the slow vs. fast
frequency density of a dissipative soliton undergoing a pulsating dispersion every roundtrip
at 15 GHz, sampled 64 times per roundtrip.

are capturing “one soliton at a time” in the fast time picture, since we are measuring over 10

roundtrips in slow time, the RF domain envelope is sliced into different rows. If you were to

run this program one more time and set t_end=alpha; ie. measure for a single roundtrip,

you will see a completely smooth profile in 3D, representing one space-time event.

Some further specific analysis can be found in the supplementary information to the dispersion-

modulated dissipative structures publication: [190].

C.4 Simulation parameter tables
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Appendix C. Numerical method

Parameter Value
Symbolic Matlab Fig. 4.3 Fig. 4.11 Fig. 4.14

N N 210 210 210

δτ Tw 60 60 60
F 2

0 F0^2 10 10 10
ζ0 zeta0 5, 4 (forΨL ,ΨH ) 10 6
∆ eta_a 0.5 0.7 0.7
d1/2π 1/eta_p 8 16 16
d2 1 -1 1
fr 1/h 512 512 512
fs 1/store/h 64 128, 16 128, 16

Table C.1: Simulation parameters used for select dimensionless investigations.

Parameter Value
Symbolic Matlab Fig. 2.2, 2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6

n2 (µm2/W) n2 2.4×10−7

Aeff (µm2) Aeff 1.98
D1/2π (GHz) fsr 20 (2.2,2.6), 1000 (2.3(a)), 10 (2.3(b)), 100 (2.5)
β0 (/µm) beta2 7.493
β1 (fs/µm) beta3 6.913
β2 (fs2/µm) beta2 -0.01348
β3 (fs3/µm) beta3 0
δfeo (kHz) de_rr0 0
κex/2π (MHz) kappa1/2/pi 25
κ0/2π (MHz) kappa0/2/pi 25
ξ (/THz) kappa_slope 0
fR fr_raman 0
τR (fs) t_raman 20
Simulated modes (1 out of every -) mode_cut 1
Number of modes N 28(2.3(a)), 214(2.3(b)), 210(2.5), 213(2.6)
τp (ps) Tp CW or 1.1
F 2

0 F0^2 10, or see figure
ζ0 zeta0 10, or see figure
∆t/∆ζ0 10, or stationary
Duration (t) t_end 10, unless scanning

Table C.2: Parameters used for simulations modelling pulse drive scaling scenarios.
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C.4 Simulation parameter tables

Parameter Value
Symbolic Matlab Fig. 2.23 Fig. 2.27,2.28,2.30

n2 (µm2/W) n2 2.4×10−7 "
L (µm) L 5180 "
Aeff (µm2) Aeff 1.46 "
D1/2π (GHz) fsr 28 "
β2 (fs2/µm) beta2 -0.0110 -0.04
β3 (fs3/µm) beta3 -0.1382 0
δfeo (kHz) de_rr0 -49 see figure
κex/2π (MHz) kappa1/2/pi 50
κ0/2π (MHz) kappa0/2/pi 50
ξ (/THz) kappa_slope 0.007 0
fR fr_raman 0.2 0
τR (fs) t_raman 20 20
Simulated modes (1 out of every -) mode_cut 4 2
Number of modes N 211 211

M EO-comb lines M 26 (at 28 GHz) 26
β̃2 (ps2) chirp 0.4 0.3
F 2

0 F0^2 2.5 (low), 25 (high) 24
ζ0 zeta0 see figure 12
∆t/∆ζ0 20
Duration (t) t_end 20000
fr (GHz) h_rate FSR*2 FSR*2
fs (GHz) h_rate/store FSR/32 FSR/8

Table C.3: Parameters used for simulations modelling select experimental results.
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Appendix C. Numerical method

Parameter Value
Symbolic Matlab Device D72-B Device D72-C

D1/2π (GHz) D1/2/pi 15.321 15.308
D2/2π (kHz) D2/2/pi -12.925 -3.1405
D3/2π (Hz) D3/2/pi 5.3638 3.345
D4/2π (mHz) D4/2/pi -2.3788 -2.4926
κex/2π (MHz) kappa1/2/pi 180 200
κ0/2π (MHz) kappa0/2/pi 30 30
Γ/2π (MHz/W) 10.6 10.6
N N 2048 2048
δτ (time window) (ps) Tw ±8 ±8
τp (ps) Tp 0.9 0.9
F 2

0 F0^2 26 16
P0 (W) Pin0 6.4 4.7
ζ0 zeta0 scan: [-4,14], stop: 8 stable: 4, unstable: 7
δω/2π (GHz) dw2/2/pi scan: [-0.42,1.47], stop: 0.84 stable: 0.46, unstable: 0.81
δfeo (kHz) de_rr0 0 0, ±600
∆ beta_var 0.9 0.7
fr (GHz) h_rate FSR*8 FSR*8
fs (GHz) h_rate/store scan: FSR/16, static: FSR FSR

Table C.4: Parameters used for simulations modelling select experimental results.
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C.5 Tutorial videos online!

C.5 Tutorial videos online!

C.5.1 Dispersion modelling with COMSOL

At https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh6Tax7NgGc, the video titled COMSOL simulation

tutorial: Dispersion Engineering in Micro-ring Resonators part of the channel “Optomechanical

Technologies - ETN”.

This tutorial by me was recorded at the FEM workshop organized by EPFL in October 2017,

part of the OMT ETN workshop series. In it I give a basic tutorial on how to calculate the

broadband dispersion of photonic waveguides, straight or bent, with COMSOL Multiphysics

and Matlab. In the tutorial the example is a silica-cladded silicon nitride waveguide.

C.5.2 Simulating the GNLSE for supercontinuum generation on Matlab

At https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWf_dA8X3fw, the video titled Introduction to NLSE

simulation / supercontinuum generation part of the channel “K-LAB”.

This tutorial and lecture by me was recorded during the MICROCOMB ITN – CMEP workshop

(Computational Methods for Nonlinear Photonics), February 2020, hosted by our research

group. In it I give a basic overview of the nonlinear optics of the Generalised Nonlinear

Schrödinger Equation (GNLSE) and how it is modelled in Matlab using ode45, along the lines

given by John Dudley et al.[192]. I give several key examples of SCG processes.
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